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Woord vooraf
Kerstmis nadert nu ik dit schrijf en de deadline voor het inleveren van het manuscript bij 
de drukker nadert met rasse schreden. Aangezien kerstmis een tijd is voor een terugblik, 
grijp ik deze gelegenheid dan ook daarvoor aan. In de periode tussen nu en het tijdstip 
meer dan zesjaar geleden dat ik besloot om te gaanafstuderenbij de afdeling Molecuul- 
en Laserfysica is er veel veranderd maar ook veel hetzelfde gebleven. Aangezien ik me 
nog steeds op samenwerking met mijn ‘oude’ vakgroep mag verheugen, zij het op een 
veel meer toegepast terrein, kan ik U, als lezer, nog steeds verrassen met een actuele 
stand van zaken in de vakgroep Molecuul- en Laserfysica. Ik wil U daarom de terugblik 
in de vorm van een rondleiding op de afdeling presenteren, waarbij de nadruk ligt op de 
tijd toen ik er nog als AiO rondliep. Volgt U mij.
• Komend uit de liften gaan we linksaf en dan de deur door. Hier komen we meteen 
in het hart van de afdeling: de gemeenschappelijke alias koffie- en thee-ruimte. 
Helaas slechts gesticht aan het eind van mijn verblijf op de vakgroep en nu zelfs 
voorzien van eerstehands banken en luxe koffiezetters. We blijven hier niet te lang 
hangen, maar gaan meteen naar de eerste attractie, linksaf de hoek om.
• In kamer N2098 aangekomen kan er een blik geworpen worden op een typische 
AiO werkkamer. Vijf bureau’s, waarvan een bezet wordt door een (nu verouderd) 
SUN workstation. De resten van de vorige bewoners maken bijna het merendeel 
van de inventaris uit. Er staan zelfs nog spullen in de kast van Jean Schleipen, 
mijn voorganger die mij ‘ingewijd’ heeft in het botsingsonderzoek. Ook de ach­
tergelaten wetenschappelijke resten zijn hier te vinden van de mensen met wie ik 
het grootste deel van mijn tijd als AiO in deze kamer heb door gebracht. Adrian 
Marijnissen deed net als ik fundamenteel onderzoek, maar ik geloof dat we meer 
over auto’s en de beurs hebben gepraat. Theo Brugman, ook met hem heb ik 
vele filosofische discussies achter de rug, en ik hoop dat hij het niet al te verve­
lend heeft gevonden dat iedere keer als hij een nieuw (computer-)speeltje kocht, 
mijn neus om de hoek van het lab verscheen. Als laatste wil ik graag Robert 
Klein-Douwel noemen, de diamantbakker en het brein achter vele plannen om 
niet-werkende apparatuur uit het raam te gooien. Hij was toch nog net eerder met 
promoveren dan ik.
• Steken we dan meteen de gang over, dan komen binnen in (mijn oude) labora­
torium N2057. Een van de fundamentele bolwerken van de afdeling. Binnen­
gekomen zien we Michiel van Beek half in een grote vacuumtank hangen, bezig 
de opstelling van zijn voorganger onherstelbaar te verbeteren, wat hem ook nog 
behoorlijk lukt. De vroegere laseropstelling van Adrian heeft hier net een grote 
beurt gehad, zodat er weer een ouderwetse discotheek opgezet kan worden met
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een driekleurig lichtorgel. Hier heeft ook de oude bundelopstelling van Hans ter 
Meulen gestaan, welke na vele jaren trouwe dienst in een dag ontmanteld werd 
om plaats te maken voor andere experimenten.
• Uit het lab gekomen kunnen we twee kanten op. Linksaf, aan het eind van de 
gang, bevindt zich de kamer van Giel Berden, de ring-dye-laser-koning van de 
afdeling, die hij deelt met twee-takt Genie Stoffels, en heeft gedeeld met Marcel 
Drabbels. Marcel vetrok later naar Californie, en ik heb zelf de gastvrijheid van 
zijn Melrose Place nog mogen meemaken. Ook Harold Linnartz heeft in die ka­
mer zijn zetel gehad, als laatste der Mohikanen schrijvend achter een Atari ST. 
Als we rechtsaf gaan, zien we aan de linkerzijde van de gang een beetje vreemd­
soortig laboratorium waar Iwan Holleman zijn exotische koolstofmoleculen pro­
duceert, en een beetje verder het laboratorium waar Maarten Boogaarts met zijn 
massa-spectrometer deze en andere grote moleculen ontrafelt. Hierna passeren 
we de luidruchtige laservoedingen van de lasers die gedeeld worden met de op­
stelling van Andre Eppink en zijn opvolger Bernard Bakker. Ook zij doen bot- 
singsonderzoek, maar vinden het nodig om de detectie met een dimensie uit te 
breiden, maar het te onderzoeken systeem van hele naar halve botsingen te redu­
ceren.
• Maar we blijven aan de rechterzijde, en gaan de thuisbasis van de technici binnen. 
We arriveren toevallig net nu het koffiepauze is, en ze zijn er gelukkig allemaal. 
Als eerste zit daar Eugene van Leeuwen, zonder wie er slechts 10% van mijn op­
stelling zou staan. De andere werktuigbouwer is Cor Sikkens, immer in de weer 
met AutoCAD. Van de electrotechnici is Frans van Rijn met pensioen, maar niet­
temin soms nog aanwezig. Hij is een man met een opmerkelijk talent om van 
bijna niets, heel veel te maken, maar zijn opvolger in de vorm van Chris Tim­
mer compenseert dat gemis uitstekend. De afdelingssecretaresse Magda Speyers 
drinkt haar koffie samen met de technici, net zoals haar voorganger Annet van der 
Heyden. Met haar lopen we samen naar het secretariaat.
• Links en rechts van het secretariaat bevinden zich de kamers van de hooggeleerde 
heren, Dave Parker en Gerard Meijer. Van de laatste heb ik nog werkcollege on­
derwijs mogen genieten in zijn hoedanigheid als promovendus. Van beiden heb 
ik zeer waardevolle suggesties ten aanzien van mijn onderzoek gekregen.
• Als we bij het secretariaat de gang vervolgen dan bevindt zich rechts van ons in 
een ruimte die (voorheen correct) aangeduid wordt als het damestoilet, maar waar 
zich een deel van de opstelling bevindt waar Rienk Jongma onderzoek mee deed, 
maar ook hij is naar Californie vertrokken. Iets verder bevindt zich de Grote Zaal. 
Als we binnenkomen struikelen we bijna meteen over de spullen van Richard En­
geln (terug van weggeweest) en Mike Putter, bij wiens opstelling de grote zaal 
ineens weer klein lijkt. De rest van de zaal wordt gevuld door de mensen die 
zich meer bezighouden met infrarode perikelen, en wiens bezigheden voor mij 
soms letterlijk een ver-van-mijn-bed-show waren. De opstelling van Arjen Lins- 
kens en Sacco te Lintel Hekkert is niet meer, maar Sacco (doetje computer het
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nog?) heeft hier niettemin nog steeds onderdak. Frans Bijnen zal zijn kakker­
lakken wel niet naar zijn nieuwe werkgever hebben meegenomen en de fruitige 
exercities van Huug de Vries zijn helaas ook ten einde. Niettemin is (de eindelijk 
niet meer eeuwige post-doc) Frans Harren nog steeds bezig met zijn kruisbestui­
ving van biologie en natuurkunde. Jos Oomens loopt ook weer rond, na een kort 
verblijf aan de andere kant van de aardbol, zodat hij weer een poging kan onder­
nemen om een deuk in de Volvo van Leo Meerts te rijden.
• Als we door de zaal heen zijn gaan we tweemaal linksaf en zijn we bij het an­
dere eind van de afdeling aangekomen. We beginnen hier met de kamer van de 
altijd vrolijk cynische Nico Dam, die eigenlijk in het Diesellab hoort te zitten, 
maar die ik nu eigenlijk niet te hard hoor aan te pakken, aangezien ik in de toe­
komst wellicht nog met hem moet samenwerken. Dan komt de kamer van Leo 
Meerts, onder meer het financieel geweten van de afdeling. En als eindpunt van 
deze rondleiding stoppen we waar het voor mij allemaal begon, bij de kamer van 
Hans ter Meulen.
• Hans is begonnen als mijn afstudeerbegeleider, werd toen mijn copromotor, is 
door eigen toedoen opgeklommen naar promotor, maar is eigenlijk hoofdzake­
lijk de (diesel)motor achter het hele botsingsonderzoek geweest. Ik hoop dat er 
nog vele jaren zullen volgen waarin aangetoond kan worden dat een fundamen­
tele achtergrond een meerwaarde betekent in het toegepast fysisch onderzoek, en 
dat ze zelfs goed te combineren zijn.
Zo’n rondleiding doet natuurlijk geen recht aan de mensen die buiten de afdeling aan­
wezig waren. Van hen van hen wil ik de volgende toch noemen: mijn huidige collega’s 
in Eindhoven, met hun enthousiasme (en de ‘netwerktests’); Jelle van Leuken, voor de 
discussies over het orienteren van OH; Toni Versluijs, goede vriend en studie- roei- en 
bestuursgenoot, die misschien verbaasd was toen Charlotte en ik gingen trouwen, maar 
die zeker verbaasd was toen hij hoorde van de geboorte van onze zoon; Janneke Schriek 
en Martin McCuskey, die al zo lang goede vrienden zijn; en natuurlijk mijn ouders en 
schoonouders. Als laatste wil ik Charlotte noemen, sinds de geboorte van Marc is jouw 
plaats alleen maar specialer geworden.
Koen Schreel, Veldhoven, december 1997.
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Introduction
The interaction between molecules has played a role in scientific thinking since Van 
der Waals formulated his kinetic gas theory in the 19th century. Since the development 
of quantum mechanics and the subsequent increased understanding of the physics of 
molecules, this interaction can (in principle) be modeled and quantitatively understood. 
One of the phenomena, in which this interaction becomes very explicit, is in molecu­
lar collisions. A large number of macroscopic physical and chemical processes have 
their origins on a microscopic scale in collisions between molecules. Understanding 
of molecular collisions can therefore lead to a better understanding of many other pro­
cesses, and it is not surprising that molecular collisions have received and still receive 
considerable attention in modern science.
When investigating collisions, one could study macroscopic processes to unravel the 
role of the single molecules in the process. This can lead to valuable results, but often 
the interaction between the molecules themselves cannot be studied in detail due to the 
statistical mechanical nature of the system under study. Another approach is to create 
an environment in which molecules can collide with each other in a very controlled way. 
By using molecules in a specified quantum mechanical state and letting them collide un­
der well defined and known circumstances, a more direct way of obtaining information 
about the interaction is used. The payoff is that the experimental techniques which are 
needed can pose quite some difficulties. The law of “conservation of hassle” [1] applies 
here which says that while simplifying one side of a system, be it physical or mathemat­
ical, the other side becomes proportionally more difficult. Nevertheless, when the sys­
tem is chosen wisely, advantage can be taken from a variety of sophisticated techniques 
which help to reach the goal of understanding a new portion of nature.
The latter pathway has been chosen for the subject of this thesis. The work which 
is presented is a detailed study of collisions involving OH, where rotational excitation 
receives most interest. A lot of effort has been put in obtaining the maximum control 
over the molecules used for the collisions, by using molecular beams combined with 
hexapole state selection and detection by means of laser techniques. Before a more de­
tailed description of the experiments is given, however, an overview is presented of the 
scientific background of collisions of OH, and rotational energy transfer in particular.
The field of molecular collisions is far too large to even present an overview here. 
To put collisions of OH in perspective, it may be useful to classify molecular collisions 
into several different categories, of which some will be discussed. The most general 
type of molecular collision is the elastic collision. In such a scattering event no transla­
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tional energy is lost, no internal energy is exchanged, and only momentum is transfered 
from one collider to the other. Cross sections for elastic collisions generally have val­
ues in the order of 100 A2, which is roughly equal to the physical size of the molecules. 
When translational or internal energy is not conserved, one speaks of inelastic colli­
sions. Translational energy can be converted into rotational energy, or in vibrational 
energy, or in both. The reverse can also occur, and is called rotational or vibrational 
relaxation. Cross sections for inelastic collisions vary considerably with the type of 
molecule, collision energy, and their mutual orientation. Generally they are a factor 10 
to 100 smaller than elastic cross sections. When the atoms which constitute a molecule 
change as a result of a collision, the collision is called reactive. This type of collision is 
responsible for most of the (gas-phase) chemistry. Cross sections for reactive collisions 
vary even more than for inelastic collisions, strongly depending on the molecules and 
energy states of the molecules which are involved.
Theoretically the interaction between molecules is described via interaction poten­
tials. These potentials are unique for every pair of colliders. Two ranges can be distin­
guished. The range where molecules interact, but cannot react is governed by the Van 
der Waals potential. These potentials have an attractive part and/or a repulsive part. The 
repulsive part prevents the molecules from approaching each other closer than a certain 
distance. The attractive part can be such that the molecules form a bond without actu­
ally reacting. Such a complex is called a Van der Waals complex. When the repulsive 
part has a finite barrier height, and the energy available in the collision system is large 
enough to overcome this barrier, molecules can approach each other close enough to ex­
change atoms. When the energy level of the molecules after the reaction is lower than 
the height of the interaction potential, this height is called the energy barrier for reaction. 
Note that such a barrier can be very small or even absent.
In the field of molecular collisions, open shell molecules take a special place. Open 
shell molecules are molecules which lack one or more electrons in their outer shell. Be­
cause of this, they are usually very reactive, and, in fact, often show up as intermediate 
molecules in chemical reactions. After this role, they are often refered to as transient 
molecules or free radicals. Their lifetime in free air is usually very short (u,s). Their 
importance in the understanding of many chemical processes is very large, and conse­
quently they have been, and still are, the subject of intense research. When studying 
free radicals, the most important problem is to create them in a controlled way and in 
sufficiently large quantities. They are often present where a large chemical activity oc­
curs, like flames, discharges, and plasmas, but to control their presence (i.e. molecular 
beams) and quantum mechanical state can pose serious difficulties. Two excellent re­
views have been published very recently by Whitehead [2] and Dagdigian [3], respec­
tively, describing the production and detection of free radicals and collision experiments 
performed with them. In this introduction only a close look will be taken at OH and very 
related molecules.
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1.1 O H  in  com bustion  processes
Spectroscopically, OH has been known for quite some time. Emission spectra of OH 
have been observed in flames since the beginning of the spectroscopy of flames. It is 
in this light only natural that the pioneering work by Dieke and Crosswhite [4] on the 
spectroscopy of the first electronic excited state was performed by using the emission 
of an oxy-acetylene flame. Their work is still an important reference for the description 
of OH.
Two reactions of OH play an important role in the combustion of hydrocarbons [5]:
OH +  C O ^ H  +  CO2 (1.1)
and
OH +  H2 ^ H 2O +  H (1.2)
Reaction 1.1 represents the final step in the oxidation process. A lot of research has 
been performed on both the exothermic reaction [6-9] (from the left side to the right 
side) and the reverse endothermic reaction [10-14]. There is a slight barrier in the en­
trance channel of the reaction, in front of a deep well (50.5 kcal/mol [8] with respect 
to the OH +  CO asymptote) in which the HOCO complex is formed. Another barrier 
(which is also slight with respect to the OH +  CO entrance channel) separates the com­
plex from the CO2 +  H exit channel. The overall exothermicity of the reaction (1.1) is
24.5 kcal/mol [8]. Reaction 1.2 also has a barrier in the OH +  H2 entrance channel, but 
the reaction is without an intermediate complex and fast. From left to right the reaction 
is exothermic. Due to the availability of high energy beam sources of H atoms, mainly 
the reverse (endothermic) reaction has been studied [15-18].
Both above mentioned reactions have a barrier in the entrance channel that prohibits 
reaction under normal circumstances at room temperature. Only in an already burning 
flame the temperatures are high enough to actually enable these reactions. When not 
enough energy is available to overcome the barrier, the pairs of molecules become in­
teresting systems for studying rotational excitation, and they are part of the experimental 
work presented in this thesis.
Apart from the obvious relevance of OH as an intermediate product in the chain of 
reactions which form the combustion process, its role in the diagnostics of flames is 
also a major one. The OH concentration in the flame front and the burnt gases of flames 
is relatively high and the two dimensional detection via planar laser induced fluores­
cence is relatively easy. It is and has been therefore one of the most studied radicals in 
flames. When interpreting these LIF data, however, several problems occur. The fluo­
rescence yield of all transitions is, within the timescale of a standard laser system with a 
pulse duration in the order of 10 ns, strongly affected by collisions with other molecules. 
These collisions result in a quenching (non-radiative decay) of the population in the state 
which is excited by the laser. This quenching has a strong dependence on the actual local 
circumstances in which a particular OH molecule resides, and is henceforth inhomoge- 
neous and very difficult to model throughout the flame. The quantitative interpretation 
of the LIF data can as a result of collisions be very tedious. The influence of collisions
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does not only extend to the first electronic excited state, but rotational energy transfer 
in the ground state also affects several laser based techniques, as was recently pointed 
out by Radi etal. [19] andRothe etal. [20].
Inspired by the collisional problems in the excited state, the groups of Kohse-Hoing- 
haus and Werner have conducted a long term study regarding the experimental and the­
oretical aspects of rotational excitation in both the A2^+ (v = 0) state [21-27] and the 
A2^+ (v = 1) state [28,29] for several collision partners. For the ground state of OH 
there is much less data available. Vibrational relaxation has been studied by Raiche et 
al. [30] andZuhrt etal. [31]. Sonnenfroh etal. [32] andKudla etal. [33] studied rota­
tional excitation of OH by collisions with the for combustion very relevant CO and N2 
molecules. Especially the OH +  CO system is very interesting, because at low colli­
sion energies the barrier for complex formation serves as a repulsive wall enabling the 
rotational excitation. For higher collisional energies the reactive channel starts to com­
pete with the inelastic process. Also the OH-He system has been studied by Wysong et 
al. [34] and the OH-H2O system in an early experiment by Copeland and Crosley [35]. 
Much more data on collisional excitation of OH in the ground state has been reported 
forH 2 as a collision partner, although mainly theoretical [36-44]. One experiment has 
been performed by Andresen and coworkers [45,46]. In this experiment, which is simi­
lar to the one presented in this thesis, A-doublet averaged cross sections were obtained 
for rotational excitation of OH by collisions with normal H2.
1.2 O H  in th e  in te rs te lla r  space
The special interest in OH-H2 has its origins in another important manifestation of the 
OH radical. In 1963 Weinreb et al. [47] were the first to identify OH in the interstel­
lar medium through its A-doubling transition at 18 cm wavelength. Since then, these 
sources of OH have become known as interstellar OH masers. One of the intrigueing 
problems within astrophysics has been the modeling of these masers, in which the mech­
anism leading to the apparent population inversion of OH is one of the key problems. 
Three mechanisms play a role in the population inversion. They are (1) the way the 
OH is produced, (2) possible direct rotational excitation and (3) a combination of in­
frared excitation with collisional relaxation. The first mechanism is still unclear, al­
though Wurps et al. [48] have tried to simulate a possible mechanism in the labora­
tory, based on the observation of population inversion of OH radicals in photolysis of 
H2O [49,50]. The last two processes involve collisions, in which H2, as the most abun­
dant interstellar molecule, plays by far the most important role. When studying colli­
sions of OH with H2, two points need special attention. The first one is formed by the 
A-doubling of the rotational levels of OH. The observed maser radiation in the inter­
stellar space results from a population inversion among the A -doublets, and possible 
differences in the collisional excitation of the A-doublet states is very important in the 
understanding of the mechanism. The second point is formed by H2, which is present 
in two varieties: ortho-H2 and para-H2. Due to the nuclear spin of the H-atoms and the 
equivalence of the two atoms constituting the H2 molecule, the Pauli principle imposes 
the constraint that rotational states with even J  quantum number can only occur in con­
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junction with a configuration in which the nuclear spins of the H atoms are antiparallel 
(para variety), whereas the odd J  quantum numbers correlate with the parallel configu­
ration (ortho variety). Radiative or collision induced transitions between ortho and para 
states are strictly forbidden. In the history of theoretically modeling OH-H2 collisions 
the first models only took para-H2( J  =  0) into account, because of the simplicity of 
the system. Para-H2( J  =  0) behaves almost identically to He in molecular collisions, 
and was often described in terms of the theory describing OH-rare gas collisions. Only 
recently [41,42], with the advent of more powerful computers and more sophisticated 
techniques to accurately model the potential, quantum scattering calculations involving 
ortho-H2( J  =  1) and even higher J-values have been performed.
1.3 O H  in  V an d e r  W aals com plexes
Parallel to the interest in the collisional excitation of OH, another way of studying the 
potential between OH and other molecules was explored via the spectroscopy of Van 
der Waals complexes. The first complex which was observed was the Ar-OH com­
plex [52,53] which generated quite some further interest in this molecule, both exper­
imental [54-58] and theoretical [59-62], and which still lasts [63]. In the years to fol­
low since the discovery of this Van der Waals complex, a number of other complexes 
of OH have either been actually observed, or theoretically predicted. To name them, 
OH-Ne [51],OH-N2 [64,65] and OH-H2 [66,42,67]. The most exciting member of this 
family is probably the OH-H2 complex, in which two reactive partners are stabilized 
in the entrance channel. When the OH is excited to the first electronic state, the two 
molecules react. The lifetime of the excited OH(A2£)-H 2 complex is in the order of 
100 fs, leading to very broad lines, and which probably has prohibited the observation 
for a long time.
The information about the potential obtained by the spectroscopy of these Van der 
Waals complexes is very accurate, but limited to only the attractive well and for specific 
orientations of the molecules with respect to each other.
1.4 O H  v ersu s C H  an d  N O
Two diatomic molecules are very similar to OH in the sense that they are both open 
shell molecules, have a 2 n  ground state, and consist of partly the same or similar atoms. 
Although NO is an open shell molecule, it is chemically much stabler than most free 
radicals, which facilitates experiments. State-to-state collision experiments have been 
conducted by Andresen et al. [68,69] and, in more detail, via hexapole state selection 
by Van Leuken et al. [70,71]. NO differs from OH with respect to its angular momen­
tum coupling. NO can adequately be described with the pure Hund’s case (a) coupling 
scheme, due to the large spin-orbit coupling relative to its rotational spacing. Alexan­
der [72,73] has derived a number of propensity rules for the scattering of case (a) 2n  
molecules colliding with structureless particles, for which NO has proven to be a good 
test molecule. Van Leuken et al. [71] performed also an experiment in which they ori­
ented the NO molecule prior to collision. The observed strong orientation dependent
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cross sections could qualitatively be understood.
Even more similar to OH is the CH molecule, which has an intermediate Hund’s 
case (a) and (b) character, but approaches the case (b) limit much faster with increasing 
J  than OH. Macdonald and Liu have performed extensive studies on the scattering of 
CH, by both He [74] and D2 [75-77]. The observed preferential population of certain 
symmetry states could be described by a model based on a description of the interaction 
potential in terms of different symmetry surfaces.
1.5 O u tlin e  o f th e  thesis
The present investigation was planned to study in very detail the interaction between 
the OH molecule and other molecules via collision experiments. We have chosen to 
prepare OH state selectively by means of expansion cooling and electrostatic hexapole 
state selection. The combination of these two techniques enabled the measurement of 
A-doublet state resolved cross sections, which add a new and important level of insight 
in the interaction of OH with other molecules. In chapter 2 the applied experimental 
techniques are explained and a description of the setup is given. Also the basic spectro­
scopic properties of OH are described.
In chapter 3 the collision partners are He and Ar. Both canbe treated as structureless 
spherical particles and the theoretical description of these systems can be performed to 
a high degree of accuracy. The measured state-to-state cross sections form a sensitive 
test of the present state-of-the-art ab-initio quantum calculations.
The next chapter (chapter 4) deals with collisions between OH and H2. The H2 
molecule is of more practical interest, because together with OH it plays an important 
role in astrophysics and the physics of combustion. Both normal-H2 and, for the first 
time, para-H2 have been used as collision partners. A detailed investigation of the in­
fluence of the initial states of both OH and H2 enables an accurate comparison with the 
latest theoretical calculations.
In chapter 5 the step to more complicated scattering partners is made. Complicated 
means in this case already molecules consisting of two or more atoms. For this purpose 
collisions with three molecules which are relevant for combustion processes (N2, CO, 
and CO2) are studied.
The last chapter (chapter 6) describes our efforts to gain access to the steric proper­
ties of the molecular interaction. Here the OH molecule is oriented in space and a closer 
look is taken at the asymmetry in the potential by restricting the collisions to a specified 
side of the molecule.
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C h a p t e r  2
General description
2.1 S pec tro scopy  o f O H
The spectroscopy of OH in the first two electronic states (A2 £  + and X 2 n )  is very well 
known. A comprehensive description of the rotational and vibrational structure and a 
table of A — X  transitions is given by Dieke and Crosswhite [1]. Since their work 
in the late forties, also the features which require a higher resolution have been stud­
ied. For more information about these hyperfine interactions and the determination of 
the dipole moment, the reader is refered to the work by Ter Meulen [2] and Meerts [3]. 
The hyperfine splittings are an order of magnitude smaller than the collision induced 
Doppler broadening as present in the experiments described in this thesis. In order to 
measure complete cross sections lasers are used with linewidths larger than the Doppler 
broadeningand consequently possible effects ofhyperfine interactions onthe collisional 
process are concealed. From this it follows that for the work encompassed by this the­
sis the description of OH need not to be more accurate than the fine-structure. A short 
overview of the relevant transitions and the state selective detection is given below.
2.1.1 The electronic ground state X2 n
The electronic ground state of OH arises from the combination of a ground state O(3 P) 
and ground state H(2 S) atom. In the united atom picture this leads to an electron config­
uration of (1sct)2(2sct)2(2 p a )2 (2 p n )3. The projection of the electron orbital angular 
momentum L on the internuclear axis is |A| =  1 and the projection of the spin angular 
momentum S  is | E | =  | . The term symbol of this state is 2 n .
The angular momentum coupling scheme for OH in which the end-over-end rotation 
R  couples with the electronic orbital and spin angular momentum is, due to the relatively 
large spin-orbit coupling, an intermediate Hund’s case (a) and (b). In the lowest rota­
tional states the molecule is very near case (a), and a quantum mechanical labeling in 
terms of case (a) wavefunctions is most appropriate. Inthis scheme [4] A  and £  couple 
to form Í2, which can have the values | Í21 =  |  and | Í21 =  | . In a vector representation 
¿2 lies parallel to the internuclear axis and couples by vector addition to R  to form the 
total angular momentum J . The rotational levels are labeled by the rotational quantum 
number J , which, in the case of |£2| =  | ,  starts with |  and increases with 1 at a step, 
whereas for | Í21 =  \  J  starts with J  =  i . Levels with the same end-over-end rota­
tion but a different value of ¿  will have a separation in energy caused by the spin-orbit
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interaction A L ■ 5, where A is called the spin-orbit coupling constant. This spin-orbit 
coupling is usually larger than the rotational spacing, and one can speak of two distinct 
rotational ladders. The two manifolds are also designated as F1 and F2 for the n 3/2 and 
n V2 states, respectively.
For a molecule in a 2n  state, the rotational part of the Hamiltonian can be written
as
H-ot =  AvL ■ S + J  — S — , (2.1)
where Bv is the rotational constant for the vibrational state v. This Hamiltonian is eval­
uated on the basis formed by the rigid body rotational wave functions together with an 
electron spin and electron angular momentum part:
$  =  |¿  J M ) I A £ ) , (2.2)
with the explicit expression for the rigid rotor function given by [5]
\VJM)  = y [ ^ ^ T > J M(aPy). (2.3)
The quantum number M  is the projection of J  onto an external axis, and ranges from 
—J, — J  + 1, to J . Normally, without the presence of a magnetic or electric field, each 
rotational level is degenerate in M . The solution of the Schrodinger equation with the 
Hamiltonian of Eq. 2.1, yields for the energy of each rotational state |¿  JM ) [4]
Erot = Bv (J ( J  + 1) — ¿ 2) +  AvA£. (2.4)
Each energy level as given by this equation is still degenerate with regard to the di­
rection of the projection of J  onto the nuclear axis. This direction is represented by the 
sign of ¿  and corresponds for the definition of the functions in Eq. 2.3 to a negative 
¿  when the projection of J  on the internuclear axis points into the direction of the O- 
atom, whereas ¿  is positive when J  points towards the H-atom. In this case the z-axis 
of the body fixed frame is chosen along and in the direction of the permanent dipole 
moment, which points from the O-side to the H-side of the molecule. The degeneracy 
is lifted in OH by the so called A-doubling, which is caused by the interaction between 
R  and L originating in a perturbation of th e 2 n  state by the 2 £  state. This A-doubling 
results in two states with wavefunctions which are symmetric and antisymmetric linear 
combinations of the case (a) wave functions (Eq. 2.3) with ¿  and — ¿
4>e(£2, J , M )  =  —7= (\£2JM) + e \—i 2 j M ) ) , (2.5)
V 2
with e =  ±  1 denoting the symmetry. The spin and electron orbital angular momentum 
part of the wavefunctionis dropped, because all information provided by these numbers 
is contained in ¿ .  We will also use the spectroscopic notation which labels a state with 
e = — 1 with e and a state with e =  +1 as f . The e/ f  label is also known as the parity 
index. The relation between the symmetry and the parity is given by [6]
p  = e ( - 1)J -S . (2 .6)
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The intermediate case character of OH is a result of the shift in coupling of S from 
the internuclear axis to the end-over-end rotation. With S decoupled from the internu­
clear axis, ^  isn’t a good quantum number anymore and the wave functions can be ex­
pressed as a mixing of the wave functions for £2 =  |  and Í2 =
^ (£ 2 , J, M) =  Ci<56( i ,  J, M) +  C2$ e( | ,  J, M). (2.7)
For the Í2 =  § ladder, the constants Q  and C2 are given by [5]
X +  Y -  2
Ci =  J  2 X  (2 -8)
X -  Y +  2
with X  and Y  given by
X = ^ y + 2 )  + r ( r - 4) (2 -10)
A
Y = - f .  (2.11)
Bv
Forthe \  ladderthe constants Q  and C2 are given by almost the same expressions:
X -  Y +  2
Ci =  J  2 X  (2.12)
X  + Y -  2
^  =  - V --(213)
For the lowest vibrational state (v = 0), the constants Av and Bv are -139.73 cm-1 and 
18.515 cm-1, respectively [1]. In table 2.1 a list is presented of the mixing constants for 
the first rotational levels of the v = 0 state. As can be seen, the lowest rotational levels 
are very close to a case (a) description.
With Eq. 2.7 as expression for the wavefunctions, the magnitude of the A-doublet 
splitting (A Ea) is given by [7]:
( q +  t t )  C\ (2 J  + 1) +  qC\ C2(2 J  + 1 ) J (  J  — \ ) { J  + | ) ,
2  (2.14)
with the A-doubling parameters q and p  equal to -580.100 MHz and 2366.003 MHz, 
respectively [3]. One can see that the second term of Eq. 2.14 can be negative if one 
of the C constants is negative. For the £2 =  |  ladder of OH, C2 is negative and thus 
for certain values of J  the A-doublet splitting can become negative which results in an 
inversion of the ordering of the A-doublet. This change in the ordering occurs between 
the J  = |  and J  = |  levels.
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Table 2.1 : The mixing coefficients describing the intermediate case character of OH 2n^(v = 
0) for the lowest rotational states.
J
£2 = 1/2 £2 =  3/2
Q c 2 Q c 2
1/2 l 0
3/2 0.984759 -0.173925 0.173925 0.984759
5/2 0.964166 -0.265301 0.265301 0.964166
7/2 0.942087 -0.335369 0.335369 0.942087
9/2 0.920907 -0.389782 0.389782 0.920907
When the molecule is in a state that tends towards a case (b) wavefunction, which 
occurs for OH only for higher values of J ,  Alexander and Dagdigian [6] have shown 
that the electronic part of the wavefunction is symmetric with respect to reflection in 
the plane of end-over-end rotation of the nuclei for the e levels in the £2 =  |  ladder and 
the f  levels in the £2 =  i  ladder, while being antisymmetric for the other two states. 
This situation can be pictured by looking at the lobe of the unpaired electron which can 
be oriented perpendicular to the plane of rotation (antisymmetric case) or can be situated 
in the plane of rotation (symmetric case).
2.1.2 The first electronic excited state A2£
The first electronic excited state arises from the promotion of a (2pa)  electron to the 
(2p n ) shell, leading to an electron configuration of (1sa)2(2sa)2(2pa)(2p n )4. The 
term symbol for this configuration i s 2 £  + and the angular momentum coupling scheme 
is case (b) because A  =  0.
Also in this case every rotational level with R  > 0 is degenerate, were it not for 
the coupling between the molecular rotation and the spin of the unpaired electron. This 
interaction is described by a term yv R  S in the Hamiltonian, which gives rise to a split­
ting of each rotational state with R  > 0. The constant yv is appropriately called the 
p -doubling constant. Diagonalization yields for the energies:
E n  = BVR(R  +  1) +  \ y vR  for J  = R-\- \
2 1 (2.15)
E f2 = BVR(R  +  1) — 2 Yv(R +  1) for J  = R  — ^.
Here the upper component of the p -doublet is designated with f1 and the lower one with 
f2. For the lowest vibrational state B0 = 16.961 cm-1 [1] and y0 = 0.224 cm-1 [8]. 
The parity of the states is given by
p  = ( - 1)R. (2.16)
2.1.3 A — X  transitions and their probabilities
In Fig. 2 .1a schematic overview is given of the energy levels of the X2 n  (v =  0) and 
A2£ (v  = 0) states of OH. The energy difference between the v = 0 levels of each
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F igure 2. 1 : Energy level diagram of the OH X2 n  t electronic ground state and A2 £  + first elec­
tronic excited state. The energy levels are labeled with their rotational quantum number J, parity 
p and A-doubling symmetry e/ f . The energy difference between the components of each A- and 
p-doublet is exaggerated for reasons of clearness. Some radiative transitions are indicated in the 
figure with their spectroscopic labeling.
P
electronic state corresponds to a photon wavelength of about 308 nm. The states are 
labeled by both N  and J . The quantum number N  is defined as N  = R  + |  A| and is 
also used for the spectroscopic nomenclature of the radiative transitions to the electronic 
ground state, where N  is not a good quantum number.
The line strengths (and consequently the selection rules) for electric dipole transi­
tions are given by the evaluation of the square of the transition dipole moment matrix 
element. In a general expression this can be written as [5]
£ i j =  E  M j Mj W J M ) ? — }— , (2.17)
MÏÏMj 2 J  + 1
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where l  is the dipole moment defined in the space-fixed frame. The transformation 
from the space-fixed to the molecule-fixed frame is governed by the rotation matrices, 
yielding for the components of the transition dipole moment (which is a tensor operator 
of rank 1) [5]
with 1  the transition dipole moment in the molecule-fixed frame. The components of 1  
in the molecule-fixed frame are labeled by q , which can have the values — 1, 0, +1. For 
diatomic molecules the component labeled by 0 is the component along the internuclear 
axis. When combining the above equations and using the expressions for the molecular 
wavefunctions of OH, Eq. 2.17 takes for A — X  transitions of OH, the form:
Here p  denotes the parity of the upper state. The body fixed coordinate q is 0 for a 
parallel transition and ±  1 for a perpendicular transition. When carrying out all the sums 
and only taking into account the J-dependent part of the integral, it yields
When evaluating the 3 J-symbols and considering the energy level scheme in Fig. 2.1, 
it can be seen that transitions with A J  =  0, ±1 and A N  =  0, ±1, ±2 are allowed, 
resulting in an O, P, Q, R, and S  branch. We adapt the nomenclature of Dieke and 
Crosswhite [1] for denoting transitions
in which N" is the quantum number of the lower state, f  denotes the component of 
the p-doublet in the upper state and F  the spin-orbit manifold of the lower state. The 
strongest transitions are the ones for which f  = F  and in these cases only one subscript 
is used. In Fig. 2.1 some transitions are illustrated and in Table 2.2 the wavelengths and 
linestrengths of several transitions relevant to this work are given.
2.2 D esc rip tio n  o f th e  e x p e rim en ta l se tup
2.2.1 The molecular beam apparatus
(2.18)
2£ V2
V M ,M
+  J, M) \ £ q j 2^ /2, f ,  M , p/)\2 .
(2 .20)
A N fp  ( N"),
The molecular beam apparatus which is used for the experiments described in this the­
sis, has also been used by Schleipen[9] andVanHulst [10]. In the present experiments 
several modifications have been applied which will be described in this section.
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Table 2.2: Wavelengths and relative linestrengths of several transitions in the 0 —-  0 rotational 
band of the OH( A2£ — X2 n ) electronic transition [1]. The relative linestrengths are calculated 
using Eq. 2.20.
2n 3/2 2n 1/2
Transition X (nm) £ Transition X (nm) £
f i d ) 308.1665 9.4208 Oi2(2 ) 309.9593 1.2458
Pi (2) 308.6390 12.7349 O u (3) 310.6017 1.6651
Pi (3) 309.1186 16.5083 P12(1) 309.3722 5.3333
Pi (4) 309.6124 20.4737 Pi (2) 309.6349 4.4102
£ i( i ) 307.8440 8.9960 Pn(2) 309.6349 5.9373
Q21 (1) 307.8468 6.2565 P2 (3) 309.9593 8.6106
Qi(2) 307.9951 17.0213 Pn(3) 309.9538 6.2930
Q21 (2) 308.0006 5.7894 Q2(1) 309.0473 5.3333
Qi(3) 308.1541 25.2790 Q21 (1) 309.0449 2.6667
Q2i (3) 308.1620 5.3206 Q2(2) 308.9861 11.0003
Qi(4) 308.3278 33.7268 Q21 (2) 308.9861 3.7539
Q2i (4) 308.3374 4.8425 Q2(3) 308.9861 18.1996
f i d ) 307.2009 2.6461 Q21 (3) 308.9861 4.1353
R21(1) 307.2063 3.9331 R2(1) 308.4050 2.6667
Ri(2) 307.0318 6.1504 R2(2) 308.0231 5.6525
R21 (2) 307.0392 5.1146 R2(3) 307.7028 9.0964
Sli (1) 306.2523 0.7475
Si 1(2 ) 305.7727 1.1893
The basis of the experimental setup is formed by a large vacuum chamber. This 
chamber consists of three connected compartments. Two compartments have an open 
connection and serve as production and collision chamber. The third compartment is 
used as a buffer chamber for the secondary beam, and has an electroformed nickel skim­
mer as opening to the collision area. A drawing to scale is given in Fig. 2.2. A par­
tial shielding between the OH-production compartment and the collision area is formed 
by a plate with a 4 mm skimmer. Each compartment is pumped by a 6000 ls-1 diffu­
sion pump. All three diffusion pumps share the same backing pumps consisting of a 
500 m3s-1 roots blower and a 26 m3s-1 rotary pump. The typical pressure in the col­
lision chamber without the valves operating is 8 x 10-7  Torr and 7 x 10-6 Torr when 
the valves are operating.
The photomultiplier and the collection optics are placed on the secondary beam axis 
under right angles with the primary beam. The laser beam enters the collision area ver­
tically from the top, through a quartz window in the top flange. A tube with two electro­
formed light skimmers having an opening of 4 mm is used to suppress stray light. The 
laser beam does not exit the chamber, but ends in a beam dump which is placed on the
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Figure 2.2: Drawing to scale of the experimental setup. Shown is a horizontal cross section 
through the apparatus in top view. The scale is approximately 1:11.
baffle of the diffusion pump.
The valves are Bosch fuel injection solenoid valves which have been modified in­
house. The typical pulse width is 1-2 ms and they operate at typically 10 Hz, with a 
maximum of 13 Hz. The maximum backing pressure is about 5 bar. The standard noz­
zle opening provided by the Bosch valve is 1 mm. A 3-D artist’s view of the arrange­
ment is given in Fig. 4.1. For the secondary beam various molecules have been used 
in the different experiments. Besides noble gases, also gases consisting of diatomic or 
even polyatomic molecules have been used. To increase the cooling efficiency in these 
cases, the valve of the secondary beam could be equipped with another nozzle with a di­
ameter of 0.1 mm. The speed of the beams produced by the secondary valve have been 
measured by placing a fast ionization gauge on the molecular beam axis and varying 
the distance between the nozzle and the gauge. By fitting a straight line to the obtained 
data, the average speed was estimated. A table of the measured speeds for the various 
molecules can be found in table 2.3.
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Molecule________Speed (ms ')________ £ Coii (cm ')  table 2.3: The speeds of
He 1560 394 the various molecules in the
. , secondary molecular beam.Ar 670 451 J .. ... .The corresponding collision
H 2 2720 596 energy is calculated for a
N2 690 410 right angle geometry with a
CO 755 450 primary beam of OH with a
speed of 670 cm-1.
CO2 575 400
Figure 2.3: Discharge radical source. A high voltage is ap­
plied to an electrode ring in front of the pulsed valve exit hole. 
During the expansion a discharge occurs between the valve and 
the electrode in which radicals are produced.
2.2.2 Production of the OH molecules and the secondary beam
The OH beam is produced by expanding a mixture of H2O vapour seeded in Ar. The 
partial pressure is 18 Torr for the water vapour at room temperature and 1.5 bar for Ar. 
The seeding is obtained by leading the Ar through water in a bubbler. This gas mix­
ture is then expanded into vacuum while simultaneously applying a high voltage dis­
charge through the expanding gas. The discharge occurs between a ring shaped elec­
trode at -3 kV and the valve body, which is at earth potential. To confine and stabilize 
the discharge, the valve body is electrically shielded with mica, while leaving open only 
a small hole through which the gas can expand. In this way the discharge is confined 
only to the area of the expanding gas. The high voltage is not switched and the dis­
charge starts when the valve opens and gas enters the vacuum. When the valve closes 
the discharge stops. A drawing of the source is presented in Fig. 2.3.
The probable mechanism of the production of the OH molecules is twofold: dis­
sociation of the H2O molecules by electron impact and the reaction H2O +  Ar* ^  
OH +  H +  Ar. The metastable Ar* is also formed by electron impact. Because of the 
extra production pathway via the metastable Ar, the use of Ar as seeding gas results in 
the highest yield of OH molecules. The use of other carrier gases like Ne is therefore 
not very advantageous when a discharge is used as the production method. A disadvan­
tage is that these metastable Ar atoms fluoresce in the UV region which is also used to 
probe the OH molecules. This effectively results in a noisy background for the detector.
Although the plasma in which the OH is formed is supposed to have a very high tem­
perature, the rotational cooling obtained in the expansion still results in a low rotational 
temperature of 35 K in the beam. In Fig. 2.4 a Boltzmann plot of the population distri­
bution in the beam before it enters the hexapole is presented. There is still a warm tail 
in the population present, but the population of the first excited rotational state (./ =  i)  
is only 6% of the lowest J  = |  state. Remarkable is the difference in population of 
both A-doublet components of the lowest rotational state (J  = |) .  Based on thenno- 
dynamic considerations these populations should be more or less the same. The large
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Figure 2.4: Boltzmann plot showing the rotational population distribution of the electronic 
ground state of OH, directly after the expansion without electrostatic state selection. A rotational 
temperature of ^  35 K can be associated with the lowest rotational states. For higher 7-values 
the rotational cooling is less efficient, resulting in a non-thermal population distribution.
ratio of 100 ^  68.8  is probably due to the discharge as the production method, since this 
difference is not observed when photolysis of HNO3 is used [11].
The OH beam mainly constists of Ar atoms which therefore determine the speed 
of the OH molecules. Based on the speed measured for the secondary beam with an 
ionization gauge, this would be 670 ms-1. The actual speed of the OH itself has also 
been measured by varying the distance between the nozzle and the point of detection 
and measuring the time of arrival with LIF. The speed which was measured this way 
was within the accuracy of both measurements equal to the speed of the measurement 
with the ionization gauge.
2.2.3 Hexapole state selection
A hexapole is a device that consists of six alternately charged rods, placed symmetri­
cally around the beam axis. The electric field which is generated inside the hexapole is 
highly inhomogeneous, but has the desirable property that the field strength on the beam 
axis is zero, and the magnitude of the electric field has no angular dependence and in­
creases with the distance from the beam axis. A hexapole can be used as a spatial filter 
of molecules, because it focuses molecules in some states, and defocuses molecules in 
other states.
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The potential of an ideal hexapole field can be written as [12,13]
V = V0 cos30, (2 .21)
where r , $  are the cylindrical coordinates inside the hexapole, r0 is the inner radius of 
the hexapole and ±  V0 the voltage of the electrodes. The resulting magnitude for the 
electric field is then
-> r 2
E = \ E \ = 3 V 0-  (2.22)
ro3
For molecules exhibiting a linear Stark effect (e.g. spherical top), and having a per­
manent dipole moment of ^ 0, the Stark shift of the energy levels is given by [14]
^ S ta rk  =  110 E j * + l )  ( 2 - 2 3 )
Combined with the expression for the electric field in Eq. 2.22 this results for the force 
on the molecule in
d TTr 6u0V0 K M  
F = ~ ~  W W  =  -J 7 T -7 - /-  (2-24)dr r0 J  (J  + 1)
Here K  is the projection of J  on the principal rotation axis and is mathematically equiva­
lent to ^  in diatomics. The force is directed towards the beam axis for molecules having 
K M  < 0 and away from the beam axis for molecules having K M  > 0. The force is 
linear in r  and hence the motion for molecules with K M  < 0 will be sinusoidal around 
the beam axis.
The case of OH is a little more complicated, because each rotational state of OH is 
split by the A-doubling. The Stark effect in OH is extensively treated in Chapter 6 , and 
we will use here only the result of Eq. 6.11, where the shift in energy of each A-doublet 
is given. This results in a force on the molecule of
F = (^AE^ + {l(JTW7i) ) (.TÔTTïJ lsv"7r (2.25)
where A Ea is the A-doubling energy. For A Ea = 0 this equation reduces to Eq. 2.24. 
The beam path will be nearly sinusoidal, but the molecules close to the beam axis, in 
relatively low electric fields, will experience a smaller force and their path will therefore 
deviate. Molecules in the upper A-doublet states will experience an attractive force and 
molecules in the lower A-doublet states will be pushed out of the hexapole.
The hexapole used in the experiments has a length of 24 cm, an inner diameter of 
6.8 mm and a rod diameter of 2.5 mm. The maximum voltage difference between the 
rods is 30 kV, resulting in a maximum field strength of about 500 kV/cm. The normal 
voltage difference between the rods used during the experiments is 20 kV A higher volt­
age does not improve the population ratio of the upper and lower A-doublet states of the
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Figure 2.5: The efficiency of the hexapole state selector for separating the F\, J p = | + state 
(probed by the Qi ( 1 ) transition), and the Fu J p = j  state (probed by the Pi ( 1 ) transition). At 
a voltage of 30 kV the ratio of the population of both A-doublet states is ^  30.
J  =  |  state any more and enhances the risk of breakdown of the high voltage. InFig. 2.5 
the relative population of the two A-doublet components of the lowest rotational states 
in the collision center is given as a function of the applied high voltage. The intensity 
of the signal was optimized for each voltage separately. Since the location of the focus 
is a function of the applied voltage, this optimization was performed by adjusting the 
distance between the hexapole and the detection region.
In Fig. 2.6 the trajectories of the focused OH ( J  = | )  state are shown for the ex­
perimental conditions during the collision experiment. A separate graph for each of 
the two M-states is given. The paths have been obtained by numerical integration of 
Eq. 2.25 [15], One can observe for the M  = |  state two foci, one of which is located 
around 33 cm behind the nozzle and one inside the hexapole. For the M  =   ^ state 
one focus is present at the end of the hexapole. Not all trajectories are contained in the 
hexapole and consequently molecules on these trajectories are ’lost’. This loss becomes 
significantly large for lower voltages and is the reason that we choose for the configu­
ration where for M  = |  the extra focus inside the hexapole shows up. For the normal 
collision experiments it is irrelevant whether a molecule is in the M  =  ^or M  = |  state, 
because the orientation due to the strong electric field is lost in the region between the 
state selector and the collision area. In the case of the experiment with oriented OH, 
however, the focused molecules in t h e M = |  state result in a decrease of the average 
orientation.
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Distance from nozzle (m)
Figure 2.6: Focusing curves of OH in the hexapole calculated by numerically integrating 
Eq. 2.25. The dashed box represents the area in which the hexapole field is present. The skimmer 
is indicated with the two lines. Only beam curves are drawn for the upper part of the skimmer 
opening. The curves have been calculated for experimental conditions. The upper graph is for 
M = j , the lower graph is for M = The collision area is located around 0.33 m behind the 
nozzle.
2.3 D a ta  acqu isition
The goal of the experiments is to obtain cross sections for collisionally excited transi­
tions. The way we obtain these cross sections is by probing the number density of OH 
molecules in a certain state, before and after the ensemble has experienced collisions. 
This number density is obtained by probing the states by saturated laser induced fluores­
cence spectroscopy. Saturated LIF means in this case that the intensity of the laser light 
is high enough for the fluorescence signal to be no longer a function of the linestrength, 
but rather proportional to the density. For OH this limit is easily reached with pulsed
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dye lasers, since most transitions of interest have a relatively large oscillator strength 
in the order of 10-4  [16]. A check of the saturation is formed by comparing the sig­
nal from two transitions with a different linestrength, but starting from the same ground 
level, like the Pi (1) and the R\ (1) transition.
The LIF detection is done by probing the v' =  0 —-  v" =  Obandofthe A —-  X  elec­
tronic transition with a frequency doubled, pulsed dye laser (Lambda Physik FL2002). 
The dye laser operates on Rhodamine B dye and is pumped by an excimer laser (Lambda 
Physik EMG201, operating onXeCl). The typical pulse energies available in the 308 nm 
region are in the order of 0.3 mJ in a 20 ns pulse. The fluorescence is collected by op­
tics and passes through a 1 mm UG-11 filter before being detected by a photomulti­
plier. The signal of the photomultiplier is processed by a boxcar integrator, and is sub­
sequently digitized and stored in a computer on a shot-to-shot basis. The population of 
the relevant states is probed with and without collisions, from which the cross section 
for rotational excitation is derived. This calculation procedure is explained in detail in 
paragraph 4.2.3.
There are many different types of noise that influence the measured signal. The most 
important one is the shot-to-shot noise of the signal. This type of noise sets the limit on 
the accuracy with which the larger cross sections canbe determined. It is caused by fluc­
tuations of the OH density in the beam and, to a lesser extent, fluctuations of the laser 
power. To reduce this noise, 1000 laser shots are averaged to form a single measurement 
of the relative population of a particular state. This number leads to a statistical error in 
the measurement which is not unrealistically small in comparison to the variations from 
measurement to measurement. This second source of noise is caused by the inaccuracy 
with which the laser can be tuned to the top of the line and by slowly varying processes 
in the complete setup which influence the signal, such as alignment changes caused by 
temperature shifts. To reduce this noise, 4 to 6 different measurements are averaged, 
but every measurement belongs to a complete set of measurements of all transitions, ob­
tained in a relatively short period of time. The last important source of noise is noise on 
the baseline. This noise has two origins: electronic noise and background noise picked 
up by the photomultiplier. The latter one is mainly caused by radiation from metastable 
Ar atoms contained in the beam. This noise limits the accuracy with which the smallest 
cross sections canbe determined. For transitions to the il = J  = f state and states 
with a higher energy, which are theoretically accessible for some collision partners, this 
means that no reliable cross sections could be measured. All other states in the range 
of the collision energy up to the il  = | , J  = |  state could be detected.
The transformation from the number density to the relative cross section is in prin­
ciple done via the flux to density transformation. In section 3.3 a detailed description 
is given. The result is that the flux-to-density transformation can in reasonable approx­
imation be regarded as unitary for most collision partners.
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C h a p t e r  3
State-to-State Cross Sections for Rotational 
Excitation of OH by collisions with He and Ar
Abstract
Parity resolved state-to-state cross sections for rotational excitation of OH(X2n )  collid­
ing with He and Ar, have been obtained in a crossed molecular beam experiment. The 
OH radicals were produced in a pulsed DC discharge in a H2O/Ar gas mixture. Adia­
batic expansion into vacuum resulted in an effective rotational cooling yielding a 94 % 
population of the lowest A-doublet (A"2 n3/2, J  =  §). Further state preparation could 
be achieved via electrostatic state selection in a hexapole electric field, resulting in a 
93.5 % population of the upper A-doublet component ( f, + ). Experiments were per­
formed both with and without the state selector to provide detailed information about 
the rotational excitation from both A-doublet states.
The OH rotational state distribution was probed, before and after the collision event, 
by means of LIF spectroscopy of the A —  X  electronic band at 308 nm. The OH-Ar 
and OH-He scattering behave very similar with the exception of the J  =  |  A-doublet 
transition which is induced much weaker by the He collisions. For both collision sys­
tems the experimental results are in agreement with theoretical cross sections obtained 
from quantum scattering calculations of Werner and coworkers [1].
This chapter is based on the following publication: K. Schreel, J. Schleipen, A. Eppink, and J.J. 
terMeulen, J. Chem. Phys. 99, 8713 (1993)
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3.1 Introduction
Inelastic scattering of open shell diatomics has become a subject of considerable inter­
est in current experimental and theoretical work on molecular dynamics. At the experi­
mental side the fast development of efficient state selective laser detection techniques in 
combination with pulsed supersonic molecular beams has made possible the measure­
ment of state-to-state cross sections for rotational energy transfer. Furthermore, efficient 
pulsed sources of free radical beams have become available making this field now also 
accessible for the study of scattering of chemically unstable species. A strong impetus 
to the progress of theory in this field has been given by the recent observations of weakly 
bound open shell van der Waals complexes which are nowadays one of the main topics 
in molecular spectroscopy. The spectroscopy of these van der Waals molecules as well 
as the dynamics of the collision process are governed by the same physical quantity, i.e. 
the potential describing the intermolecular interactions.
Of all the open shell species the OH molecule probably is the most frequently stud­
ied and consequently best understood free radical. As an intermediate species in many 
chemical reactions it plays a crucial role in various processes which are of fundamen­
tal importance like in combustion, plasmas, chemical vapour deposition and in the at­
mosphere. The study of the collision dynamics of OH is essential to understand and 
eventually control these processes. In the interstellar space the rotational energy trans­
fer of OH by collisions with H2 is one of the basic processes which are thought to be 
responsible for the observed anomalous A-doublet emissions from this molecule.
Despite of its relevance the rotational energy transfer of OH in the electronic ground 
state X 2 n  has practically not been studied so far. Recently Andresen etal. [2] published 
the results from a crossed beam collision experiment in which they prepared the lowest 
rotational state J  =  |  o f O H (X 2 n3/2) as the initial state in the primary beam. Parity 
averaged cross sections were obtained for rotational excitation of OH by collisions with 
H2 and D2. The most interesting result was the observation that one of the A-doublet 
states of the final rotational state is preferred. Similar propensities were observed by 
McDonald and Liu [3] in state-to-state inelastic scattering of CH (X2 n )  by He. The 
electronic structure of the CH radical resembles the one of OH but with only one instead 
of three n  electrons in the outer shell, and as such similar scattering results might indeed 
be expected. The initial state preparation in their and Andresen’s experiment is based on 
rotational cooling in a supersonic expansion. This results in the occupation of mainly 
the lowest rotational state. Since this state is split into two nearly equally populated A- 
doublet states the results obtained are parity averaged cross sections with respect to the 
initial state. The e / f  preferences observed must therefore be due to different propensi­
ties for transitions out of the two A-doublet states. It was shown by Alexander [4] that 
the collision process of a 2 n  diatomic molecule and an atom can be described by two 
potential surfaces, VA and Va > , which are symmetric and antisymmetric respectively 
with respect to a reflection in the plane containing the diatom and the collision partner. 
The observed e / f  preferences can be ascribed to quantum interference effects between 
the scattering amplitudes for these two potential surfaces [5].
In the present study the OH molecule is prepared in a single A-doublet state which 
makes a more direct test of calculated potential surfaces VA and Va > possible. In ad-
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dition the size of the collision induced A-doublet transition can be determined rela­
tive to rotational excitation. This was not possible in the experiment of Andresen et al. 
and MacDonald and Liu since both A-doublet states of the initial rotational state were 
equally populated. Up to our knowledge the only other parity resolved collision work on 
OH is the double resonance relaxation experiment of Crosley and coworkers [6]. They 
obtained rate coefficients for rotational energy transfer of OH (X2 n )  inthe v =  2 vibra­
tional state by He. A propensity for parity conservation was found for spin-orbit mul­
tiplet changing collisions. Andresen et al. have tried to measure the relative strength of 
A-doublet transitions by preparing the upper J  =  |  A-doublet state in v =  1 in a dou­
ble resonance experiment [2]. Due to a weak sensitivity only indications were obtained 
that the A-doublet transitions are fast compared to rotational transitions.
Quantum scattering calculations on the OH-Ar and OH-He systems have recently 
been carried out by Werner and coworkers [1]. The OH-Ar calculations are based on 
an ab-initio potential that was used also for the calculations of the bound energy states 
of the OH-Ar van der Waals complex [7]. For OH-He an ab-initio potential was de­
rived by Vegiri and Farantos [8]. Because of its importance for chemical kinetics and 
temperature measurements in combustion processes, rotational relaxation rates in the 
A2H+ state of OH were calculated by Jorg et al. for OH-He [9,10] and by Degli Es­
posti and Werner for the system OH-Ar [11].
In this study we present the results o f a molecular beam experiment in which the 
OH radical is prepared in two ways. One in which only the upper parity substate of 
the X2 n3/2, ,/ = § A-doublet is populated and another one in which both substates 
are populated. A setup of two crossed pulsed molecular beams is used, and, in the case 
of single state preparation, a hexapole electrostatic state selector. Final state detection 
is performed by electronic LIF spectroscopy on the OH radical. Parity resolved rela­
tive state-to-state cross sections are derived from the measurements for transitions out 
of both the J  =  § state and the J  =  § state. The collision energy of 394 cm~' and 
451 cm-1 for He and Ar respectively enables determination of the cross sections for 
transitions to states with ,/ up to |  in n3/2( /'¡) and ,/ up to |  in n  ]/2( / s ). For conve­
nience an energy level scheme of these states with their parities and symmetries is given 
in Fig. 2.1. Our experimental results are compared with the theoretical cross sections 
of Werner et al. [1] and show good agreement in most cases.
3.2 Experimental
3.2.1 Experimental set-up
In the present scattering experiment use is made of a crossed molecular beam set-up. 
The molecular beam machine is described in full detail in chapter 2 and previous pub­
lications [13,14]. Two pulsed molecular beams are crossed at right angles, using two 
modified Bosch-type fuel injectors with a pulse width (FWHM) of about 1 millisecond. 
The primary beam contains the OH radicals which are rotationally excited by collisions 
with secondary beam targets He or Ar. The OH radicals are produced in an electrical 
discharge just downstream the primary valve exit hole, as is illustrated in Fig. 2.3 on 
page 25. For this purpose a 18 Torr H2O in Ar mixture is expanded into vacuum at a
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total backing pressure of 1.5 atm. A small electrode ring is positioned 3 mm down­
stream the nozzle exit hole. The ring is 6 mm in diameter and is made of 1 mm thick 
stainless steel. A negative high voltage of typically 4-5 kV is applied to the electrode 
and as soon as the expansion takes place a discharge occurs between the electrode and 
the pulsed valve, which is on earth potential. In the expansion the water molecules dis­
sociate and the OH radicals are produced very efficiently. After the expansion the OH 
molecular pulse is shaped into a primary beam by a 5 mm skimmer about 20 mm down­
stream from the nozzle orifice.
In the case of single state preparation an electrostatic state selector is positioned 
about 20 mm behind the skimmer. Use is made of a hexapole which acts as an elec­
trostatic positive lens for molecules in an antisymmetric (e) A-doublet state and as a 
negative lens for molecules being in a symmetric (f) A-doublet state. The state se­
lector is 240 mm long and consists of six 2 mm diameter rods at a distance of 2 mm 
from each other. The hexapole is operated at voltages up to 30 kV, well below electrical 
breakdown. The focus of the state selector occurs about 40 mm behind the exit open­
ing of the hexapole and coincides with the scattering volume and detection region. In 
the discharge producing the OH radicals also ions and electrons are produced inside the 
molecular beam, which give rise to an electrical current of several 100 \x A through the 
hexapole rods. Since the high voltage power supply for the state selector is not able to 
accept these high currents, a diaphragm, with an opening of 6 mm in diameter, is posi­
tioned between the primary beam skimmer and the hexapole. Putting the diaphragm on 
earth potential and applying a voltage of typically 100 V to the skimmer results in an 
efficient shielding of the hexapole from incoming ions or electrons. Consequently the 
current through the hexapole device is reduced to 10 \xA or less, yielding a stable high 
voltage output and constant focusing efficiency.
In the case of preparation of both J  =  |  A-doublet states, no use is made of the 
hexapole. Instead, a second skimmer is mounted just in front of the scattering region 
to shape the beam in a homogeneous flux of particles. The total distance between the 
nozzle and the scattering region is then about 15 cm.
The secondary beam is produced in a differentially pumped vacuum chamber, sepa­
rated from the scattering chamber by a 5 mm skimmer. As a result the scattering region 
is geometrically confined to within a volume of about 8 x 8 x 8 mm3. During operation 
of both molecular beam valves the pressure inside the vacuum chamber does not exceed 
10-5  Torr. We measured the velocity of the primary and secondary beams by means of a 
fast ionization gauge positioned on the beam axis. By varying the distance from the noz­
zle to the ionization gauge and measuring the corresponding flight times we estimated 
the velocities to be voh = 670 ms-1 and for the secondary beamvHe = 1560 ms-1 and 
vAr = 670 ms-1 . Knowing the beam velocities it is possible to calculate the center-of- 
mass collision energies involved in the scattering events: £ coii (OH-He) = 394 cm 1 and 
£ coii(OH-Ar) = 451 cm-1 .
Before and after the collision process the rotational state distribution of the OH rad­
icals is probed state selectively by means of LIF spectroscopy of the A2H +(v' =  0) — 
X 2 Ui(v"  =  0 ) electronic transition at 308 nm. For this purpose the frequency doubled 
output of a XeCl excimer laser pumped dye laser is guided into the scattering region. 
The dye laser operates at Rhodamine-B dye, lasing between 600 and 640 nm. The out­
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put of the dye laser is frequency doubled in a KDP crystal yielding tunable UV radiation 
in the 308 nm wavelength region with a bandwidth of ~  0.4 cm-1 . The output power is 
typically 3 mJ/15 nsec pulse, which is large enough to cause complete saturation of all 
transitions involved in this experiment. The wings of the laser beam, where the power 
density may be too low to saturate the transitions, are cut off using a diaphragm.
Following the general selection rules for a 2H+ — 2n 2 electronic transition, OH 
molecules in the upper A-doublet states are probed by the Q1 and P2 rotational transi­
tions, while molecules in the lower A-doublet states are probed by the Q2 and P1 tran­
sitions. The resulting LIF signal is imaged onto the first cathode plate of a photon mul­
tiplier tube by means of collecting optics using a spatial filtering diaphragm. A Schott 
color filter (UG11) in front of the photon multiplier is used to suppress straylight and 
scattered light arising from the discharge. The resulting signal is then processed by a 
boxcar averager and directed to a strip-chart recorder and AT computer. Simultaneously 
the UV power is monitored by means of a photodiode.
3.2.2 Initial state distribution
Initial state preparation of the OH radicals is achieved by the supersonic expansion of 
the OH molecular pulse, eventually followed by electrostatic state selection in the hex- 
apole electric field. During the expansion rotational and vibrational energy of the radi­
cal is converted into translational energy which results in cooling of the internal degrees 
of freedom of the OH radicals. In Fig. 2.4 a Boltzmann plot is shown of the rotational 
state distribution in the X 2n 3/2 (F1 ) and X2 n 1/2 (F2) states of OH in the case where 
the hexapole state selector was removed. About 94 % of the OH electronic ground state 
population is contained in the lowest rotational state J  =  |  o f the state. The rest 
of the population is distributed among the higher rotational states and the F2 spin-orbit 
multiplet o f OH. About 3.5%  of the population is contained in the J  =  § state of the /'i 
multiplet. Although the Boltzmann plot indicates a non-thermal behaviour of the popu­
lation distribution in the higher rotational states, an effective rotational temperature can 
be ascribed to the two lowest rotational states of the F1 state, yielding Trot ~  35 K. 
The energy difference between the two A-doublet components is only 0.05 cm-1 for 
the J  =  § rotational state in the /'i state. One should therefore expect that both J  =  |  
A -doublet substates are almost equally populated in the supersonic expansion. How­
ever, when they are measured by the Q1 (1) and the P1 (1) lines, they turn out to have a 
remarkably large population difference with a ratio of 100 : 6 8 .
In order to be sure that no error was made due to the partial overlap of the Q1 ( 1 ) and 
the Q21 (1) lines we repeated the measurements of the population distribution at higher 
resolution. Hereto a combination of a single mode ring dye laser and a Nd:YAG pumped 
pulsed dye amplifier was applied [12]. With a Fourier limited linewidth of 150 MHz for 
the frequency doubled radiation, and at non-saturating conditions, spectra for the Qi ( 1 ) 
and P1 (1) transitions were obtained as shown in Fig. 3.1. The intensity ratios of the 
hyperfine components correspond exactly to the expected ratios for non-saturated exci­
tation. From the intensity ratio between the P1 ( 1 ) and the Q1 ( 1 ) lines the same factor of 
0.68 was obtained for the population ratio between the lower and the upper J  =  |  A- 
doublet state as was derived from the low resolution measurements. We have no defini-
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Indicated are the underlying hyperfine transitions, F  —-  F", which are partly resolved. The 
frequency scale is only indicative. The separation of the two hyperfine components of the P1 ( 1 ) 
line is 0.024 cm-1.
tive explanation for this high degree of inversion of the ,/ =  |  A-doublet population, 
considering the relatively large thermalizing collision rate between the A -doublet levels 
of OH by seeding gas Ar (see later). It is probably due to a strong non-thermal popula­
tion distribution of OH in the production from H2O in the discharge.
If use is made of the hexapole, the upper component J p (p  =  ± )  of the | X 2 n 3/2, 
J  =  §> A-doublet is focused towards the beam axis, while the other component is de­
focused. In Fig. 2.5 the focusing efficiency of the hexapole state selector is illustrated. 
The Qi (1) and Pi (1) LIF signals are given as a function of the high voltage applied to 
the hexapole rods. The high voltage was limited to a maximum value of 30 kV in order 
to avoid electrical breakdown. From the figure it follows that the focusing efficiency for
3 +the |  state, probedby the Q i(l) transition, reaches avalué of ~  8 at a maximum volt­
age of 30 kV At this voltage the |  state density, given by the Pi (1) signal, is decreased 
by a factor of ~  4. The net effect of the electrostatic state selection is an overpopulation 
of the J  =  |  positive parity component by a factor of 30 with respect to the J  =  |  neg­
ative parity component. With regard to the experimental accuracy of ~  10 % the initial 
parity substate preparation can be considered adequate for performing a real state-to­
state collision experiment. However, since the J p =  |  state is also affected by the 
electrostatic state selection process, its initial population increases as a function of state 
selector voltage. At a voltage of 30 kV the population of the J p =  § state is equal to
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3 +7.0 % of the J 1' = j  state population. Consequently, when we neglect all the other 
states, the measured cross section a (i ^  f  ) is made up of two contributions:
a { i ^  f )  = 0 . 9 3 5 - a ( Fu  | + -*  f )  +  0.065 • a ( F u  f  -*  f ) .
(3.1)
A similar correction should be made for the collisional excitation of the F\ , |  state. 
Since any scattering out of this 6.5 % initially prepared state results in a decrease of the 
scattering signal, the measured cross section for collisional excitation into this state is 
equal to:
o ( i -*  Fu f  ) =  0.935 • o(F\ ,  | + -> Fu f  ) -  0.065 ' £ / cr (F{ ,  f  -*  j )
(3.2)
where the summation in the last equation is equal to the total inelastic cross section of 
the /'i, J p =   ^ state.
If no use is made of the hexapole similar equations as above hold for the cross sec­
tions, yielding:
a { i ^  f )  =  0.574 • a(F\ ,  | + -> f )  +  0.388 • a ( F u  §~ -*  f )  +
0 .0 2 2 -a  ( f i ,  §~ -*  f )  +  0.016 • o(F\ ,  | + -> f )  (3.3)
and for the measured cross sections for transitions to the § + and § states:
a{ i  -*  Fu f  ) =  0.583 • o(F\ ,  | + -> Fu  f~)  +
0.394 • o(F\ ,  §~ Fu  §“ ) -
0 .0 2 2 ^ 2 'a (F u  J)  (3.4)
j
o ( i  -*  Fu  f +) =  0.587 • o(F\ ,  | + -> i7i , f +) +
0. 391- a ( F u f ^  Fu  §+) -
0 . 0 1 6 ^ /a ( F i , f + ^  j )  (3.5)
j
3.3 Results and interpretation
As shown in Ref. [13] the state-to-state collision cross section a( i  ^  f )  for scatter­
ing out of the initially prepared state | i } into a final state | f } can be extracted from the 
scattering spectra in a rather straightforward manner if  single collision conditions are 
fulfilled. The final state in the scattering process | f } is probed by a rotational transition 
| f } ^  | f'} in the electronic A — X  band, givingaLIF signal S ff>. The scattering sig­
nal 8 Sff> represents the change in signal S f f> upon collisions with the secondary beam
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molecules. From these scattering signals 8 S f p the relative cross sections a( i  ^  f )  
are deduced via the following formula:
8 S  ff/
a ( i  -*  f  ) oc ————------- - ------ -  (3.6)
n( i ) ■ £  fp ■ Pfp  ■ F
In this formula £  [P represents the rotational linestrength of the transition, P ff> is the 
laser power at the specific transition frequency and F  represents the flux-density trans­
formation relating the particle densities measured with the incoming and scattered par­
ticle fluxes [15]. This transformation F  contains the particle velocity and consequently 
its value depends on the scattered state | f } of the OH radical. However, since the labora­
tory velocity of the OH molecules is mainly determined by the center-of-mass velocity, 
which does not change during the collision, the outcome of the flux-density transforma­
tion is nearly the same for all | f } states probed. In their paper on the CH-He collision 
experiment MacDonald and Liu [3] showed that as long as single collision conditions 
are fulfilled and all the scattered molecules can be detected regardless of their final ve­
locity, i.e. before they leave the detection region, the LIF detection technique can be 
used as a monitor for beam fluxes instead of beam densities. Our experimental condi­
tions with respect to beam geometries and beam velocities fulfill the conditions required 
for this flux probe and consequently the factor F  will have nearly the same value for all 
final states | f}. Since we are studying relative integral cross sections the factor F  can 
be omitted from Eq. (6).
The relation between the relative cross section a (i ^  f )  and the scattering signal 
8 Spp , as expressed in Eq. (6), is valid only if  single collision conditions are obeyed [13]. 
Careful checks have been performed in order to make sure that collisional effects are lin­
ear with secondary beam density. Scattering spectra were recorded at different backing 
pressures of the secondary beam. For low pressures the intensities of the spectral lines 
show a linear dependence on the backing pressure. However, above a certain critical 
value for the secondary beam stagnation pressure the scattering spectra show different 
relative line intensities compared to the low pressure spectra, indicating that higher or­
der collision processes come into play [13]. Under these circumstances the relation be­
tween the scattering signal 8 Spp and the cross sections becomes too complex to derive 
a state-to-state cross section a (i ^  f )  from the scattering spectra. In order to avoid 
these secondary or higher order collisions the secondary beam backing pressure was 
kept below 400 Torr for both scattering partners He and Ar.
The state-to-state cross sections reported here are obtained by probing the rotational 
population distribution by means of the Qi, Pi, Q2 andP2 branches in the A2H+, v' =
0 — X 2 , v" =  0 band of OH. The laser power of typically 3 mJ/15 nsec was enough 
to saturate these strong transitions. Since we are determining only relative cross sections 
the linestrength £  [P and laser power P tt / in Eq. (6) can be omitted.
In their paper about collisions between OH and H2 [2] Andresen et al. argued that 
a P transition can not couple all the substates m j  o f a rotational level in the lower elec­
tronic state to the upper one due to a vanishing matrix element for A m j  =  0. In the 
saturation limit this would result in a lower excitation rate for P transitions compared 
to R and Q transitions. However, this holds only if  the laser is purely linearly polarized 
and if  no other disturbing fields (e.g. the earth’s magnetic field) are present. In prac-
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Table 3.1: Experimental results with their error and comparison to theory [1] for scattering of 
OH with He and Ar. The initial states of OH are labeled by ^ , J ,e  but the real initial population 
distribution is given in Table 4.1, see also the text. The collision energy for He is 394 cm-1 and 
for ar 451 cm-1. All values are given in A2.
Initial State: 3/2, 3 /2 , f
Final State Helium Argon
Q J e Experimental Theory Experimental Theory
3/2 5/2 f 0.53 ±  0.07 0.316 2.23 ±  0.65 1.088
7/2 f 0.23 ±  0.03 0.131 0.29 ±  0.17 0.122
9/2 f 0.03 ±  0.01 0 .002 0.14 ±  0.14 0.003
3/2 e 0.84 ±  0.06 0.574 14.88 ±  1.36 12.495
5/2 e 3.91 ±  0.13 4.484 9.22 ±  0.91 11.718
7/2 e 0.85 ±  0.07 0.481 0.98 ±  0.27 1.875
9/2 e 0.19 ±  0.02 0.030 0.66 ±  0.34 0.279
1 /2 1 /2 f 0.09 ±  0.03 0.105 0.18 ±  0.18 0.302
3/2 f 0.95 ±  0.11 1.360 0.28 ±  0.12 0.560
5/2 f 0.10 ±  0.04 0.082 0.16 ±  0.12 0.278
1 /2 e 2.75 ±  0.10 2 .866 1.57 ±  0.32 1.866
3/2 e 0.24 ±  0.08 0.281 0.49 ± 0 .1 1 0.490
tice this situation is unlikely to occur. In our case we measured the same intensities for 
the P1 (1), the R1( 1) and the R1 (1)  lines, indicating that both the saturation conditions 
are fulfilled and the population distribution can be probed reliably by P transitions. A 
similar comparison of the Pi (2 ) and the Ri (2 ) lines led to the same conclusion.
For scattering in the F1 spin-orbit multiplet ( F1 ^  F1 ) cross sections could be de­
termined for ./ -values up to | , whereas for the spin-orbit multiplet changing /'i ->  F2 
transition excitations into rotational states up to J ' =  § were measured. Due to coin­
ciding Q2(2) and Q2(3) lines in the LIF spectra the scattering signal measured at these
3 — 5 +transitions in fact represents the sum cross section a ( i  ^  F2, § ) +  a (i ->  F2, |  ).
The data were obtained by averaging the results from several (five to ten per rota­
tional state) scattering measurements. Each measurement was constructed from more 
than 2000  pulses both with collisions and without collisions while the laser frequency 
was kept fixed at resonance. A rather large experimental error for some cross sections 
resulted from a poor signal-to-noise ratio for the corresponding lines in the LIF scat­
tering spectra. When the decrease of population in the initially prepared state(s) was 
compared with the sum of populations scattered into all other rotational states, this bal­
ance showed, within the experimental accuracy, a canceling of the collisionally excited 
population by the decrease of the population of the initially prepared state. As a result 
we may conclude that elastic scattering effects are not detected: as many molecules in 
the initial state(s) are scattered out of the probe region as there are scattered into this 
area.
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Table 3.2: Experimental results with their error and comparison to theory [1] for scattering of 
OH with He and Ar. The initial states of OH are labeled by ^ , J,e  but the real initial population 
distribution is given in Table 4.1, see also the text. The collision energy for He is 394 cm-1 and 
for ar 451 cm- 1. All values are given in A2.
Final State 
£2 J e
Initial State: 3/2, 3 /2, e
Helium
Experimental Theory
Argon
Experimental Theory
3/2  3/2 f 0.84 ±  0.06 0.574 14.88 ±  1.36 12.495
5/2 f 0.85 ±  0.09 0.370 3.16 ±  0.54 3.139
7/2 f 0.08 ±  0.03 0.076 0.27 ±  0.12 0.165
9/2 f 0 .02  ±  0 .02 0 .002 < 0.13 0 .002
3/2 e
5/2 e < 0.28 0.862 1.77 ±  0.85 1.803
7/2 e 0.55 ±  0.09 0.900 1.98 ±  0.32 2.197
9/2 e 0.06 ±  0.03 0.028 < 0.31 0.343
1 /2  1 /2 f 1.68 ±  0.09 2.033 0.80 ±  0.16 0.389
3/2 f 0.44 ±  0.11 0.097 0.51 ±  0.13 0.050
5/2 f 0.30 ±  0.04 0.203 0.27 ±  0.10 0.276
1 /2 e 0.49 ±  0.16 0.035 0.60 ±  0.26 0.084
3/2 e 1.20 ± 0 .10 1.065 0 .22  ± 0.10 1.131
In Table 3.1 the relative state-to-state cross sections a (i ^  f ) for scattering out of
3 +the |  state as defined by Eq. (1) and obtained from Eq. (6 ), are given for the collision 
partner He and Ar. The values for scattering into the F\, J p =  |  state have been cor­
rected for the scattering out of this 6.5 % initially populated state according to Eq. (2). 
Hereto we calculated the out-scattering using the theoretical value for the ratio of the
3 + 5 —total inelastic cross sections of the § and the |  states. Since the initial population in 
the F \, |  state with respect to the F\, | + state is well known, the scattering out of the
5 -  3 +|  state relative to the scattering out of the F \, |  state can be derived. In the tables 
also the theoretical values for these cross sections as obtained by Werner and cowork­
ers [1] are given. The experimental values are normalized with respect to the theoretical 
values by equalizing the sum of the cross sections.
In the Table 3.2 the cross sections for scattering out of the |  state are given for He 
and Ar. These values were constructed using the results o f the measurements with and 
without state selector via the following procedure. The measured values for scattering 
into the , |  and the F i, | + states were first corrected for the scattering out of these 
initially slightly populated states. This was done in the same way as described above 
but now using Eqs. (4) and (5). Then the out-scattering of the | + and § states was 
corrected for mutual in-scattering, which does not cancel because of the different ini­
tial populations. This could be done using the experimental values for the cross section
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Figure 3.2: Relative state-to-state cross sections for OH-He scattering. The top part of the fig­
ure shows the cross sections for multiplet conserving transitions (n 3/2 ®  n 3/2); the lower part 
gives the multiplet changing transitions. The data indicated by the squares represent the cross 
sections for symmetry conserving rotational excitation. The circles show the cross sections for 
symmetry changing collisional excitation. The experimental error is indicated by the error bars. 
The theoretical values from reference [1] are represented by the open squares and circles.
| + -> |  and the ratio of the inital populations. Then the experimental values for the 
cross sections as obtained with the hexapole were scaled to have the same total cross 
section as the out-scattering of the § state. These values were then subtracted from 
the values obtained without hexapole yielding the cross sections for the |  state. The 
values presented in the table are scaled to have the same total cross section as the theo­
retical values. The experimental error is rather large due to the subtraction procedure.
It must be noted that the correction to the J  =  § state had not been taken into ac­
count by Andresen et al. [2] in a similar OH-H2 crossed beam experiment. In their ex­
periment the J  =  |  state was occupied for about 10 % and a considerable amount of 
out-scattering must have taken place.
3.4 Discussion
3.4.1 Cross sections for the f  state
In Figs. 3.2 and 3.3 the cross sections from Tables 1 and 2 are presented graphically for 
the OH-He and OH-Ar scattering respectively. The relative cross section is given as a 
function of final angular momentum J ', parity p  and A-doublet symmetry e;. With the 
exception of the /'i, , /  =  |  A-doublet transition, the overall behaviour of the cross sec-
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Figure 3.3: Relative state-to-state cross sections for OH-Ar scattering. The top part of the fig­
ure shows the cross sections for multiplet conserving transitions (n 3/2 ®  n 3/2); the lower part 
gives the multiplet changing transitions. The data indicated by the squares represent the cross 
sections for symmetry conserving rotational excitation. The circles show the cross sections for 
symmetry changing collisional excitation. The experimental error is indicated by the error bars. 
The theoretical values from reference [1] are represented by the open squares and circles.
tions looks very similar for OH-Ar and OH-He scattering. For both collision partners a 
symmetry propensity rule shows up: for spin-orbit conserving as well as for spin-orbit 
changing transitions the symmetry changing f  ®  e rotational excitations are preferred 
over the symmetry conserving transitions. This propensity is, however, not observed 
for the excitation into the F2, J  =  § state. For OH-He scattering the cross sections 
for spin-orbit changing transitions (F1 ®  F2) are of the same order of magnitude as 
those for scattering in the Fi spin-orbit manifold. This is in agreement with the relax­
ation measurements of Crosley etal. [6 ]. For OH-Ar scattering the spin-orbit conserv­
ing F1 ®  F1 rotational excitations are almost an order of magnitude stronger than the 
spin-orbit changing Fi ®  F2 transitions.
In their quantum scattering calculations Werner et al. [1] used an OH-Ar ab-initio 
potential that was used also for the calculations of the bound energy states of the OH- 
Ar van der Waals complex [7]. For OH-He the ab-initio potential derived by Degli- 
Esposti [9] was applied. The scattering calculations were performed at our experimental 
collision energies of 394 cm-1 and 451 cm-1 for OH-He and OH-Ar scattering respec­
tively.
Comparison of their data with our experimental cross sections shows a good agree­
ment. The same overall behaviour of experimental and calculated cross sections as a 
function of J '  is obtained as can be seen from Figs. 3.4 and 3.5. For OH-He scatter-
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ing both theory and experiment predict that the F1 ®  F1 transitions are comparable 
in strength with the spin-orbit changing F1 ®  F2 transitions. Furthermore the experi­
mentally observed propensity for symmetry changing F1 ®  F1 transitions is confirmed 
by theory as well. For the spin-orbit changing F1 ®  F2 transitions this propensity rule 
is no longer predicted by theory for all transitions as observed in the experiment. Re­
markable is the very weak F\, J  =  § A-doublet transition for OH-He scattering, as 
observed in the experiment.
Also for the OH-Ar collision system theory is in good agreement with experiment. 
Fig. 3.3 shows the collision cross sections for OH-Ar scattering and the first thing to 
notice is that the /'i, ,  /  =  |  A-doublet transition is more than an order of magnitude 
stronger than for He scattering. in  general the cross sections for spin-orbit conserving 
F1 ®  F1 transitions are stronger than the ones for the F1 ®  F2 excitations in contrast 
to OH-He scattering.
The calculated contribution of the 6.5 % populated § state to the experimental 
cross section (1) is about 6.5 % or smaller for most of the transitions. However, in 
case of the spin-orbit changing collisions to the F2, J p = -, and J p =  |  states the 
cross sections are strongly determined by transitions from the F2, J p =  § state. This
3 +conceals the strong propensity for transitions to these states out of the /'i, J 1' =  |  
state as predicted by theory. For He scattering the theoretical cross sections for the 
f i , J p =  | + -> F2, J p =  |  and J p = \  transitions are 3.064 and 0.009 Â2 respec­
tively, showing a near parity selection rule. Since the cross section for the F1, J p =  
|  ->  F2, J p =  |  transition is calculated to be 1.492 Â2 a sizeable collision induced 
population is measured in the F2, J p = -, state. A similar situation is present for the 
excitation to the F2, J p =  |  state. Also for Ar scattering the efficient excitation from 
the i \ , .I1’ = -, state to thq F2, J p =  i  state prevents us from observing a near parity
3 + 1 ±selection rule for the weakly populated /'i, J 1' =  |  ->  F2, J p = j  transitions as 
predicted by theory.
3.4.2 Cross sections for the e state
The results for the cross sections for the |  state are presented graphically in Figs. 3.4 
and 3.5. With respect to the Fi ®  Fi transitions the overall behaviour observed for 
He collisions is the same as for Ar collisions. However, when compared to the scatter-
3 +ing out of the § state a remarkable difference shows up: there is no propensity rule
7 ±with respect to the symmetry. In particular for transitions to the J p =  |  states a clear 
preference for conservation of the symmetry is observed instead of a symmetry change. 
This is also what theory predicts for both Ar and He collisions. For Ar a nearly perfect 
agreement is obtained as can be seen from the upper part of Fig. 3.5. In the case of He, 
however, a large deviation between the calculated and experimental cross sections for 
the transitions to the J p =  |  is present; instead of a symmetry change, the theory 
predicts a preference for conservation of the symmetry, contrary to the Ar collisions. 
For the spin-orbit changing collisions (F1 ®  F2) the overall dependence of the
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Figure 3.4: Relative state-to-state cross sections for OH-He scattering. The top part of the fig­
ure shows the cross sections for multiplet conserving transitions (n 3/2 ®  n 3/2); the lower part 
gives the multiplet changing transitions. The data indicated by the squares represent the cross sec­
tions for symmetry changing rotational excitation. The circles show the cross sections for sym­
metry conserving collisional excitation. The experimental error is indicated by the error bars. The 
theoretical values from reference [1] are represented by the open squares and circles.
3 +cross sections on J ' is similar to the scattering of OH in =  § , at least for the case of 
He. We observe a clear preference for a change of symmetry in transitions to J p = \  .
3 ±whereas transitions to J p =  § tend to conserve the symmetry. This is also in agree­
ment with the theory. For Ar collisions, strong deviations seem to be present. It must 
be noted, however, that the cross sections are quite small, making deviations between 
theory and experiment easily visible on this scale. Nevertheless, from the differences 
between experimental and theoretical values conclusions may be drawn about the inter­
action potential used in the calculations.
With respect to the purity o f the cross sections presented for the |  state it turns out 
that the calculated contribution of the | + state is for most of the transitions of the order 
of 4 %. For some transitions this contribution is much larger, but it does not prevent us 
from seeing the symmetry propensity rules as described above.
3.4.3 Interaction potential
The potential governing the interaction between an open shell n-state diatomic molec­
ule and a closed shell atom can be thought as being composed of two potential energy 
surfaces VA and VA , having reflection symmetry A' and A" respectively in a plane con-
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Figure 3.5: Relative state-to-state cross sections for OH-Ar scattering. The top part of the fig­
ure shows the cross sections for multiplet conserving transitions (n 3/2 ®  n 3/2); the lower part 
gives the multiplet changing transitions. The data indicated by the squares represent the cross sec­
tions for symmetry changing rotational excitation. The circles show the cross sections for sym­
metry conserving collisional excitation. The experimental error is indicated by the error bars. The 
theoretical values from reference [1] are represented by the open squares and circles.
taining the diatomic and the interacting partner. Alexander [16] showed that for a pure 
Hund’s case (a) molecule the sum potential, VA + VA", governs the collisional exci­
tation within each spin-orbit multiplet ( F1 ®  F1, F2 ®  F2), whereas the difference 
potential, VA — VA , controls the multiplet changing (F1 ®  F2) transitions. Due to 
symmetry considerations the sum and difference potentials can be expanded as [4]
Va  + Va  = J 2  Vo(R) • P (cos 9) (3.7)
1
and
Va  — Va  =  ^  Va (R) • P (2)(cos 9) (3.8)
1
with P (cos 9) and fi(2)(cos 9) the regular and associated Legendre polynomials and 
V0( R) and V2 ( R) the expansion coefficients for the sum and difference potentials re­
spectively. For the lowest J-values the OH molecule can be considered as a Hund’s 
case (a) molecule. In case of scattering by Ar the cross sections for spin-orbit multiplet 
conserving transitions are stronger than those for multiplet changing transitions, when 
compared to the OH-He results. This may be the result of a larger ratio V2 /  V0 for
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the OH-Ar potential, where this ratio represents a measure of the efficiency of multi­
plet changing transitions. From Figs. 3.2 and 3.3 it is evident that scattering by Ar is 
more effective in inducing the A-doublet transition2 n3/2, |+ -> 2n3/2, § intheOH  
radical, than scattering by He. The term in the potential which is directly responsible 
for this A-doublet transition, is the V10 term. So a possible explanation for the differ­
ence between the Ar end He induced A  -doublet transitions could be a stronger V1 0 term 
relative to the higher order odd l  potential terms for scattering by Ar than in the case 
of the OH-He interaction. Furthermore, the spin-orbit conserving transitions are pre­
ferred over spin-orbit changing collisional excitations, indicating that the sum potential, 
VA +  VA«, plays a more important role in OH-Ar scattering than the difference potential 
VA — VA«. However, the differences between Ar and He scattering may result also from 
different relative velocities for the OH-Ar and OH-He systems, as pointed out in [1].
Crosley et al. [6] studied the rotational energy transfer in the v =  2 vibrationally 
excited state of the electronic ground state of OH scattered by He. Their experiment 
was performed in bulk circumstances and consequently they obtained rate coefficients 
instead of cross sections. They found a pronounced parity propensity effect: conserva­
tion of total parity is favored in collisions which change the spin-orbit multiplet state. 
This observation is in agreement with our results for OH (F2,v  =  0)-He scattering: 
a clear propensity for parity conserving transitions to the F2, J  = \  state is observed
3 ~+both for transitions from the upper J p =  |  state (see Fig. 3.2) and for transitions from 
the lower J p =  |  state (see Fig. 3.4). For excitation to the F2, J  =  |  state this parity 
propensity is less clear. The cross section in Fig. 3.2 for excitation to the F2, J p =  |  
state in fact represents the sum cross section for scattering into the F2, J p =  |  and §+ 
state. The actual value for o ( i  ®  F2, |  ) will be smaller than the number indicated in 
the figure and consequently the parity propensity for excitation to the F2, J  =  |  state 
is also in agreement with the observations of Crosley et al.
A strong oscillatory behaviour of cross sections was reported by Joswig et al. [17] 
for scattering of NO(X 2 n 1/2) by rare gas atoms He, Ne and Ar. Their experiment 
yielded relative cross sections 5~/)a ( 2r i|/2, \ p -> 2 riy , J ,p/) averaged over both ini­
tial ,/ =  I parity substates. For the multiplet conserving transitions they observed that 
transitions with A J  =  2n  are preferred over transitions with A J  =  2n — 1. In the case 
of NO-Ar scattering these oscillations are well understood [18] and arise from a domi­
nant V20 term in the expansion of the sum potential VA +  VA«. A similar oscillatory be­
haviour is observed for ( f i  -> F[) scattering of OH in the upper J  =  |  A-doublet state 
by Ar and He if  parity instead of symmetry is considered. Experiment as well as theory 
indicate that for A J  =  even excitations the parity changing transitions are preferred, 
whereas for A J  =  odd  the parity conserving transitions are dominant. The observed 
propensity to change the symmetry in Fi ®  Fi transitions indicates that for odd A J  
the potential terms Vl0 with l  even are dominant relative to the odd l  terms, whereas for 
even A J  the reverse situation is present [18], The strong transition to the | + state can 
then be explained by a dominant V2o term, just as for NO scattering. For OH in the lower 
J  =  § A-doublet state a parity conservation is observed for both A ,/ =  1 and A ,/ =  2, 
which can be explained also by a dominant V20 term for these type of transitions.
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The difference between the collisional behaviour of OH molecules in the upper and 
lower J  =  I A-doublet states originates from the intermediate Hund’s case character of 
OH. The wavefunctions for these states can be written as the same linear combinations 
of case (a) basis functions but differing in the symmetry index e . In the matrix-elements 
of the interaction potential which describe the transition probability to an excited rota­
tional state with a given symmetry e' the contribution of the potential terms Vo and V¡2
3 ±is determined by e and e  and can be completely different for both =  |  states.
3.5 Conclusions
In this paper we report parity resolved relative state-to-state cross sections for rotational 
excitation of OH (X2 n )  by collisions with He and Ar. In a crossed molecular beam ap­
paratus the OH radicals are produced by generating an electrical discharge in a molec­
ular pulse, containing an H2O in Ar gas mixture. Two kinds of initial state prepara­
tion are applied. The lowest rotational state 2n 3/2, ,/ =  §} is prepared by rotational 
cooling of the OH molecules in a supersonic expansion. Further state selection of the 
|2n3/2, Jp =  | +> state is achieved by electrostatic state selection in a hexapole elec­
tric field. After state preparation the primary beam is colliding with the target beam, 
containing the rare gases He or Ar. Checks have been performed in order to be sure 
that single collision conditions are fulfilled, facilitating the data reduction. The rota­
tional energy transfer in both spin-orbit multiplets of the OH (X 2 n  ¡) radical is studied 
by means of LIF spectroscopy of the A — X  electronic transition of the molecule. 
Cross sections have been obtained for both the upper, J  =  | +, and, the lower, J  =  |  , 
A doublet states.
Scattering by Ar causes preferentially A J  =  0 (A-doublet) and A J  =  1 spin-orbit 
conserving transitions. The spin-orbit changing collisions are weaker by an order of 
magnitude which indicates that the sum potential VA +  VA  is larger than the difference 
potential VA — VA . For OH-He collisions the cross sections for spin-orbit conserving 
rotational excitation are in the same order of magnitude as those for multiplet chang­
ing transitions. Remarkable is the weakness of the A-doublet transition induced by He 
scattering. A clear difference is observed for scattering of OH in the lower and in the 
upper J  =  I A doublet state. For the upper state, | +, a clear propensity for symmetry 
changing F1 ®  F1 transitions is observed for both Ar and He collisions. For scattering 
out of the lower state, § , no propensity for the symmetry is observed; in the transitions
5 ± 7 ±to the I and j  states there is a preference for parity conservation.
The obtained cross sections are compared with theoretical values from quantum 
scattering calculations and show, for most cases, remarkably good agreement. Devi­
ations are observed for scattering of OH in the |  state. In case of He collisions the 
strongest F¡ -> F¡ transition observed is to the |  state which should be much weaker 
according to the theory. In scattering by Ar the obtained cross sections for F1 ®  F2 
transitions show poor agreement with calculated values.
The present experiment shows that it is possible to study state-to-state collision dy­
namics even for molecules having no isolated, single rotational ground state. An im­
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portant conclusion to be drawn is that even for an initial state distribution which seems 
quite pure at first sight sizeable effects can still be produced by weakly populated states. 
These states may have large cross sections for transitions to specific states which are 
only weakly coupled to the ‘initial’ state. This is illustrated by the spin-orbit chang­
ing collisions where parity propensity rules which are predicted by theory could not be 
observed due to scattering out of the 6 % populated J  =  § state.
As mentioned earlier the state-to-state cross sections for OH-H2 scattering have im­
portant astrophysical relevance. In a forthcoming paper we discuss a similar collision 
experiment as the one described in this article, but with collision partners para-H2 and 
normal-H2.
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C h a p t e r  4
Determination of A-doublet resolved 
cross-sections for inelastic scattering of OH by 
para- and normal-H2
Abstract
In this paper we report the measurement of A-doublet resolved state-to-state cross sec­
tions for inelastic collisions of OH by H2 at a translational energy of 595 cm-1 . Ex­
perimental values are obtained for transitions from both the upper ( f)  and the lower (e) 
A-doublet substates of the lowest rotational state (,/ =  | )  o f OH(2n 3/2) to almost all 
other states within the range of the collision energy. Cross sections for scattering by both 
para- and normal-H2 have been determined. The main difference between para- and 
normal-H2 scattering is seen in the A -doublet cross section. The results are compared 
to He-scattering which shows that H2 (J  =  0) scattering behaves similar to He scatter­
ing. When averaged over the A-doublet states, the cross sections are in good agreement 
with the measurements of Andresen etal. [J. Chem. Phys. 81,571 (1984)], although the 
conclusions with regard to collisional pumping of interstellar OH masers are different. 
The quantum calculations of Offer etal. [J. Chem. Phys. 100, 362 (1994)] show a sur­
prisingly good correspondence with the measured values. In this comparison the full 
initial state distribution of the OH and H2 beams has been taken into account.
This chapter is based on the following publication: K. Schreel and J.J. ter Meulen, J. Chem. 
Phys. 105, 4522 (1996).
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4.1 Introduction
The OH-H2 system has been attracting a lot of interest in the past years. There are sev­
eral reasons for this. First o f all the rotational energy transfer of OH in collisions with 
H2 is believed to be a dominant process governing the population distribution of the 
hydroxyl radicals in the interstellar space and thereby the conditions which give rise 
to the observed maser action [1-4]. Secondly, the reaction OH +  H2 ^  H2O +  H is a 
prototypical reaction in reaction dynamics, on which a number of experimental and the­
oretical studies has been published in the past years [5-8]. Thirdly, the Van der Waals 
complex OH-H2, which recently has been observed by Loomis and Lester [9], is the 
first known Van der Waals bound complex of two mutually reactive species. Calcula- 
tionsonthe spectrum of this complex have been made by Clary and coworkers [10-12].
In 1973 Gwinn et al. [13] were the first to describe a model based on collisional 
pumping of interstellar OH molecules and subsequent IR radiative decay, producing 
population inversion of the lowest A-doublet states. This paper, as well as later pub­
lications [14] on interstellar OH pumping by H2, was, however, based on an incorrectly 
assigned symmetry to the A-doublet states [15,16]. In more recent collisional models, 
maser emission is predicted in either the n 3/2, or the multiplet state, or in both, 
depending on the local infrared radiation intensities and H2 densities [17-19]. In these 
models the cross sections for excitation of OH by H2 are approximated by taking calcu­
lated values for either OH -  para-H2 (J  =  0) collisions, or OH-He collisions, corrected 
for the mass difference between He and H2. The need for reliable state-to-state cross 
sections is strongly emphasized by all authors.
Despite this strong interest in the OH-H2 system only one experimental study to the 
rotational excitation of OH by H2 has been reported [20,21]. In this experiment An- 
dresen and coworkers obtained cross sections for collision induced transitions from the 
rotational ground state 2n3/2, ,/ =  | .  Since both A-doublet states of this state were 
(equally) populated, the obtained results are averaged cross sections for transitions from 
the upper ( f)  and lower (e) doublet states. The authors observed a clear preference 
for selective excitation of lower A-doublet states in the n 3/ 2 rotational ladder and of 
upper A-doublet states in the IIi/ 2 rotational ladder. This observation has given rise 
to a number o f theoretical studies in which the results o f close coupling calculations 
were compared to the experimental values [16,21-24]. The calculations were all based 
on the ab-initio potential o f Kochanski and Flower [25], and involved only para-H2 in 
J  =  0. In the experiment of Andresen et al. however, normal-H2 was used at about 
300 K, containing a fraction of H2( J  =  0) smaller than 15 %. Recently Miller et 
al. reported calculations on rotationally inelastic collisions of OH by both ortho- and 
para-H2 using an ab-initio potential based on the coupled electron pair approximation 
(CEPA) [10]. The authors considered only planar geometries for the OH-H2 system, 
and consequently described their results in relation to a sum and a difference poten­
tial, VA +  Va ' and VA — Va > respectively (according to the irreducible representation 
of the Cs point group). Deviations between the calculated cross sections for multiplet 
changing transitions and the experimental results of Andresen et al. were ascribed to de­
fects in the difference potential. In the same paper Miller et al. report calculated values 
for the energies of the Van der Waals bound states and rovibrational transition freqen-
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Figure 4. 1: A schematical drawing of the experimental setup. The relative sizes of the objects 
are not to scale.
cies. The only potential including non-planar geometries of OH-H2 has been published 
by Offer and Van Hemert [26]. According to the authors this potential should give an 
improved description of the dependence of the potential on the orientation of the H2 
molecule. Based on this potential, theoretical calculations for para-H2( J  =  0 ,2 ) and 
ortho-H2( J  =  1) have been published [27].
Where spectroscopy of the Van der Waals complex provides detailed information 
about the attractive well o f the potential energy surface, the determination of state-to­
state cross sections provides direct information about both the attractive and the repul­
sive part of the potential. Most relevant is the comparison between OH -  para-H2 and 
OH -  ortho-H2 dynamics, particularly because in the interstellar space the ratio of ortho- 
and para-H2 is may be different from the equilibrium value 3, which might even be used 
as an indication of the age of clouds [28]. Furthermore, one expects H2( J  =  0 ) to be­
have differently from H2 (J  > 1) because for J  =  0 the quadrupole term in the interac­
tion potential does not give a contribution to the inelastic collision process [29]. In that 
case H2 should behave very similar to He.
We have determined the A-doublet resolved cross sections of the OH-H2 system in a 
crossed molecular beam experiment. State selection of the OH molecules by an electro­
static hexapole resulted in an almost true state-to-state experiment. By combining mea­
surements with and without state selector, we were able to determine the cross sections 
for transitions from both A-doublet states of the lowest rotational state. No single state 
H2 beam could be produced, but by comparing cross sections obtained with beams of 
different temperatures we were able to estimate the effect of the higher rotational states.
4.2 Experimental
4.2.1 Setup
The experimental setup as shown in Fig. 4.1 is almost the same as in previous experi­
ments [30,31], but will be outlined briefly below.
The crossed molecular beam setup is formed by two vacuum chambers. The larger 
chamber is used for both the OH beam source and the collision area. A movable plate
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divides this chamber in two. In this plate a skimmer is mounted to form the OH beam. 
Each half o f the chamber is pumped by a diffusion pump. The other chamber is used for 
the H2 source and is placed perpendicular to the OH beam axis. The pulsed valve as well 
as the skimmer plate of the OH beam are mounted on two rods in a way that they can 
be moved forwards and backwards with respect to the collision center. An electrostatic 
hexapole can also be mounted on the rods, between the shielding plate and the collision 
area.
The beam sources are two modified Bosch-type pulsed valves with a pulse width of 
approximately 1 ms. The valves have a nozzle diameter of 1 mm. The H2 valve can 
be equipped with a nozzle cap having an opening of 0.3 mm. Both normal-H2 (a 3:1 
mixture of ortho- and para-H2) and para-H2 are used as collision partner for the OH 
molecules. The OH beam is produced by expanding an H2O (18 Torr, vapor pressure 
at room temperature) in Argon (1.5 bar) mixture. A ring shaped electrode with an in­
ternal diameter of 4 mm, which is kept at a negative high voltage (—3 kV), is placed 
in front of the nozzle orifice at a distance of 1 mm. During the expansion an electri­
cal discharge between the electrode and the valve dissociates the H2O molecules while 
forming OH. Because of the rotational cooling during the expansion, the lowest rota­
tional state (2 n 3/2, ,/ =  | )  is predominantly occupied: 90 % of the OH molecules are 
in this A-doublet split state. The first excited rotational state (2n3/2, ,/ =  | )  lying at 
84 cm-1 above the ground rotational state, as shown in Fig. 2.1 on page 21, is occupied 
by 8 % of the total amount of OH molecules
Two different types of experiments were performed. One in which an electrostatic 
hexapole was inserted in the OH beam behind the skimmer and one without the hexa- 
pole. The hexapole focuses molecules in the upper J  =  |  A-doublet state ( / )  and de­
focuses molecules in the lower A-doublet state (e). By performing measurements with 
and without state selector it is possible to extract information about the collisional dy­
namics of OH molecules inboth the upper and the lower A-doublet states. The hexapole 
has an inner radius of 3 mm and the length is 24 cm. A voltage difference of 20 kV  
between the rods results in the maximum beam intensity at the collision center, at a dis­
tance of 10 cm from the end of the hexapole.
Detection of the OH state distributions with and without collisions is performed by 
laser induced fluorescence (LIF) spectroscopy of the A — X  electronic transition at 
308 nm. Each line in the spectrum is uniquely assignable to a single rotational and A- 
doublet state in the ground electronic state [32]. The lines used to determine the cross 
sections for the collision induced transitions to the n 3/2, J  states are Q1( N) and P1 (N) 
with N  = J  — \  ranging from 1 to 4. The cross sections for transitions to the n i /2, J  
states are measured by the Q2(N)  and the P2(N)  transitions with /V =  .1 + \  rang­
ing from 1 to 3. The upper ( f)  A-doublet states are probed by the Q transitions, the 
lower (e) A-doublet states by the P  transitions. The Q2(2) and Q2(3) lines are coinci­
dent within the bandwidth of the laser. The measured cross section at these transitions 
represents in fact the sum of the cross sections for transitions to the 2ri|/2, ,/ =  |  and 
J  =  |  states.
The fluorescence at 308 nm is collectedby lenses and imaged onto a photomultiplier. 
In front of the photomultiplier a UG-11 filter was installed to suppress stray light and
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all visible radiation originating from the discharge. The laser used in this experiment 
is a dye laser (Lambda Physik FL 2002) pumped by an excimer laser (Lambda Physik 
EMG 201MSC). The power of the frequency doubled output of the dye laser operating 
with rhodamine B dye, is in the order of 1 mJ. This is enough to saturate all transitions 
in the LIF spectrum. The measured relative intensities are thus a direct measure for the 
relative population of the probed states.
Because of the nuclear spin i  o f the H atom, the homonuclear H2 molecule is present 
in two “varieties”:ortho (I  =  1, odd J-values) and para ( I  =  0, even J-values). Due 
to nuclear spin statistics the “natural” ratioof tiih ortlM versus tiih paravarietyis3 1. 
This gas will be referred to as normal-H2. Also use has been made of nearly pure pva- 
H2, which is produced using a converter [33]. In this setup normal-H2 is flowed over 
a catalyst (iron-oxide) at temperatures near the liquefaction temperature of hydrogen 
(25 K). The H2 molecules are absorbed on the surface of the catalyst where the spins of 
the two nuclei are decoupled due to the high local magnetic field. Upon desorption the 
spins are recoupled but now in the lowest rotational state which forces it to be para. The 
reconversion of para to normal has a rate of a few percent per week at room temperature 
and 1 atm if not in the presence of any ferromagnetic material [33]. The para-H2 is 
produced on line while performing the collision experiment.
4.2.2 Initial State Distribution
In an ideal state-to-state collision experiment the scattering process involves only one 
single collision, by which an energy transfer is induced between a prepared single ini­
tial state and a final state which can be probed. The initial and final state distribution 
should be known for both scattering partners. In this crossed beam experiment, the sin­
gle collision condition regime is obtained by adjusting the beam intensity of secondary 
molecules to such a low value that the population transfer is linear with the density [31]. 
The initial state distribution, however, is not 100 % pure and a full characterization of 
both the OH and the H2 beams is required.
The OH Beam
Initial state preparation of the OH radicals is achieved by rotational cooling in the su­
personic expansion of the OH/Ar molecular pulse, and by state selection via the elec­
trostatic hexapole. Characterization is performed by probing the initial population via 
the same LIF technique which is used for measuring the cross sections. This has been 
worked out in a previous paper [30]. The results are that after the expansion 90 % of 
the OH molecules is in the lowest rotational state (£2 =  | ,  J  =  |) .  In the OH produc­
tion and/or subsequent rotational cooling a A-doublet population inversion takes place 
which results in a higher population of the upper A-doublet level than the population 
of the lower level (100 ^  6 8 ). This might be due to the electrical discharge being the 
production method. This behavior is not observed when the OH is produced by pho­
todissociation.
When the population of states containing less than 1 % of the total population is 
neglected, then, after electrostatic state selection, 93.5 % of the population is contained
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TABLE 4.1: Initial relative populations (in %) of the 
OH beam. Relative populations below 1 % have been 
neglected. The labels “upper A-doublet” and“lower 
A-doublet” reffrto tith o1^ “^ o^ weichore preffrentialiy 
soIocIo“. The population of the lower A-doublet state 
is the effective remaining population after subtraction 
of the cross sections obtained with hexapole from the 
cross sections obtained without hexapole.
in the §, f  state and 6.5 % in the §, f  state. After subtracting the measurements with 
state selector from the measurements without state selector and neglecting states with a 
population less than 1 %, a population resulted of 96.5 % in the | , e state and 3.5%  in 
the e state. These results are summarized in Table 4.1.
The H2 Beam
Characterization of the H2 beam served two purposes: determination of the rotational 
population distribution and determination of the purity of the para-H2 which is produced 
in the converter. Resonance enhanced multiphoton ionization spectroscopy (REMPI) 
was applied to determine the H2 population distribution at the collision center. For this 
purpose a Wiley-McLaren [34] type time-of-flight tube was mounted in the collision 
center with the lower two plates centered around the H2 beam with a spacing between 
the plates of 2.5 cm and a tube length of 10 cm. A mass resolution of 50 was obtained. In 
the tube a ring was mounted which acts as an electrostatic lens to correct for a divergence 
of the ions caused by the small dimensions of the plates.
Two experiments were performed. One in which the population distribution of the 
“warm” beam andtiloparityoffhopara-H2 was determined and one in which the popu­
lation distribution of the “cold” ^^^ wws spasmed. In tiloseexxarimantt sww V“ferent 
lasers and detection schemes were used.
The first experiment involved the use of atunable ArF excimer laser (LrnmbdaPhysik 
EMG 150 MSC), tunable from 193.1 to 193.8 nm. Two-photon excitation of part of the 
E 1 £ +  (v" =  6, 7) — X1 £ +  (v' =  0) band [35-37] and subsequent iodizalionby a third 
photon resulted in a spectrum as shown in Fig. 4.2-A. The position of the J  =  0 line 
is on the edge of the tuning curve of the laser which results in a relatively small signal. 
To determine the population in the beam this spectrum was compared to a spectrum of 
tOermvlized gas when the vacuum chamber was filled with 10—4 Torr H2, as shown in 
Fig. 4.2-B. The curved baseline is caused by non-resonant ionization and is a reflection 
of the wavelength dependence of the power of the excimer laser. In Fig. 4.2-C a spec­
trum is presented when a beam of pva-H 2 is used. It can clearly be seen that the signal 
of transitions starting from odd J-values is strongly reduced. Note that this spectrum 
has been recorded after the molecules have passed through the (magnetic) pulsed valve. 
So any conversion which might have taken place in the valve has been accounted for. 
From these measurements the results are derived as presented in Table 4.2.
As can be seen from Table 4.2, the higher rotational levels are relatively strongly 
populated in the “warm” beam Espacialay m tith p ^^ -^ H[2 case the presence of an equal
state upper lower
J  e A-doublet A-doublet
3/2  e 96.5
3/2  f  93.5
5/2  e 3.5
5/2  f  6.5
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Figure 4.2: Measured H2 spectrum via 2+1 REMPI of the E (v" = 6, 7) — X  (v' =  0) tran­
sition. (A) measurement of normal-H2, (B) measurement of thermalized H2 (C) measurement of 
para-H2. The curved baseline in B is caused by power variations of the excimer laser.
amount of molecules in the J  =  2 and J  =  0 states might conceal the expected de­
viating behavior of J  =  0 molecules in inelastic collisions. We therefore investigated 
the possibilities of producing a colder H2 beam. We found that mounting a cap in front 
of the valve with a much smaller nozzle diameter (0.3 mm versus 1.0 mm) resulted in 
a significantly colder beam. Unfortunately a strong cooling of the valve itself (e.g. by 
liquid nitrogen) turned out to be technically impossible.
The population distribution of this “cold” H2 beam was measured using a differ­
ent detection scheme as opposed to the “warm” H2 measurements because the tunable 
excimer laser was not available at that time. Instead we used a Nd:YAG (Continuum 
YG-681-C10) pumped dye laser (Continuum TDL-60) operating on Rhodamine B dye 
to excite the C1 n u(v =  1) — X 1 £ +  (v =  0) transition around 296 nm [38] via 3+1 
REMPI. The maximum output of the frequency doubled radiation was 14 mJ. However, 
only 1.5 mJ was used in order to avoid non-linear effects. The radiation was focused by 
a 25 cm quartz lens into the vacuum chamber. The detection setup was exactly the same
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Table 4.2: Initial relative populations (in %) of the H2 beam.
state
normal H2
“warm” “cold”
para H2 
“warm” “col
J=0 12.0 16.7 44.2 61.7
J=1 65.1 73.5 6.5 7.3
J=2 13.0 8.3 48.3 30.8
J=3 9.9 1.5 1.0 0 .2
as in the case of the (2 +  1) REMPI experiment.
The same set of measurements was performed as for the “warm” H2 beam, leading 
to the results as presented in Table 4.2. As can be seen, the lowest rotational levels are 
much more populated than in the case of “warm” H2, but, unfortunately, the beam is 
still far off from being rotationally cold. Nevertheless the difference in population of 
the J  =  2 level of the “warm” and“cold” beam is large enoughto estimate its iirflnence 
on the measured cross sections.
4.2.3 Data Reduction
Each state is probed by averaging the signal of 1000 laser shots both with and without 
collisions, while the laser frequency is fixed on top of the line. The power density of the 
laser radiation in the collision area is high enough to saturate all OH transitions. So the 
observed increase in LIF signal on the excited rotational states is directly proportional 
to the increase in population of these states, and hence directly proportional to the cross 
section of the collisional induced transition involved. The average of 4 -6  measurements 
is used to determine the relative cross section, which is taken to be the increase in popu­
lation of the excited state, divided by the decrease in population of the initial state. The 
sum of all cross sections always equaled one within the assigned error. This indicates 
that all scattered molecules are detected, regardless of their final velocity.
When use is made of the hexapole, the change in population of the collisionally ex­
cited states, denoted by A Nk, can be expressed as:
A Nk = N f  a  (4.1)
where N f  is the initial population of the §, f  state, and rr) ,/(is the absolute cross sec­
tion for the transition to the state labeled by k , multiplied by the (unknown) secondary 
beam density and interaction path length. The measured relative cross section is then 
given by:
A Nk N f a  f^k  
c™ ~  A N f ~  A N f ( ' }
where — A N f  is the collision induced decrease of the initial state population.
For the special case of the A-doublet transition, the measured cross section will be
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denoted as:
N f  a  f^
a t ^ = - j — = ah (4.3)
where the §, e state is labeled with e.
Also measurements without hexapole have been performed. In this case both the 
§, f  and the §, e states are present in the beam. The purpose was to derive cross sec­
tions for transitions starting from the | ,  e state by subtracting the data obtained with 
hexapole from the data obtained without hexapole. This subtraction procedure is, how­
ever, not straightforward. In the case without hexapole, the increase in population of 
the excited rotational states is due to a contribution of both initial states. The decrease 
in population of each of the two initial states is a combination of outscattering towards 
all other states including the other A-doublet state, and ¿(scattering from the other A- 
doublet state. Because the population of both initial states is not equal, scattering from 
one initial state to the other is not canceled by the reverse transition. This situation can 
be described as follows.
Let, for scattering without hexapole, —A n e and —A n  f  be the collision induced de­
creases of the population of the upper and lower J  =  |  A-doublet states, respectively. 
Here a lower case n is used to distinguish between the cases with and without hexapole. 
In the case of small population changes, when the single collision condition is fulfilled, 
the following relations hold:
f ^e  — nea 'e  ^f  — ne ^  °'e^k-  A n e =  n f a  -  ne f  -  ne J 2  a e^k (4 .4)
k
-  A n f =  nea 'e  ^f  -  n fa  f^ e  -  n a 'f^k (4 .5)
where n f  and ne are the initial population of the upper and lower states, respectively. 
The quantities which are measured during the experiment are A n  f / n  f , A n e/ A n  f
and the various A n t / A n  /  in which k  ranges over all states except the §, e and §, f  
states. The latter quantity is composed of two contributions:
Ank A n f ^ k  +  Ane^k
A n f A n t
(4.6)
Here A n  f^ k and A n e^ k represent the increase in population of the state k  caused by 
a transition from the | ,  f  and | ,  e state, respectively. The quantities A Nk/ A  N f  and 
A n  f ^ k/ A n f  involve the same relative cross section a  f ^ k, but they are different, since 
A n  f  involves also the cross sections for the A-doublet transitions, a'e^  f  and a 'f ^ e. It 
is however possible to determine one scaling factor for all k, which relates A Nk/ A  N f 
to A n  f^ k / A n  f . This scaling factor, denoted with S, is defined by:
A  Nk A  n f  k
S — f  = -----—  (4.7)
A N f  A n f
or, when summed over k :
s y ^ N k = y ^ t  (48)
k A ATf  “  A n f
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with k  again ranging over all states except the two A-doublet states. Where the sum on 
the left hand side follows directly from the measured values, the sum on the right hand 
side is obtained indirectly from the experiment, as is shown below.
In the case without hexapole, the total outscattering from both initial states to all 
other states except the two initial states, denoted with A n f  and An'e respectively, is 
given by:
A n'f  =  2^ A n f ^ k  =  n f ^ ,  o  f ^ k  (4.9)
k k
A ll’e =  J 2  A n e^k =  n e ^ 2  o 'e^ k  (4.10)
k k
Similarly, for the case with hexapole, the total outscattering from the upper A-doublet 
state to all other states except the lower A-doublet state is:
A N f =  J 2  A  Nk (4.11)
k
The scaling factor S  can then be expressed as:
A N f  A n 'f
------ (4-12)
A N f  A n  f
Where A n f / A n f  follows fromEqs. 4.6, 4.9 and 4.10:
A i i t  E *  If;
(4.13)
The only unknown quantity in this expressionfor S  is the ratio An'e/ A n f . To determine 
that ratio, we proceed as follows.
When comparing Eqs. 4.9 and 4.10 with Eqs. 4.4 and 4.5, it follows:
A n'e =  neY .k° U k =  Ane + n ^ U e - n e(r '^ f
A n 'f n f J 2 k a 'f^k A n  f +  neo'e_, f  -  n fo ' f^e '
The energy difference between the two A-doublet states is very small, so we can assume 
that o'e^  f  =  o  f ^ e =  a A . When dividing the right hand side of Eq. 4.14 by A n  f out, 
which is given by:
it takes the form:
A n  f, out = n f  a  f ^ e +  n ^ ^  a f ^ i (4.15)
, A/ie , n,a 'A A  _  _^\
A n  A n^out ' An tout \  nf I
e -  v 7 (4.16)
A n 'f  A/if n,a!h /iJe _  A  
A/ii00i ' An fi0ut \ n f J
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The quantity A n  f outo'A/ n  f is in fact the relative A-doublet cross section as measured 
with hexapole, and it follows:
A n f,out
by whichEq. 4.16 reduces to:
An'e
An f,out AV nf '
The quantity ne/ n  f  is the ratio of the populations of the initial states, and is measured 
to be 0.68 ±  0.01. Making use of Eqs. 4.5, 4.15 and 4.17, it follows:
A n  f  A n f out — ne oA n e ------- 1 _  =  ----- ------------ e_?L =  l _ a A _l _  (4 .19)
A n f,out A n  f, out n f
A  ne A  ne A  n f  A  ne ne
1 — aA —  I (4.20)
A n , out A n f  A n , out A n f \  n f  
The relation between An'e/A n 'f  and A n e / A n  f is then given by
a „ . & ( 1 - < ; ) + ^ ( 1 - £ )
A n f  1 —
(4.21)
One can easily check that for ne =  n f  Eq. 4.21 reduces to An'e/ A n f  =  A n e/ A n f . 
With the determination of the scaling factor S, we can scale the data obtained with hexa- 
pole and subtract them from the data obtained without hexapole, according to Eq. 4.6:
&ne^ k _  Ant_ _  ANk 
A n f  A n f  A N  f
Note that all quantities involved in the calculation of S  are measured ones. Conse­
quently, the cross sections for the transitions starting from the | , e state are determined 
in a purely experimental way.
In order to relate the cross sections for normal and para-H2 the total cross sections 
in both cases were compared for the same H2-density in the collision area.
n
4.3 Results and Discussion
The measured cross sections obtained from the experiment with “cold” H2 are presented 
in Table 4.3. These values are also presented graphically in Fig. 4.3-4.6. In this figure 
the horizontal axis of the graphs is an energy scale on which the rotational quantum 
number of the final state is placed according to the difference in energy with the initial 
state. The vertical scale is in A2 which is based on the theoretical values by Offer et 
al. [27]. The presented experimental values have been scaled to the theoretical ones by
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Table 4.3: Experimental results with their error and comparison to theory [27] for scattering of 
OH with “cold” H2. The initial states of OH are labeled by ^ , J,e  but the real initial population 
distribution is given in Table 4.1, see also the text. The initial state distribution of H2 is given in 
Table 4.2. All values are given in A2.
Initial State: 3/2, 3 /2, f
Final State normal h 2 para H2
Q J e Experimental Theory Experimental Theory
3/2 3/2 f
5/2 f 5.23 ±  0.28 4.173 2.70 ±  0.17 1.489
7/2 f 1.14 ±  0.06 0.994 0.73 ±  0.05 0.515
9/2 f 0.06 ±  0.06 0.088 0.00 ±  0.05 0.079
3/2 e 8.17 ±  0.42 7.297 4.61 ±  0.29 6.239
5/2 e 4.31 ±  0.22 5.007 5.07 ±  0.31 5.551
7/2 e 0.98 ±  0.06 1.256 0.71 ±  0.06 0.851
9/2 e 0.14 ±  0.05 0.413 0.33 ±  0.05 0.410
1/2 1/2 f 1.18 ±  0.08 0.889 0.44 ±  0.04 0.489
3/2 f 1.79 ±  0.11 2.146 2.12 ±  0.15 2.879
5/2 f 0.51 ±  0.05 0.697 0.32 ±  0.04 0.441
1/2 e 3.64 ±  0.21 2.798 4.34 ±  0.26 3.426
3/2 e 1.43 ±  0.05 1.721 1.13 ± 0 .0 9 1.221
Initial State: 3/2, 3 /2, e
Final State normal H2 para H2
Q J e Experimental Theory Experimental Theory
3/2 3/2 f 8.17 ± 0 .4 2 7.297 4.61 ± 0 .2 9 6.239
5/2 f 4.54 ±  0.84 2.839 2.62 ±  0.39 1.896
7/2 f 0.00 ±  0.31 0.389 0.00 ±  0.25 0.216
9/2 f 0.97 ±  0.12 0.079 0.38 ±  0.08 0.066
3/2 e
5/2 e 3.88 ±  0.69 5.058 1.74 ±  0.51 2.031
7/2 e 1.58 ±  0.23 2.339 2.07 ±  0.17 2.392
9/2 e 0.95 ±  0.12 0.338 0.74 ±  0.09 0.256
1/2 1/2 f 2.21 ±  0.28 2.226 2.30 ±  0.16 2.937
3/2 f 0.18 ±  0.20 1.120 0.78 ±  0.23 0.564
5/2 f 0.82 ±  0.12 0.947 1.25 ±  0.11 1.137
1/2 e 1.28 ±  0.44 0.914 1.12 ±  0.40 0.424
3/2 e 1.13 ± 0 .2 4 2.388 2.47 ±  0.23 2.457
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Table 4.4: Experimental results with their error and comparison with theory [27] for scattering 
of OH with “warm” H2. The initial states of OH are labeled by ^ , J,e  but the real initial popula­
tion distribution is given in table 4.1, see also the text. The initial state distribution of H2 is given 
in Table 4.2. All values are given in A2.
Initial State: 3 /2, 3 /2 , f
Final State normal H2 para H2
Q J e Experimental Theory Experimental Theory
3/2 3/2 f
5/2 f 4.82 ±  0.19 3.884 3.26 ±  0.43 1.923
7/2 f 1.07 ±  0.04 0.950 0.97 ±  0.15 0.551
9/2 f 0.12 ±  0.03 0.125 0.12 ±  0.08 0.108
3/2 e 5.77 ±  0.16 7.389 18.1 ±  1.3 8.773
5/2 e 3.66 ±  0.09 4.546 3.76 ±  0.30 5.163
7/2 e 1.40 ±  0.04 1.259 0.92 ±  0.11 1.038
9/2 e 0.54 ±  0.03 0.456 0.28 ±  0.08 0.434
1/2 1/2 f 0.88 ±  0.04 0.856 0.34 ±  0.11 0.647
3/2 f 1.26 ±  0.04 1.941 0.70 ±  0.14 2.626
5/2 f 0.73 ±  0.03 0.702 0.29 ±  0.12 0.558
1/2 e 3.55 ±  0.09 2.498 2.02 ±  0.20 3.042
3/2 e 1.44 ±  0.04 1.766 0.95 ± 0 .1 1 1.490
Initial State : 3 /2, 3 /2 , e
Final State normal H2 para H2
Q J e Experimental Theory Experimental Theory
3/2 3/2 f 5.77 ± 0 .1 6 7.389 18.1 ±  1.3 8.773
5/2 f 2.52 ±  0.79 3.041 1.51 ±  0.92 2.015
7/2 f 0.18 ±  0.19 0.414 0.00 ±  0.30 0.284
9/2 f 0.14 ±  0.11 0.090 0.16 ±  0.10 0.090
3/2 e
5/2 e 3.36 ±  0.69 5.033 3.06 ±  1.19 2.719
7/2 e 1.46 ±  0.26 2.271 1.33 ±  0.39 2.223
9/2 e 0.27 ±  0.09 0.363 0.40 ±  0.14 0.319
1/2 1/2 f 1.61 ±  0.44 2.298 2.44 ±  0.48 2.649
3/2 f 1.29 ±  0.19 1.212 2.40 ±  0.55 0.764
5/2 f 0.75 ±  0.25 1.076 1.16 ±  0.28 1.073
1/2 e 0.47 ±  0.29 0.943 1.88 ±  0.69 0.592
3/2 e 1.72 ± 0 .3 1 2.415 2.08 ± 0 .5 3 2.456
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equalizing the sum of the experimental and theoretical values. The summation ranged 
over the whole set of data for ortho- and para-H2. The “warm” ”ndthe“cold” set, how­
ever, were scaled separately. This scaling is made possible because, as described above, 
all measured cross sections are in the same units. We believe that this way of scaling is 
the least arbitrary and all information with regard to the relative sizes is conserved.
In Figs. 4.3 and 4.5 the cross sections for para-H2 collisions are shown and in Figs. 
4.4 and 4.6 the cross sections for normal-H2 collisions. The graphs on page 67 show 
the cross sections for transitions starting from the | , f  state and the graphs on page 68 
show the cross sections for transitions starting from the §, estate. Each graph is divided 
into four quadrants where the upper two show the data for multiplet conserving transi­
tions and the lower two show the data for multiplet changing transitions. In the left two 
quadrants the cross sections for symmetry conserving transitions are presented and on 
the right hand side the cross sections for symmetry changing transitions. The data point 
at J  =  |  in the upper two quadrants represents the A-doublet cross section.
From Figs. 4.3-4.6 it is seen that the cross sections for multiplet changing transitions 
are on the average a factor of two smaller than those for multiplet conserving transitions. 
For multiplet conserving transitions the cross section decreases with the difference in 
energy, which would be expected if  an energy gap law [39] is valid. However in the case 
of the | , e state as the initial state some deviations are observed, as for the transition to 
the | ,  f  state which has a larger cross section than the transition to the | , f  state. There 
is no clear propensity with respect to parity or symmetry.
For multiplet changing transitions a different behavior is shown. The cross section 
for the transition to J  =  § is large in the case of equal symmetry of initial and final 
state but small when symmetry changes. This indicates that symmetry is preferentially 
conserved in case of A J  =  0, whereas the symmetry is changed in the case of A J  =  
±1. Whether this holds more general for A J  is even or odd, respectively, will be clear 
when more data points are available.
When comparing e ®  f  scattering with f  ®  e scattering at the same rotational 
transition, it is seen that roughly the same collisional behavior is observed, but quanti­
tative differences are present. The reason behind the differences of the two lies in the 
mixed Hund’s case (a) and (b) character of OH. Only for pure type (a) molecules one 
expects e ®  f  scattering to be the same as f  ®  e scattering [40]. It are these differ­
ences which are responsible for the fact that collisions might be the mechanism behind 
a population inversion of OH in the interstellar space.
Much to our surprise para- and normal-H2 scattering show roughly the same be­
havior. However, large differences are observed for the A-doublet transition and the 
| ,  | ,  e -> i ,  | ,  etransition, and, to a lesser extent, the | ,  | ,  f  -> | ,  f ,  f  a n d |, | ,  e ->  
§, f ,  etransitions. The A-doublet cross sectionforpara-H2 scattering increases strongly 
when heating the para-H2, as can be seen from Fig. 4.7 where the results for scattering 
of the | ,  e state by “warm” para-H2 are presented. This behavior can therefore be at­
tributed to the presence of higher rotational states (J  =  2, 3) in the para-H2 beam and 
the conclusion can be drawn that for pure para-H2 (J  =  0) scattering the A-doublet 
cross section is very small. When this is taken into account, para-H2 (J  =  0) scatter­
ing and He scattering, which is shown in Fig. 4.8 show a very similar behavior. This
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Figure 4.3: Experimental (•) and theoretical (o) cross sections for rotational excitation of OH 
by “cold” pP-H at 595 cm-1. The theoretical values are from Offer et al. [27]. All cross sections 
are in units of A2. Note that the J f values are placed at positions given by the excitation energy.
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Figure 4.4: Experimental (•) and theoretical (o) cross sections for rotational excitation of OH 
by “cold” n-H2 at 595 cm-1. The theoretical values are from Offer et al. [27]. All cross sections 
are in units ofA2. Note that the J f values are placed at positions given by the excitation energy.
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Figure 4.5: Experimental (•) and theoretical (o) cross sections for rotational excitation of OH 
by “cold” p-H2 at 595 cm-1. The theoretical values are from Offer et al. [27]. All cross sections 
are in units of A2. Note that the J f values are placed at positions given by the excitation energy.
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Figure 4.6: Experimental (•) and theoretical (o) cross sections for rotational excitation of OH 
by “cold” n-H2 at 595 cm-1. The theoretical values are from Offer et al. [27]. All cross sections 
are in units of A2. Note that the J f values are placed at positions given by the excitation energy.
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has long been assumed from a theoretical point o f view [29], based on the fact that the 
quadrupole moment of H2(J=0) does not play a role in inelastic scattering and conse­
quently this molecule behaves like a spherical symmetric particle. This has now been 
shown experimentally.
We have compared our experimental data to the results of quantum calculations by 
Offer et al. [27] which are based on their ab-initio OH-H2 potential [26]. In addition to 
their published results, some new calculations have been performed at our translational 
energies and for H2 (J  =  3) scattering [41]. The theoretical values to which we com­
pare, are constructed by summing the state-to-state values according to the measured 
initial state distributions of both the OH and the H2 beams.
The overall correspondence between experiment and theory is surprisingly good, as 
can be seen from Figs. 4.3-4.7. Most trends and relative sizes are predicted accurately. 
The agreement is better for “cold” H2 than for “warm” H2. Probably the J  =  2 calcu­
lations are less accurate than the ones for J  =  0 and J  =  1. A reason for this could 
be the fact that for J  =  2 the total (i.e. translational and internal) energy of the system 
is so high that a larger number of basis functions should be taken into account. indi­
vidual points which deviate are the §, §, e -> \ , \ , e  and f  transitions for normal-H2, 
whereas the same cross sections show a good correspondence in the case of para-H2. 
For the | , | , f  ->  | , | , f  transition it is the other way around.
Recently also values by Miller etal. [11] have been published, based on the ab-initio 
potential of Kliesch and Werner [11]. Unfortunately, they have provided only data for 
scattering with H2 in J  =  0 ,1  where data for H2 in J  =  2, 3 are needed to compare our 
experimental data with their calculated values. A comparison between their results, the 
corresponding ones of Offer et al., and our values, yielded a better agreement between 
experiment and theory for the values of Offer et al. However, because of the lack of 
H2 (J  =  2, 3) data in the work of Miller and Clary, no hard conclusion on this can 
be drawn. Also one has to remind that the potential developed by Kliesch and Werner 
was designed primarily for a description of the Van der Waals complex, and to a lesser 
extent for collisional dynamics, where a much larger range of the potential contributes 
to the scattering process. The out of plane OH-H2 configurations which Offer et al. took 
into account in their ab-initio potential might yield a better description of the collision 
process.
InFig. 4.9 a comparison is made with the data of Andresen etal. [20]. Forthispur- 
pose we have summed our cross sections for both initial states, assuming their initial 
population is an equal mixture of | ,  e and | ,  f  as was the case in the experiment of 
Andresen et al., where, different from the present experiment, the OH molecules were 
produced by photolysis. For the secondary beam we have considered “warm” nomial 
H2, as, most probably, was the situation in their experimental setup. The different mea­
surements agree very well. Some deviations show up for the cross sections for multiplet 
changing transitions. Whereas the present averaged cross section for transitions to the 
f  state is smaller than the result of Andresen etal., the opposite situationis present 
for the transition to the e state. This may affect the astrophysical implications, as 
is clarified when considering the ratios of the cross sections for transitions to the lower 
and upper A-doublet states. These ratios are presented in Fig. 4.10 (for “warm” H2)
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Figure 4.7: Experimental and theoretical cross sections for OEl( | , ƒ)+- “warm” para-El2 scatter­
ing at 595 cm- 1. The theoretical values are from Offer et al. [27]. Note the change of the vertical 
scale in the upper part of the figure with respect to Fig. 4.3.
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Figure4.8: Measured cross sections for OEl(|, e)+- Eie scattering at 394 cm-1. These are values 
from a previous paper [30].
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Figure 4.9: Measured A-doublet averaged cross sections for OH scattering by H2. The filled 
circles (•) represent the present data for “warm” H2. The open circles (o) are taken from Andresen 
etal. [20].
and are compared to the results of Andresen et al. [20]. Globally it can be concluded 
that transitions to the lowest A-doublet state are favored. This could imply that colli- 
sional excitation is not the main mechanism behind the interstellar population inversion 
of OH. This was already concluded by Andresen et al. for the £2 =  |  states, but not for 
the £2 =  \  states where they found a preference for the upper A-doublet states. Also 
for para-H2 the present A-doublet averaged results show a propensity for the lower A- 
doublet states, as can be seen from Fig. 4.10.
The astrophysical implications are difficult to predict. The best way to model OH 
masers is by incorporating collisional (de-)excitation of OH by H2 in a large scale model 
which also includes the various effects of OH creation and IR radiation, like Cesaroni 
and Walmsley did [3]. The observed large difference between the A-doublet cross sec­
tions for scattering by ortho- and para-H2 will probably affect the outcome of new cal­
culations, because this difference has not been predicted before by the theoretical results 
used in previous calculations.
4.4 Conclusion
In this experiment cross sections have been determined for rotational excitation of OH 
by normal- and para-H2 in a crossed beam experiment. A full characterization of the 
initial states of both the OH and H2 beams gives a good insight in the state-to-state cross 
sections and allows a detailed comparison with theory. Cross sections were obtained for 
OH in both J  =  |  A-doublet states by combining results obtained with electrostatic
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Figure 4.10: Ratio of experimental cross sections for transitions from the lowest rotational state 
to the lower and upper A-doublet states. The population in the initial state is equal for each A- 
doublet substate. The filled circles (•) represent our “warm” ddta. TTeopencircles(o) are taken 
from Andresen etal. [16].
hexapole state selection with results obtained without state selection.
The present measurements show a very similar result for para-H2 ( J  =  0 ) scattering 
and Helium scattering, as has been assumed previously, based on theoretical arguments. 
In both cases a relatively small cross section is measured for the A-doublet transition. 
This is in sharp contrast to scattering by H2 in excited rotational states, where the cross 
section for the A-doublet transition is by far the largest. Possibly this is caused by the 
quadrupole moment of H2 which does not contribute to the scattering process for J  =  0. 
The effect of a deviation from the 1 ^  3 equilibrium distribution of para- and ortho-H2 
on the outcome of the collision process is restricted to mainly this A-doublet transition. 
This may have some implications with regard to the role of collisional pumping in the 
model of interstellar OH masers.
When no other physical processes than collisions are considered in interstellar OH 
sources, these results lead to the conclusion that collisions do not tend to create a popu­
lation inversion for OH at our collisional energy. In interstellar space however, different 
collisional energies and “initial” ”epelatioocareeeesenC annti^^w^üi affect théh coodu- 
sion. Conclusions should await the results o f modeling studies in which also radiative 
pumping is taken into account.
The theoretical values of Offer and VanHemert [27] show a surprisingly good agree­
ment with the present experimental values. Deviations can be ascribed partly to inac­
curacies in the H2 ( J  =  2) calculations. The validation of the theoretical cross sections 
by the present measurements gives a strong stimulus to extrapolate the calculations to
interstellar relevant collision energies.
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C h a p t e r  5
Rotational excitation of OH in collisions with 
CO, N2, and CO2
Abstract
Relative state-to-state cross sections are obtained for OH colliding with CO, N2 and 
CO2. Hexapole state selection is used to prepare a beam of OH molecules in the upper 
A -doublet component of the lowest rotational state. The collision induced rotational 
energy transfer is monitored state selectively by means of LIF spectroscopy. A study 
is made of the symmetry effects in the obtained cross sections. The results are com­
pared with previously reported cross sections for Ar, He, and H2 . A general propensity 
is found for parity conserving transitions to the fI3/2, ,/ =  |  and fI |/2, ,/ =  i  states.
This chapter is based on the following publication: M. C. van Beek, K. Schreel, and J.J. ter Meu- 
len, to be published.
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5.1 Introduction
In the last decade a number of state-to-state scattering experiments has been reported on 
rotational excitation of diatomic molecules. Because the initial state of the molecules 
studied is well defined and the outcome of the collision is monitored state selectively, 
these measurements allow for a detailed comparison with theory. The first experiments 
on rotational excitation, mainly on collisions of closed shell diatomic molecules with 
rare gas atoms, are described by Levine and Bernstein [1]. In recent years rotational 
excitation of open shell diatomic molecules in collisions with rare gas atoms have been 
well studied [2-6], and also a number of experiments on free radicals colliding with 
H2 has been performed [7-9]. Recent reviews of this field can be found in Refs. [10] 
and [11]. Recently we reported measurements on the state-to-state scattering of OH 
(X 2 n )  by He, Ar, and H2 [2,7]. The obtained symmetry resolved cross sections are in 
very good agreement with quantum mechanical calculations based on ab-initio poten­
tials [12,13]. The goal of the present experiment is to get insight in the mechanisms gov­
erning the more complex scattering of OH by CO, N2, and CO2. We have chosen these 
collision partners because of their relevance in combustion [14,15] and atmospheric pro­
cesses [16]. Another reason to choose these molecules is the question whether the sub­
stantial differences in the potential energy surfaces (PES) describing the collisions with 
these molecules are manifested in the rotational and symmetry dependence of the state- 
to-state cross sections.
One experiment on rotational excitation of OH(X2 n )  colliding with N2 and CO has 
been reported so far by Sonnenfroh et al. [17]. They measured the energy dependence 
of the cross sections, but were unable to prepare the OH molecules in a single A-doublet 
state. As a consequence, their results are symmetry averaged with regard to the initial 
state. Nevertheless, Sonnenfroh etal. observed a preference for excitation to high rota­
tional n 3/2 states o f e symmetry in collisions with N 2, while no preference was found 
in collisions with CO. Moreover, it was found that the cross sections for rotational ex­
citation in collisions with N2 and CO show only minor differences despite the strong 
differences in PES’s. The OH-CO PES has two Van der Waals wells [18] and in addi­
tion a chemically bonded well [19] which describes HOCO complex formation, while 
the OH-N2 PES is mainly repulsive. Furthermore the long-range part of the potential of 
OH-CO is dominated by the dipole-dipole interaction, while the OH-N2 system is gov­
erned by the dipole-quadrupole interaction at long distances. Quasi classical ab initio 
calculations on state-to-state scattering of OH by CO have been performed by Kudla et 
al. [18]. No experimental or theoretical studies have been reported thus far on state-to­
state scattering of OH(X2 n ) by CO2. State-to-state collisions of vibrationally excited 
OH withN2 have recently been studied by Crosley [20]. He measured collision rates of 
OH (X2 n , v =  1) scattered by N2 in a pump-probe experiment.
The scattering of an open shell diatomic molecule like OH by a structureless par­
ticle is usually described by considering the symmetry of the electronic wavefunction. 
Because all three atoms lay in one plane, the total wave function can be either symmet­
ric (A') or anti-symmetric (A") with respect to reflection in this plane. In the symmet­
ric case the open electronic orbital o f OH is oriented in the atomic plane, and in the 
anti-symmetric case perpendicular to this plane. One can construct a separate potential
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energy surface for both symmetries, VA for the symmetric case and VA« for the anti­
symmetric case. Alexander [21] has shown that for pure Hund’s case (a) diatomics, the 
sum of these potentials V+ = \ ( V a> + V #) describes the spin-orbit conserving tran­
sitions whereas the difference potential V =  \(V #  — I'v ) describes the spin-orbit 
changing transitions.
For pure Hund’s case (a) molecules the following symmetry rules can be shown to 
hold for a given rotational transition | J ) ®  | J ')  :
Vje^j'e = OJf^Ji f  (5.1)
and
°Je^J' f  = OJf^J'e (5.2)
and only differences between symmetry changing and symmetry conserving transitions 
are to be expected. If the diatom has an intermediate Hund’s case character, however, 
deviations from the symmtery rules are caused by the interference of V+ and V-  in the 
matrix elements describing the rotational excitation.
These symmetry considerations can also be used in diatom-diatom scattering calcu­
lations if  the problem is restricted to planar geometries (i.e. all four atoms have to be 
in one plane). In the scattering process, however, the out-of-plane configurations may 
substantially contribute to the cross section. For the scattering of OH by H2, for exam­
ple, the use of out-of-plane configurations for the development of their PES, as done by 
Offer et al. [13], gives a better description of the experiment [7] than the restriction to 
in-plane configurations as done by Miller and Clary [22].
Kudla et al. [18] restricted their calculations on OH-CO to planar geometries. Un­
like Alexander they did not calculate the cross sections by using the symmetric and anti­
symmetric average of the potentials, but calculated the cross sections for each potential 
separately. The total cross section for collision induced transitions within the £2 =  |  
manifold was obtained by averaging the two cross sections. Although this method dis­
regards possible interference terms between VA and VA , it may provide a reasonable 
description of the collision induced spin-orbit conserving transitions. The calculation of 
the cross sections for spin-orbit changing transitions, however, cannot be performed this 
way. Kudla et al. also restricted their calculations to collisions of OH and CO molecules 
in their corresponding rotational ground state. The ab-initio PES used by Kudla et al. 
was designed to describe inelastic scattering. It contains two potential wells, which cor­
respond to the OH-CO and OH-OC Van der Waals complexes. This potential energy 
surface, however, is not suitable to describe the formation of the chemically bonded 
HOCO complex [23]. To investigate the influence of the HOCO complex formation 
on the inelastic cross sections Kudla et al. used a potential energy surface developed by 
Schatz et al. [19]. It was found that for low collisional energies and for excitation to low 
rotational states, J  =  § or | ,  the complex cross section contributes for only a few per­
cent to the total cross section. For excitation to rotational states with J  =  | ,  ÿ  or y , 
however, the complex cross section is calculated to be roughly 40% of the direct cross 
section (the cross section for scattering processes without complex formation) with a 
relatively small dependence on the collision energy. As a result one would expect that
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CO and N2 behave very differently in collision induced transitions to states with J  > |  
due to the large influence of the complex formation.
In the present experiment measurements have been performed on collision induced 
transitions from the lowest rotational state (J  =  | )  to states with J  up to §. The ob­
tained rotational state-to-state cross sections are compared with the results obtained by 
Sonnenfroh etal. [17]andKudla etal. [18]. With respect to the transitions to n 3/2, J  = 
|  and n  i/2, J  =   ^parity propensity rules are found which are obeyed also in collisions 
of OH with He, Ar, and H2 [2,7].
5.2 Experimental set-up
The experimental setup is shown in Fig. 5.1 and will only briefly be outlined here. For 
a more detailed description the reader is refered to previous papers [2,7]. In the pulsed 
crossed molecular beam experiment two differentially pumped vacuum chambers are 
used: one chamber for the production of the primary OH beam, the state selection and 
the collision process, and the other chamber for the production of the secondary beam 
(N2, CO, and CO2). During operation the pressure in the collision chamber is approxi­
mately 1 ■ 10-5  mbar.
The primary beam is produced by expanding a 1.6% H2O in 1.5 bar Ar mixture 
through a modified Bosch valve. The OH radical is produced in an electrical discharge 
during this expansion. A 4 mm skimmer separates the expansion region from the elec­
trostatic state selector and serves mainly to prevent most of the ions produced in the 
discharge from being captured by the selector rods. The state selector consists o f a 
hexapole which focuses OH molecules in the upper J  =  |  A-doublet state ( f  symme­
try) in the collision area. In order to obtain also data for the molecules in the lower A- 
doublet state (e symmetry), the state selector canbe removed. The distance between the 
focus of the state selector, which coincides with the scattering volume, and the hexapole 
is approximately 4 cm. When no state selector is used, the valve and skimmer are po­
sitioned closer to the scattering region; the distance from the nozzle to the scattering 
region is then approximately 6 cm. The secondary beam is also produced using a mod­
ified Bosch valve. The initial rotational state distribution of the secondary beam has 
not been determined, but it can be expected that not all molecules are in their rotational 
ground state, because the cooling is not perfect. The average velocities of the different 
secondary beam molecules were determined by placing a fast ionization gauge on the 
beam axis and measuring the arrival time for different distances between the nozzle and 
the gauge.
The OH state detection after scattering is done by LIF in the 308 nm region via the 
A2£ \ / 2, v '  =  0 — X2n 3/ 2, v "  =  0 transition, using a frequency doubled dye laser 
which is pumped by an excimer laser and a UG11 filter to block stray light. The light is 
collected by optics and detected by a photomultiplier tube. The photomultiplier signal 
is integrated on a boxcar and subsequently digitized on a shot-to-shot basis and stored in 
a computer. The averaged output of the boxcar is used as a monitor via a chart recorder.
Measurements of the collision induced population distribution have been performed 
up to rotational states with J  =  |  for the £2 =  |  states and up to J  =  § for col­
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Figure 5.1: Artist’s impression of the experimental set-up.
lision induced transitions to the £2 =  \  manifold. The upper A-doublet states (with 
/-symmetry) are probed by Q1 and P2 transitions, whereas the population of the lower 
A-doublet states is measured by Q2 and Pi transitions. Because the Q2 (2) and the Q2(3) 
lines coincide within the linewidth of the laser (0.15 cm~1) the i l  = \ , J  =  | , e and 
£2 = \ ,  J  = ^  e states can not be probed separately. It is important to keep in mind that 
both states are probed in one single measurement, even if  only is refered to the \ ^ , e 
state. In one measurement session the population of each final state is probed separately, 
a thousand times with and one thousand times without collisions, with the laser kept at 
a fixed frequency on top of the line. Four to six measurement sessions per scattering 
partner were performed with and without a state selector.
5.3 Data reduction
The population of an excited OH state Ik} is probed with and without collisions. Sub­
traction of the results yields the scattering signal 8 Sk, which is the difference in total 
fluorescence with and without collisions. The cross section for collision induced exci­
tation from an initial state |i} to the state |k} can be deduced (in the case of saturation 
of the LIF transition) by [2]:
8 Sk
o ^ k a  — |  (5.3)
Bi t
where ni is the population of the initial state before collisions take place and F  the flux- 
density transformation. This factor comes into account because the cross section de­
pends on the flux of the molecules, while LIF probes the density of the molecules. It can 
be shown that for our experimental conditions F  is nearly the same for all final states 
|k} [2]. As a result the total cross section oi^ k is directly proportional to the scattering 
signal 8 Sk. When the state selector is used the relative cross sections for transitions from 
the | | , f  state are obtained (n f ,k) from 8 Sk for all states up to £2 =  J  =  and 
£2 =  \ , J  =  ^, e , with e either e or f .  When no hexapole is used, the sum of the relative 
cross sections o3/2, f ^ j , e + 0 .68a 3/ 2 e^  j,e is obtained. The factor 0.68 shows up because 
the e state contains 68% of the population of the f  state. As a consequence
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the results can not simply be subtracted to yield the cross section a3/2, j^, but have to 
be scaled first. Using the scaling method described by Schreel and Ter Meulen [7] the 
cross sections for transitions from the §, §, e state are obtained.
The initial state preparation is not perfect. With the hexapole switched on 93.5% of 
the OH molecules in the collision area is in the upper J  =  |  A-doublet state and 6.5% is 
in the upper J  =  |  state. Consequently, instead of a pure cross section for the /) -> | k) 
transition rather a sum of two cross sections is obtained. The contribution of the J  =  § 
state is generally small, but can be significant for excitation to states which are weakly 
coupled to the J  =  |  state [2], The measured cross sections, however, will be labeled 
by the initial J  =  |  A-doublet state and the final state, because this gives by far the 
largest contribution to the cross section. When comparing the measured results with 
theory, the contribution of the J  =  § molecules is taken into account on the basis of the 
measured population distribution. This holds for the measurements without hexapole 
as well.
Since the density ditribution of the secondary beam in the collision region is not 
exactly known, it is not possible to determine quantitative cross sections. When calcu­
lations would be available, the sum of all measured relative cross sections (both from 
the | , | , f  as well as from the | , | , e state) could be scaled to the sum of all calculated 
cross sections, yielding absolute state-to-state cross sections, as was done for He, Ar, 
and H2 by Schreel et al. [2,7]. No calculations of A-doublet resolved cross sections for 
N2, CO and CO2 have been reported, and only relative cross sections can be derived 
from the measurements. It is, however, possible to compare the cross sections for CO, 
N2 and CO2. To do this, the expression for the absolute scattering signal has to be con­
sidered
Sk = C O i^k Vrel (x)nsec(x)nOH(x)dx (5.4)
J coll. area
where C is a constant related to the LIF detection efficiency, vrel (x) is the relative ve­
locity between both collision partners, nsec (x) the density of the secondary beam, and 
nOH(x) the density of OH molecules in the collision area. The integration has to be 
performed over the whole collision area. However, since the masses of the collision 
partners are not much different, it seems a reasonable assumption that the flow pattern 
and hence also the spatial dependence of the density is the same for all three scatterers. 
As a result one may omit the integral when comparing the cross sections for CO, N2 
and CO2. Approximating vrel(x) by the average relative velocity and omitting nOH (x ) 
because it is the same for all three collision partners, the relative cross sections can be 
compared to each other by dividing the measured scattering signal by vrel ■ nsec. The 
secondary beam density is not known, but is estimated to be linearly proportional to the 
backing pressure of the secondary beam valve. Since the backing pressure of the sec­
ondary valve is always adjusted to obtain a 10% decrease of the Qi (1) transition (to 
fulfill the single collision condition), the relation between the secondary beam densities 
follows:
I ^  ^ ^ k  vrelnsec I I ^  ^ i^ k  vrelnsec I I ^  ^ i^ k  vrelnsec I
\  k /  N2 \  k /CO \  k / CO2 (5.5)
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Only the cross sections for excitation out of the | , | , f  state are needed to scale the 
cross sections and the summation ranges over all states which can be excited.
The results are scaled to each other using this equation, but also to our previous val­
ues on H2. Although this is not the ideal scattering partner to compare to (because the 
density distribution will be different), it is the only one for which we have data avail­
able obtained with the same nozzle diameter and for which accurate scaling to theoret­
ical values is possible. In this way a good estimate of the absolute values is obtained. 
It should be stressed, however, that the results presented in the next section are reliable 
only with respect to their relative values.
5.4 Results and discussion
5.4.1 State-to-state cross sections
The obtained results for the relative cross sections are presented in Table 5.1 and in Fig­
ures 5.2 to 5.4. The collision energy (410 cm-1 for N2, 450 cm-1 for CO and 400 cm-1 
for CO2) is the total kinetic energy in the center of mass system, as calculated from 
the measured velocities. When compared to scattering by the light particles He and 
H2 [2,7], the most striking feature of the OH-N2, OH-CO and OH-CO2 collisions is 
the dominating ‘energy gap law’ dependence of the cross sections, particularly for the 
spin-orbit conserving transitions. The A-doublet cross section, o3/2, t ^ 3/2e in which 
only the orientation of the unpaired electron orbital is changed and no rotational exci­
tation takes place, is much larger than the cross sections for the rotational transitions, 
as can be expected in view of the small A-doublet energy splitting. This has also been 
found for collisions with Ar [2]. In collisions with He, however, the A-doublet cross 
section is almost zero [2]. For n-H2 this cross section is definitely not zero, but from a 
comparison with p-H2 and rotationally ‘hot’ n-H2 Schreel etal. [7] concluded that this 
cross section is due to H2( J  =  0) molecules and that the A-doublet cross section in 
collisions withH2( J  =  0) is small.
One might perhaps conclude that the relative size of the A-doublet cross section is 
determined by the velocity of the collision partner. For light molecules the velocity is 
high and the collision is described by a sudden approach, in which the electron orbital 
distribution tends to change its orientation only if  simultaneously the molecular rotation 
is changed. For heavy molecules the velocity is low, and an adiabatic description is more 
appropriate, where the electron distribution can adapt its orientation without a change of 
the nuclear rotation. This kinetic picture can be tested by varying the relative velocity, 
which, in the present experimental setup could be performed by changing the carrier 
gas of the primary beam. According to Esposti et al. [12], the difference in A-doublet 
cross section for Ar and He is probably due to a combined effect of strongly different 
velocities and the more attractive potential of OH-Ar.
The most eye catching deviation from the energy gap law is the small cross section 
for the symmetry conserving transitions | ,  |  ->  | ,  |  induced in collisions with C 02. 
Also the cross sections for excitation to the £2 =  \  states do not obey an energy gap law 
for all scattering partners. Some more deviations from the energy gap law will come to 
light when a detailed look is taken at the symmetry of the initial and final state. First,
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Table 5. 1: Experimental relative state-to-state cross sections of OH in collisions with N2, CO, 
and CO2. The cross sections are scaled to each other, as described in section 5.3.
Final State Initial State: 3 /2, 3 /2, f
Q J e n 2 CO O O
Eco\\ =410 cm-1 450 cm-1 400 cm 1
3/2 5/2 f 2.7 ± 0 .3 5.4 ± 0 .3 2.3 ± 0 .3
7/2 f 0.99 ±  0.08 1.63 ±  0.10 2.01 ±  0.08
9/2 f 0.09 ±  0.01 0.16 ±  0.05 0.23 ±  0.05
3/2 e 37.3 ±  0.4 44.7 ±  0.5 51.4 ±  0.6
5/2 e 5.47 ±  0.08 5.54 ±  0.12 6.11 ±  0.09
7/2 e 0.88 ±  0.04 1.27 ±  0.06 1.47 ±  0.04
9/2 e 0.33 ±  0.07 0.08 ±  0.03 0.23 ±  0.03
1/2 1/2 f 1.39 ±  0.09 1.65 ±  0.10 1.17 ±  0.06
3/2 f 0.52 ±  0.07 0.64 ±  0.08 0.54 ±  0.05
5/2 f 0.09 ±  0.04 0.48 ±  0.05 0.21 ±  0.04
1/2 e 2.0 ±  0.3 1.98 ±  0.06 2.08 ±  0.04
3/2 e 0.93 ±  0.05 1.37 ± 0 .0 6 1.55 ± 0 .0 5
Initial State: 3 /2, 3 /2, e
3/2 3/2 f 37.3 ±  0.4 44.7 ± 0 .5 51.4 ±  0.6
5/2 f 9.2 ±  0.9 4.7 ±  1.0 8.7 ±  1.1
7/2 f 1.9 ±  0.3 1.4 ±  0.4 3.0 ±  0.5
9/2 f 0.27 ±  0.12 0.43 ±  0.08 0.59 ±  0.10
5/2 e 3.5 ±  0.7 3.5 ±  0.9 0.7 ±  0.7
7/2 e 2.2 ±  0.3 1.7 ±  0.3 2.2 ±  0.4
9/2 e 0.83 ±  0.16 0.46 ±  0.07 0.27 ±  0.06
1/2 1/2 f 1.2 ±  0.3 2.2 ±  0.4 2.5 ±  0.4
3/2 f 0.70 ±  0.15 1.45 ±  0.30 0.81 ±  0.14
5/2 f 0.31 ±  0.10 0.18 ±  0.09 0.47 ±  0.08
1/2 e 1.2 ±  0.4 1.7 ±  0.4 0.9 ±  0.3
3/2 e 2.1 ± 0 .3 0.8 ± 0 .3 1.1 ± 0 .3
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o
Figure 5.2: Relative state-to-state cross sections for rotational excitation of OH in collisions 
with N2 at an energy of 410 cm-1.
O
Figure 5.3: Relative state-to-state cross sections for rotational excitation of OH in collisions 
with CO at an energy of 450 cm-1
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Figure 5.4: Relative state-to-state cross sections for rotational excitation of OH in collisions 
with CO2 at an energy of 400 cm-1
however, the symmetry averaged cross sections will be discussed.
5.4.2 Symmetry averaged cross sections
In Fig. 5.5 the symmetry averaged cross sections |( 't3/2.,, ■/., + &3 /2, / ■ /.,) are com­
pared to the results o f Sonnenfroh et al. [17]. In their experiment on OH in collisions 
with CO and N2 over 98% of the OH molecules is initially in one of both | , |  A-doublet 
states, which are equally populated. Because no state selector was used, they were un­
able to measure the cross sections a3/2,e^  j,e and o3/2, f ^ j , e separately, and hence their 
results are symmetry averaged. For all £2 =  |  manifold components up to J  =  y  (ex­
cept for the J  =  |  state, which they cannot resolve) and up to J  =  in the i l  = \  
manifold (only f  states, because of the spectral congestion in the Q2-branch) the cross 
sections were measured as a function of the collision energy. They found little differ­
ence between the OH-N2 and OH-CO systems. For N2 induced transitions to high ro­
tational states (J  > | )  in the £2 =  |  manifold they did, however, observe a preference 
for excitation to the e-states over the f-states. For collisions with CO such a preference 
was not observed. In order to compare the results o f Sonnenfroh et al. with our results 
(Fig. 5.5), the sum of all cross sections reported in [17] at an energy of 450 cm-1 , was 
set equal to the sum of our measured cross sections. It should be noted that in the paper 
of Sonnenfroh et al. no experimental accuracies are given. In Fig. 5.5 our results on 
collision induced transitions to the £2 =  |  states are also compared with the theoreti­
cal values of Kudla etal. [18] for OH-CO collisions at a collision energy of 375 cm- 1. 
They have calculated the cross sections for excitation to | e) states only and postulated
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Figure 5.5: Comparison between our results (•), the data obtained by Sonnenfroh et al. [17] 
(o) and the theoretical results of Kudla et al. [18] (o) for the symmetry averaged cross section 
oe^ k  + & f^k  for collisions of OH with CO (left; £ coll=450 cm-1) andN2 (right; £ coll=410 cm-1) 
In the upper part the cross sections for transitions to the 12 =  | , e and /  states are given, whereas 
in the lower part the cross sections for the multiplet changing transitions are shown.
that the cross sections to | f )  states would be the same. In this graph the values ob­
tained by Sonnenfroh etal. [17] and the theoretical values of Kudla etal. are scaled to 
the present experimental values for transitions to £2 =  |  states, according to
T .  \ °3 /2 ,e ^ J ,e  +  & 3 /2 ,e ^ J ,  f  +  &3/2 , f ^ J ,e  +  &3/2 , f ^ J ,  f ]  =
J
2a \Q a' ( § — J) +  Qa" (§ —>• J ) ] , (5.6)
J
where a  is the scaling factor and Qa>(§ -> J ) and Qa >(\ J )  are the calculated 
symmetry averaged cross sections by Kudla et al.
In general, both experiments are in relatively good agreement with each other and 
with theory. Especially this agreement with theory is somewhat surprising, because 
Kudla et al. only took OH(,/ =  |)-C O ( J  =  0) into account, while in the experiments 
a significant fraction of the CO molecules will be in rotationally excited states. Appar­
ently the rotational state of CO has a limited influence on the rotational dependence of 
the cross sections. When compared to the results o f Sonnenfroh et al. [17] and the the­
oretical values [18], our cross sections are smaller for excitation to the | ,  |  states and 
larger for transitions to higher J  states. The cross sections obtained by Sonnenfroh et 
al. lay in between the present values and the theoretical results. This is probably due to 
a relatively high rotational temperature of the primary beam in our experiment, a lower
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temperature in the experiment by Sonnenfroh et al. and an ideal temperature of zero 
degrees in the calculations. A higher rotational temperature would mean that more OH 
molecules are in the §, § states. As a result the measured net cross section to the §, § 
states is reduced, because molecules are also scattered out of the § states. And the cross 
sections for transitions to higher states will be enlarged because the energy gap for ex­
citation out of the I , I states is smaller than for excitation out of the | , |  states.
Without state selection both | , § states contain roughly 2 % of the total OH popula­
tion and both | , |  states about 48%. In the various collision experiments, the backing 
pressure of the secondary beam is adjusted, such that a 10% decrease of the Qi (1) tran­
sition is measured. This means that 10% of the OH molecules in the | , | , f  state is scat­
tered to other states. In collisions with CO and N2, about 8% of these molecules make 
a transition to the | ,  §, f  state. As a result approximately 1.6% of all OH molecules 
is scattered from one of the | , |  A-doublet states into the | , | , f  state. Assuming that 
10% of the molecules which are initially in the | ,  §, f  state are scattered out of this 
state, one will measure the population of the | ,  |  state, with and without collisions to 
be: 1.8 + 1.6 = 3.4% and 2.0% respectively. Instead of a population transfer of 1.6% 
from the | ,  | ,  /  to the | ,  §, f  state we measure a population transfer of 1.4%. Hence 
the measured cross section is 12.5% too small. When comparing the present results with 
the results obtained by Kudla et al. and Sonnenfroh et al. our cross sections for excita- 
tiontothe | ,  | ,  /state are 88% ofthe cross sections obtainedby Kudla and Sonnenfroh, 
which is in good agreement with our explanation based on the initial population of the 
| ,  f  state.
For the symmetry averaged cross sections for OH-N2 some symmetry propensities 
are observed. There is a preference for /-symmetry over e-symmetry in the excitation 
to the §, § state and a preference for e-symmetry over /-symmetry in the excitation to 
th e |,  |a n d y  |  A-doublet states. No propensities are observed for the symmetry aver­
aged cross sections for OH-CO. The symmetry propensity for | , | , / i n  collisions with 
N2 has not been observed by Sonnenfroh et al. [17]. In order to carefully check the 
experimental accuracy, six measurement series, with and without state selector, were 
performed on the cross sections to the | ,  §, e states. All measurements show a good 
statistical behavior. The deviation can not be explained by the initial difference in pop­
ulation between the | ,  I A-doublet states. The measured initial relative population dif­
ference is the same as the relative difference in population of the | , |  states. Hence af­
ter scaling (in order to obtain the cross sections for transitions from the | , | , e state, see 
section 5.3) the population of the | ,  §, e a n d |, §, /  states will be equal. Moreover,the 
same initial population effects would be expected for the different scattering partners. 
For CO a good agreement with Sonnenfroh’s values is obtained, which supports the as­
sumption that these effects are negligible. It should be mentioned that for vibrationally 
excited OH colliding with N2, Crosley measured a propensity for final /  symmetry in 
excitation to the | ,  § state as well [20], The preference for population of the | ,  | ,  e 
state in collisions with N2 was also reported by Sonnenfroh et al. More general, they 
also observed a preference for e-symmetry in spin-orbit conserving transitions to higher 
J-states. These states are energetically not accessible at ourcollisional energy. The fact
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that this propensity is not observed for OH-CO may be explained by the role of HOCO 
complex formation [18].
Remarkable is the relativley large value for the sum of the symmetry averaged cross 
sections for transitions to the \ , §, e and \ , §, e states in collisions with N2 (plotted as 
a single point in Fig. 5.5 since the states cannot be probed separately) when compared 
to the sum of the cross sections for transitions to the corresponding f  states. This pref­
erence has not been observed by Sonnenfroh et al. because they have not measured the 
cross section for the transition to the ,/, r states.
5.4.3 Symmetry effects
Detailed information on symmetry propensities is obtained from the A-doubletresolved 
state-to-state cross sections. In Fig. 5.6 the preferences for symmetry changing over 
symmetry conserving transitions, 0 3 /2 ^  j, f  M / 2,e^ J,e and 03/2, f ^  J e / 0 3 / 2 , f ^  j, t , are 
plotted for the different scattering gases considered, including He, Ar, and H2. For col- 
lisional excitation to the | ,  |  A-doublet states the symmetry changing transitions are 
preferred above symmetry conserving transitions for all molecules except n-H2. This 
effect is especially very large in collisions with He, Ar and CO2, but very small for OH- 
CO collisions. For collisional excitation to the higher J  states in the n 3/ 2 manifold no 
general propensity is observed.
For spin-orbit changing transitions to the £2 =  |  manifold, symmetry changing tran­
sitions are prefered in transitions to the J  = \  states for all scattering gases. This prefer­
ence is remarkably large in collisions with He. For transitions to the | , |  states no gen­
eral conclusions can be made, also because the \ , § and \ , § states cannot be probed 
separately. It should be noted that for CO the symmetry effects are marginal. Obvi­
ously OH-CO is the most “classical” system of all systemsconsidered. When consid­
ering parity instead of symmetry it turns out that conservation of parity is prefered in the 
transitions to | , |  and \  A  similar parity propensity has been observed by Crosley 
for spin-orbit changing collisions of OH with He [24].
It can be concluded that in spin-orbit conserving transitions to the J  =  § state the 
orientation of the unpaired electron lobe is preferably changed, whereas the reverse is 
true for the spin-orbit changing transitions to the ,/ =  |  state.
5.4.4 Comparison between OH-CO, OH-N2, and OH-CO2
As explained before the potential energy surfaces describing OH-CO and OH-N2 col­
lisions are very different. The long range potential for HO-CO is dominated by the 
dipole-dipole interaction whereas the long range potential for OH-N2 is mainly deter­
mined by the dipole-quadrupole interaction. Furthermore, the short range potential for 
OH-CO has two small OH-CO and OH-OC Van der Waals wells and one deep HOCO 
complex well, while the potential for OH-N2 is mainly repulsive. Hence it is surprising 
to see that the state-to-state cross sections forboth collision partners are nearly the same, 
except for the cross sections to the §, § states, which deviate significantly. A possible 
explanation is that the rotational temperature of the secondary beam is so high that it 
contains a large amount of rotationally excited molecules. As a result most anisotropic
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Figure 5.6: Ratio of cross sections for symmetry changing transitions and symmetry conserving 
transitions. The asterisks are for o3/2, f^ Je/o3/2, f^ Jt f and the circles for o3/2>e^  j  f/o3/2>e^ J>e. 
The initial state is the 12 =  | , J  = |  state, the 12 and J  of the final state is indicated in the upper 
right corner of each graph.
effects would be smeared out, reducing the differences between the potentials for CO 
and N2. This could be checked by lowering the temperature of the secondary beam 
source, but this is at present not possible with our setup.
One would expect that these outsmearing effects would be larger for heavier colli­
sion partners since higher rotational states are populated due to a smaller B  constant. 
On the other hand the average rotational energy may be smaller as a result of a stronger 
rotational cooling in the expansion. This might be the case for collisions between OH 
and CO2. Compared to OH-N2 and OH-CO there are large differences between the 
cross sections to the | ,  §, e and | ,  §, f  states and similarly to the e and \  , f  
states. Unfortunately, no calculations or other measurements on OH-CO2 collisions are 
available to compare our results with.
The total inelastic cross sections for all three scattering partners vary in a way which 
can be understood from simple arguments. With the scaling applied as described in 
paragraph 5.3, the total relative inelastic cross sections for scattering from the | ,  | ,  f  
state forN2, CO, and CO2 are 52.7,66.5, and 69.3, respectively. When only the physical 
size of the molecules is taken into account, one would expect that in the case of CO2 the 
total cross section is the largest. This is also what is observed. The difference between 
N2 and CO can be understood in terms of the type of interaction potential. The dipole­
dipole coupling in the case of CO gives rise to a longer range interaction potential and 
hence a larger total cross section.
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5.5 Conclusion
We have obtained A-doublet resolved state-to-state cross sections for rotational excita­
tion of OH in collisions with CO, N2 and CO2. In general the results can be described 
by a ‘classical’ energy gap law, but strong deviations are observed which are ascribed to 
quantum mechanical interferences. Possibly these quantum mechanical effects are par­
tially smeared out by the rotation of the molecules in the secondary beam. This could 
be checked by lowering the rotational temperature of the collision partner.
Apart from excitation to the §, § states in collisions with N2, there is no significant 
preference for excitation to either the e or f  A -doublet states when averaged over the 
cross sections for both J  =  |  A-doublet states, but there are preferences with respect 
to symmetry changing or conserving transitions. In collision induced transitions to the 
| ,  |  states symmetry changing transitions are preferred above symmetry conserving 
transitions. This propensity is observed also for previously studied collision partners 
(Ar, He, p-H2). Symmetry changing is also preferred in transitions to the \  states, 
for all collision partners studied. For both transitions the change of symmetry corre­
sponds to a conservation of parity. For collision induced transitions to higher J  values 
in the i l  =  |  as well as in the £2 =  |  manifold no general propensity rules can be 
deduced.
The present symmetry averaged results on OH-CO and OH-N2 agree with the re­
sults obtained by Sonnenfroh et al. [17] and the calculations of Kudla et al. [18]. The 
small differences are probably due to a higher rotational temperature of the primary 
beam in our experiment. Only the discrepancy in cross sections to the | ,  |  states in 
OH-N2 collisions can not be explained.
No systematic differences between OH-CO and OH-N2 have been measured. This 
can be explained if the expected HOCO complex formation is not important for exci­
tations to rotational states up to J  =  | ,  if  the PES is smeared out by rotation of the 
molecules in the secondary beam or if the differences in the PES just do not lead to dif­
ferences in the cross section.
It is remarkable that the OH-CO system shows the most classical behavior of all 
systems considered. This role was expected to be played by OH-CO2 as a result of the 
larger number of rotational states involved in the collision process. It turns out, how­
ever, that, compared to OH-CO and OH-N2, this system shows the largest symmetry 
effects which probably are due to quantum interference terms. Possibly the average ro­
tational energy of CO2 is smaller due to a better rotational cooling in the expansion. 
Further conclusions have to await detailed experiments with a full characterization of 
the rotational population distribution of the collision partners.
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C h a p t e r  6
State-to-state scattering of oriented OH
Abstract
Hexapole state selection of OH molecules and subsequent orientation in an electric field 
is performed to study orientational effects in rotational excitation of OH in molecular 
collisions. LIF spectroscopy of OH is used to determine the orientational probability 
distribution function and to measure the cross sections for excitation. For the collision- 
ally induced transitions of OH in the rotational ground state the steric asymmetry is de­
termined for collisions with He, Ar, n-H2 and p-H2. The results show that for He exci­
tation is preferential at the H-end of the molecule, whereas for Ar and H2 a preference 
for the O-end is shown in transitions to the lowest rotational states.
This chapter is based on the following publication: K. Schreel and J. J. ter Meulen, J.Phys. Chem. 
A 101,7639 (1997).
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6.1 Introduction
In a molecular collision the relative orientation of the molecules with respect to each 
other can be very decisive for the outcome of the collision process. Since the pioneering 
work of Toennies [1] and Kramer and Bernstein [2] on molecular orientation, numer­
ous experiments have been reported on the steric dynamics in chemical reactions [3]. 
For non-reactive inelastic collisions, however, the dependence of the dynamics on the 
relative molecular orientation has practically not been studied so far. The study of orien­
tation effects in collisionally induced transitions is of importance not only for a better 
understanding of rotational energy transfer, but also for the interpretation of reaction 
experiments in which the rotational distribution of the reaction products is measured. 
In studies of rotational energy transfer state-to-state collision experiments are believed 
to provide the highest level information about the interaction potential; however, even 
more detailed information is obtained about the anisotropy of the potential when the 
measurements are performed with the molecules oriented in specific directions relative 
to the collision partner.
Orientation of molecules can be obtained using two basically different techniques. 
One is applying a laser to prepare the molecules in a specific state. When this state is 
carefully chosen, this will result in an alignment or eventually in an orientation with 
regard to the polarization of the laser. Normally this technique is applied in bulk gas 
circumstances, so no cross sections, but rather rate constants are obtained. The second 
technique is based on the usage of an electric field to orient the molecules. Two dif­
ferent approaches can be distinguished. For symmetric top molecules having a dipole 
moment this can be performed by focusing the molecules in an electrostatic hexapole 
field and subsequently orienting them in a homogeneous electric field. The alternative 
way is the ‘brute force’ method in which a strong homogeneous electric field is applied, 
such that the interaction energy between the polar molecule and the electric field is large 
compared to the rotational energy [4]. The advantage of the ‘brute force’ orientation 
is the easier feasibility of an experiment, but the major advantage of hexapole orien­
tation is the inherent state selection of the method. In the case of OH, because of the 
desired state selection, hexapole orientation seems to be the natural choice. Orienta­
tion of molecules in a homogeneous electric field preceededby hexapole state selection 
has first been demonstrated by Toennies [1] and Kramer and Bernstein [2]. Since, this 
technique has grown to maturity and has been used in several collision experiments. An 
extensive overview of this subject has been given by Harren et al. [5].
In this work orientation effects are studied for inelastic collisions of OH molecules 
in the ground rotational state 2 n3/2, ,/ =  |  with Ar, He, normal H2 (n-H2) and para 
H2 (p-H2). The state-to-state rotational energy transfer of OH in collisions with these 
molecules has been studied in detail in previous work [6,7]. It was shown that the ex­
perimental results are in good agreement with theoretical data obtained from ab-initio 
quantum calculations. The same ab-initio potentials can be used to calculate the orien­
tation effects observed in the present work.
As far as we know the experiment of Stolte and coworkers on NO-Ar [8] is the first 
one on orientational effects in inelastic collisions. They found large steric effects indi­
cating that O-end collisions are most effective in exciting NO to high rotational states
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whereas N-end collisions yield less rotational excitation. The OH molecule is similar 
to NO in so far it also has a 2 n  electronic structure. However, due to the intermediate 
character of the angular momentum coupling the OH molecule behaves completely dif­
ferent from NO in inelastic collisions. It will be shown that also strong differences are 
present with respect to their steric asymmetries in inelastic collisions.
When interpreting the measured orientation dependent cross sections, knowledge of 
the orientation distribution function is essential. Photodissociation can yield valuable 
information with regard to the orientation distribution function and has been used in 
the past to interpret orientational effects [9]. Recently this has been demonstrated very 
clearly in the ion imaging experiment of Mastenbroek etal. [10]. In the present experi­
ment a technique is used to investigate the orientation distribution function, as proposed 
recently for and demonstrated on NO by Van Leuken et al. [8]. In this technique use is 
made of the electric field induced mixing of the initially selected upper A-doublet state 
with the lower doublet state. This mixing results in the appearance of ‘forbidden’ lines 
in the LIF spectrum, of which the intensity is a direct measure for the mixing and con­
sequently the orientation of the molecules.
The outline of this paper is as follows. First, a description of the behavior of the OH 
molecule in an electric field, the resulting orientational effects and the LIF detection of 
these effects is given. Then the experimental set-up is described and subsequently the 
results are presented and discussed. Finally some conclusions will be drawn.
6.2 Orientation and detection of OH
6.2.1 The orientation of OH in an electric field
Molecules having an electric dipole moment exhibit normally a linear dependence 
of the Stark energy on the electric field strength. This effect, known as the first-order 
Stark effect, can be calculated by treating the Stark interaction — ¡1 ■ E  in first order 
perturbation theory. This results in the splitting of every J  level in its M  components, 
with M  defined as the projection of J  on the axis parallel to the electric field and ranging 
from — J, — J  +  1 , -----J.
Although OH has a rather large permanent dipole moment of 1.668 Debye [11], the 
Stark effect in OH needs a little different treatment. In OH every rotational level is al­
ready split by the A -doubling which is caused by the coupling between the end-over- 
end rotation of the molecule and the total angular momentum of the electrons. For low 
electric fields this means that a competition takes place between the A -doubling and 
the Stark interaction, leading to a transition region from pure A-doubling at zero elec­
tric field strength to a linear Stark effect at high electric field strengths. In first order 
there is no coupling between states of a different rotational level. This holds only for 
Stark shifts which are much smaller than the rotational spacing. For OH the rotational 
spacing is very large and the Stark effect in fields of the order of 10 kV/cm is described 
accurately by neglecting the coupling of different rotational states.
To calculate the orientational effect, we evaluate the matrix elements of the Stark 
interaction—¡1 E on the basis formed by the wavefunctions of the two A-doublet states 
belonging to each rotational level. For a pure Hund’s case (a) coupling scheme, these
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wavefunctions are given by the rigid body rotational wavefunctions together with an 
electron and spin angular momentum part:
$  =  |V J M ) I A E ) , (6.1)
with the explicit expression for the rigid rotor function given by [12]
\VJM) =  y [ ^ ^ T > J M(aPy).  (6.2)
The | AE) part will be dropped in the rest of the paper since the relevant information 
of these quantum numbers is contained in the sign of V. The sign of V is chosen to 
be positive when the projection of J  on the internuclear axis is in the same direction 
as the dipole moment (pointing from the O-end to the H-end), and negative for the re­
verse case. When symmetrizing these case (a) functions with regard to V, the following 
expressions result:
4>e(£2 , J , M , )  =  +  (6.3)
where e =  ±1 denotes the symmetry. The V argument of is defined to take on only 
positive values. The states with e =  +1 are also refered to by e-symmetry, the states 
with e =  —1 by /-symmetry [13]. In OH, due to the A-doubling, the degeneracy of 
the e and f states is lifted, and every rotational state becomes a doublet of which the 
upper component has / -symmetry and the lower component has e-symmetry [14]. In 
the £2 =  \  ladder the ordering reverses above J  = but that is of less importance for 
the following.
The OH molecule is best described with an intermediate Hund’s coupling case, for 
which the wavefunctions can be written as [15]
^ (£ 2 , J, M) =  Ci<56( i ,  J, M)  +  C2$ e( | ,  J, M).  (6.4)
The value of the constants C  and C2 depends on V and J , but this will for simplicity 
be omitted in the notation.
The matrix elements of l  ■ E between wavefunctions of different V, J , and M  are 
zero, and we are left with the diagonalization of the 2 x 2 blocks in the matrix. The 
matrix elements have the form:
M, j  =  (V, J, M) |—l  ■ E^^ej (V,  J, M))  (6.5)
The term l  ■ E can be written as l o ^ o  (aP Y) Ez when lo  is the dipole moment along 
the internuclear axis and X>00) (&Py ) the relevant matrix element of the rotation opera­
tor for the transition from the space fixed frame to the body fixed frame. The diagonal 
matrix elements vanish, as follows from symmetry. The off-diagonal matrix elements
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are, using Eq. 6.4, given by
n Ve) = ( Q  f  ($  f { \ ,  J, M) T>$ <t>e{ \ , J , M ) )
+  (C2)2( $ / ( | ,  J, M)  j ^ l  $ e( | ,  J, M))  
+  Cx C2 f { \ ,  J, M) |x>£ | 4>e(§, J, M)) 
+  Cx C2 f (§, J, M) |x>£ | $ e( i ,  J, M)) ■
And using Eq. 6.3, it follows
(6.6)
)2 {{I
<2 (  13
2
id)
(1)
00 I J M ) - [ ~ \ J M v (l1u 00
(1)
00 I j m ) - ( - §  J M jy(\)u 00
+\J M ))
\ J M ) ) .  (6.7)
The integrals over î >0q are calculated using Eq. 6.2:
8n 2
=  (2 J  +  l ) ( - ) M-Q 
M Q
T)(J)*T)(l)T>(J) dQ QM 00 QMd Q
' J  i J \ l J  i J \
, - Q  0 Q / \ - M  0 m J (6.8)
J(  J  +  1)
The final result for the matrix element is
V, v\
— f^0 Ez
=  Q.
M
J U + \ ) \ k C" 1 + \ iCl)1
(6.9)
The shift and splitting in energy due to the Stark effect is then given by the eigenvalues 
of the 2 x 2 matrix,
A Ea -  X Q 
Q - X
0 . (6.10)
The basis functions are chosen in such a way that the first column is for the upper state 
( ^  f ) of the A-doublet. The term A EA denotes the splitting between the doublet states 
in zero field. Diagonalization yields for the eigenvalues:
Xf (E) = ^ A E A ^  + ^ l  + ( ^ ) 2
■\A+(*£■)Xe( E ) = l, A E A 1 -
( 6 l l )
(6.12)
2
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Electric Field Strength (kV/cm)
Figure 6.1: Graphic representation of the Stark effect in the lowest A-doublet of OH. Each 
Stark state is labeled with M  and tt, see the text.
In figure 6.1 the Stark splitting for the J  =  |  ground state is drawn as a function of 
the electric field strength. As can be seen, the effect starts non-linear, but for high fields 
(i.e. when the Stark shift is in the order of the A-doublet splitting) a linear dependence 
on the field strength can be observed.
The electric field not only shifts and splits the energy levels of the molecule, but it 
also orients the dipole moment of the molecule in space. Classically, the molecule will 
prefer the configuration of minimum energy, which means that the dipole moment will 
be oriented parallel to the electric field. Quantum mechanically, the wavefunction of 
the molecule will change which determines the physical orientation of the molecule in 
space.
The field dependent eigenfunctions, denoted with , corresponding to the eigen­
values , of the 2 x 2 matrix as defined in Eq. 6.10 can be expressed in the field free 
eigenfunctions (Eq. 6.4) as:
$ t ( t t ,  J, M ; E) =  a t (E ) V t (t t ,  J, M) +  p t  (E )V e(tt ,  J, M)
(6.13)
$ e ( t t ,  J, M; E) =  a e ( E ) V t( t t ,  J, M) +  Pe(E)Ve(t t ,  J, M) (6.14)
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Substitution of these eigenfunctions in Eq. 6.10 results in the following relations
- A  Ex + tJ a E2a + 4Q2
P f =
Pe =
A 1—a f
2Q  Q
Xe — A E a 1 — A£x -  -\j&E2k +  4 Q2
-a f
-aP =  - ­
2Q  Q
In the high field limit, where Q ^  A EA, this reduces to
I <31 \M\
-I <31 \M\
P e  =  -----7^—Clp =  --------a e .H Q M
(6.15)
(6.16)
(6.17)
(6.18)
To gain insight in the orientation of the molecule with regard to the electric field, the 
wavefunctions as defined in Eqs. 6.13 and 6.14 are evaluated. For simplicity the inter­
mediate character of OH is neglected (Q  = 0 and C2 =  1 for the £2 =  |  ladder). When 
normalizing the wavefunctions and using the expressions for as given in Eqs. 6.3 
and 6.4, it then follows, still in the high field limit,
'1'f (tt, J, M; to) =  
5 e(tt, J, M; to) =
|tt JM) if M  < 0
l - n  JM) if M  > 0
| - t t  JM) if M  < 0
|tt JM) if M  > 0.
(6.19)
(6.20)
From the initially chosen convention with regard to the sign of ^  for the case (a) wave­
functions (Eq. 6.2), it can be seen that for |^  JM),  the molecule is oriented with the 
H-end in the direction of J  For | —^  JM)  it is oriented the other way around. When 
combining this with the orientation of J  with respect to E , given by M, one can see that 
^  f  describes a molecule with an average orientation of the O-end in the direction of the 
electric field whereas describes a molecule with an average orientation of the H-end 
in the direction of the electric field. In Fig. 6.2 a vector representation of this situation 
is drawn for the case of ^  f with M  >  0.
The eigenfunctions follow from Eqs. 6.15 and 6.16 for the a  and p  constants:
2 _  2 o2 1 ,a = a f  — Pe — -  +
p 2 = P2 = a 2e = -  -
1
(6.21)
(6.22)
Vi+(«)2
1
When describing and interpreting a collision event with an oriented molecule, the 
average degree of orientation is one of the key quantities. This is a function of the elec­
tric field and the projection of J  onto the direction of the electric field (M). Quantum
a».e
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Figure 6.2: Picture of the vector representation of the quantum mechanical quantities that play 
a role when describing the effects of an electric field on the OH molecule. The intermolecular 
axis (z) is chosen in the direction of the dipole moment, pointing from the O atom towards the H 
atom. The picture drawn is for a combination of negative ^  and positive M  for a wavefunction 
of /-symmetry. This results in an average orientation of the oxygen side of the molecule along 
the direction of the /field. This is also the state which is selected in the hexapole.
-1.0 -0.5 0.0 0.5 1.0 
cos(9)
Figure 6.3: Orientational distribution of OH in the state 111M). The left hand side of the graph 
shows this distribution as a function of cos 6, the right hand side of the graph shows a polar plot. 
The direction of the E-field is chosen in the direction of the vertical axis of the polar plot. The 
solid line represents the orientation distribution function as present during the experiment (with 
a = 0.794), the dashed line represents the orientation distribution function in the high field limit 
with a = 0.707.
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mechanically, the induced orientation can be understood by evaluating the orientation 
distribution function. The orientation distribution function follows from the wavefunc- 
tion describing the molecule in the electric field according to [16]
PaJM(cos 6) sin6 d6 =  i  i  $*(&,  J, M; E) & ( & ,  J, M; E) sin6 d 6 d $ d f ,
J ' (6.23)
in which the integration over f  and $  usually results in a factor 4 n 2 since ^  does not 
have a f  or $  dependence. The field dependent wave functions (Eq. 6.13 and 6.14) 
consist of both an £2 =  |  and an il = part, according to Eq. 6.3, For the relevant J  = 
§, £2 =  |  state, however, it would complicate the following calculation unnecessarily 
when incorporating the slight £2 =  |  character (C\ ~  0.030). Instead, we assume that 
C\ =  0 and C2 = 1. It then follows for the §, f  state
p[3 „(COS0) =  ( ƒ ƒ  <r (§, |, M) 4> (§, |, M) d4>df
V2; II *  ^M) d<pdf ( 6 ' 2 4 )
with the field independent wavefunctions $ ( ^ ,  J, M)  givenby Eq. 6.1. When dropping 
the |A£} part of Eq. 6.1 and writing the ^-functions as [12]
V J m ($, 6, f )  =  e - i$QdiM(6)e- i f  M (6.25)
the orientation distribution function becomes
!f" v~  V V2
2
i y . / c OS9) =  ( («  +  « ■ /{ „ )  . (6.26)
A convenient table of the d-functions can be found in Ref. [12], from which it follows 
for the rotational ground state and positive values of M ,
P i3 3 (cos0 ) =  (a + P)2 cos6 (I)  +  (a -  P)2 sin6 (§) (6.27)
2  2  2
P[31 (cos0) =  ( a  +  f3)23 c o s 4 ( I )  sin2 ( | )  +  ( a  — fi)23 cos2 ( f )  sin4 ( 0 .
515 (6.28)
Note that for positive values of M,  according to Eqs. 6.17, 6.21, and 6.22 the relation 
between a and ft is given by ft = —V l — a 2. A plot of these functions is given in 
Fig. 6.3 forty =  (high field limit) and for the value of a  =  0.794 as has been realized 
in the present collision experiment. One can see from Fig. 6.3 that for realistic fields 
the resulting orientation distribution function is very close to the high field limit. The 
average orientation for the M  = |  state is much closer to 9 = 0 than for the M  = |  
state. The average orientation can be calculated by evaluating
(cos0 ) = J Paj m cos0 sin0 dd.
= 2aft
a M  (629)
J ( J  + 1)
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Table 6.1: Legendre expansion coefficients as defined in Eq. 6.31.
|£2 JM) Co Ci c 2 c 3
l l l 
2’ 2 ’ 2 
3 3 3 
2 ’ 2 ’ 2
1/2
1/4
1/2
9/20 1/4 1/20
3 3 1 
2 ’ 2 ’ 2 1/4 3/20 -1/4 -3/20
The maximum value of the average orientation is obtained for a = — ft = \ \ f l  which 
results in (cos 0 >max =  |  for the M  = |  state and only i  for the M  = |  state. The rela­
tive population of the M-states in the collision area is therefore of large influence on the 
total orientation distribution function in the collision area. Knowledge of these relative 
populations is thus required to be able to interpret the collisional results correctly.
The orientation distribution function can also be expressed as an expansion in Leg­
endre polynomials Pn(cos 0), which is particularly convenient when theoretically de­
riving cross sections [17]:
2 J +  1 2 J
/ W c o s 0 )  =  — —  J 2  Cn(QJM)Pn(cos9). (6.30)
2 n = 0
At the present conditions to a good approximation the real orientation distribution func­
tion may be set equal to the orientation distribution function in the high field limit, as 
can be seenfromFig. 6.3. The assumption is therefore made that a  =  —ft = \  sfl. In 
this case the constants Cn are given by [16]
Cn = (2n + 1) ( -1 )M - a ( J  J  ^  ^  . (6.31)
n \ t t  - t t  0 f  \ M  - M  Of V 7
In Table 6.1 these coefficients are given for the relevant values of tt, J  and M.
6.2.2 LIF spectroscopy of OH in an electric field
The OH molecules are probed via LIF spectroscopy of the £  n  band at 308 nm. 
Without the presence of an electric field, no external axis is defined and thus each state 
will be degenerate in M . The linestrength of each transition will then be given by the 
sum over all allowed A M  transitions, yielding a spherical radiation pattern of the total 
fluorescence, when all fluorescence pathways are taken into account.
In an electric field, this picture changes. In this case the electric field lifts the de­
generacy of each rotational level and allows only specific M' — M" transitions. These 
transitions exhibit a dependence on the polarization of the excitation radiation and have 
a A M  dependent non-spherical radiation pattern in space. Because the detection op­
tics can image only radiation within a certain solid angle onto the photomultiplier, the 
A M  = 0 transitions will have a different detection efficiency than the A M  = ±  1 tran­
sitions. In general, this implies that the various rotational states are detected with a dif­
ferent efficiency, which is also polarization dependent.
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A second effect introduced by the electric field is the mixing of the parity of the A- 
doublet states. This mixing causes a change in linestrengths and gives rise to transitions 
which are not allowed without the electric field.
In this section it will be shown that the effects described above can be used to experi­
mentally determine the orientation distribution function and the ratio of the populations 
of the M  = \  and M  = |  substates in the beam focused by the hexapole.
The linestrength of a transition in the A — X  band of OH is given by
CUJ = J, M) | E > W | 2£ y 2, 1 ,  M', p )
+ [ C M §, J, M) |£ „  A«)©«) 12£ + 2, 7 ,  M ,  p )
(6.32)
In this equation the ket | £ ) represents the wavefunction of the first electronic excited 
state and p  the parity of this state. The body-fixed coordinate q =  0 corresponds with 
a polarization of the light parallel to the electric field, and q =  ±1 corresponds to a 
perpendicular orientation of the polarization. This integral can be split into a part in­
cluding the J  and M  dependence and a part which is independent of J  and M. When 
disregarding the J-independent part, the integral can be written as:
X (2 J  + 1)2
(6.33)
In the absence of an electric field, one has to sum over q and M ' , resulting in a contri­
bution of the last 3 J-symbol to be equal to 1 [18]. With an electric field, however, the 
last 3 J-symbol is responsible for the steric dependence of the line strength [19]:
i i f l  +  cos2 #) for A M  = ±1, q = =pl 
Ct ,(&) a  2 \  (6-34)
’ |s in 2 ft for A M  = 0, q = 0,
with ft the angle between the direction of the radiation and the quantization axis, i.e. the 
electric field axis. This applies both to excitation and to fluorescence. In the present 
experiment the effect in excitation is generally negligible, because of saturation effects, 
but in fluorescence it plays a role. Because the detector can only see radiation within 
a certain solid angle, the detection efficiency of radiation from a parallel transition in 
emission or a perpendicular transition is different. As in a parallel excitation a different 
set of M-substates is populated than in a perpendicular excitation, the fluorescence for 
both ways of excitation will encompass a different ft -dependence. This has to be taken 
into account in the interpretation of the LIF results.
The parity mixing of the A-doublet states by the electric field is given by the wave- 
functions as described in Eqs. 6.13 and 6.14. This mixing enables certain “forbidden” 
transitions. In the present experiment, the hexapole state selection results in a nearly 
pure beam of OH in the | ,  f  state. The Pi (1) transition to the J  = state is almost
2
2
X
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completely suppressed because this transition starts from the | , e state, which has only 
a few percent population. The mixing of both A-doublet states, however, introduces 
another transition, viz. the one starting from the §, f  state to the same upper level as in 
the i \ ( \ )  transition, J'  = p = + . This new line, denoted with l \ (  1 ). is frequency 
shifted with respect to the Pi ( 1 ) by a small amount given by the A  -doubling in the low­
est rotational level and the Stark shift of the | , f  state. The intensity of this line is a 
direct function of the mixing and enters the linestrength as
£  a * , ( § ,  f, M; E) |E „  A ^ l 2 S+/2, M ,  p') 
a  !« (* ,(§ , §, M) |E v  A M I 2 S + 2, I  M ,  pi) 
+ p ( v e(f,  | ,  M) | E „  A M I 2 S+/2, M ,  p'
a  ft2 |( ^ e( | ,  | ,  M) |E „  A M f  E i+/2’ I  M ’ Ï
It should be noted that the
(6.35)
- £  +/2, J, M, pj  states are not influenced by the electric field 
to first order. The influence of the electric field on the linestrength of the P[ ( 1 ) transition 
is thus given by the j32 factor (Eq. 6.22). The important implication of this result is that 
the field dependence of the intensity of the P'(1) transition provides direct information 
about the orientation distribution function which is determined by a and j3.
The p ;(1) transition exhibits also another property. It follows from Eq. 6.33 that 
with a parallel Pi (1) transition one can only excite molecules having M = \ ,  whereas 
with a perpendicular transition, both M-states are probed. Consequently, a measure­
ment of the polarization dependence of the p  (1) transition yields direct information 
about the ratio of the number of molecules in the M  = i  and |  states. The interpretation 
of the polarization effect is simplified by the fact that both for parallel and perpendicular 
excitation, the same M-levels (M  = ± ^ ) arc reached in the upper state. This implies 
that there is no difference in detection efficiency for both ways of excitation. Because 
in our experiment the laser power used is high enough to saturate the transitions, the 
relation between the polarization dependence and the number densities of molecules in 
the different M -levels in the lowest rotational state, is straightforward:
ni
2
111
2
h - I \ \
In
(6.36)
with 7x and I\\ denoting the LIF intensity for perpendicular and parallel excitation, re­
spectively.
InFig. 6.4 the field dependence of the P(1)  transition is pictured. Through the mea­
sured points a fit of the theoretical curve is drawn. Because of the focusing properties 
of the hexapole, both molecules with M j = and M j  =  |  are present. Via the polar­
ization dependence of the p  (1) transition the ratio of the two M-states was determined 
as n3/2 ^  n \ / 2  = 3.0 ±  0.1. The field dependence of the fluorescence is then given by
2
2
C(E) a  0.75/32(M  = § , £ )  +  0.25/32{M = \ , E ) . (6.37)
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Figure 6.4: The mixing of the M  substates of the J  = 3/2 A-doublet of OH2n 3/2(v = 0). 
The middle curve represents a theoretical fit to the experimental LIF intensity (dots) of the P  ( 1 ) 
line. The upper curve represents the value of the average orientation (cos 0) for M = with 
0 the angle between the intemuclear axis and the Ji-field. The lower curve is for M  = \ . In 
the collision experiment a voltage of 24 kV between the rods was used, which is indicated by the 
dashed vertical line.
The fitted curve for £  in Fig. 6.4 is based on this expression. Two parameters were 
determined by the fit. One is a proportionality constant which relates the LIF intensity 
to the linestrength, the other one is a factor relating the actual electric field to the voltage 
difference between the rods.
Also pictured are the averages of (cos 0) for molecules in both the M  = |  and \  
states. As can be seen for M  = | ,  (cos 9) approaches the maximum attainable value 
much faster than the mixing of the A-doublet states does. This is advantageous because 
a moderate field strength can be applied which yields an excellent orientation in the pre­
pared state without introducing a strong mixing. Possible symmetry effects in the col- 
lisional cross section would be concealed when the mixing is too strong. In Table 6.2 
an overview is given for the mixing and averaged orientation of all states which are ac­
cessible with our collision energies. One can see that only the £2 =  | , J  = |  and the 
£2 =  i , J  =  i  states show a significant amount of A-doublet mixing in the field which 
is employed during the experiment. When theoretically describing oriented collisions
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Table 6.2: The mixing and (possible) average orientation of all experimentally relevant states 
of OH at the electric field strength employed during the experiment.
Q _  32 Q
_  i
2
J , M P(24 kV) ( C O S 0 ) (COS 0 ) max 7, M P(24 kV) (COS0) (COS 0 ) max
3
2
1
2 0.5059 0.1746 0.2000
1
2
1
2 0.3900 0.2394 0.3333
3
2
3
2 0.6390 0.5898 0.6000
3
2
1
2 0.0626 0.0083 0.0667
5
2
1
2 0.1031 0.0176 0.0857
3
2
3
2 0.1797 0.0707 0.2000
5
2
3
2 0.2769 0.1368 0.2571
5
2
1
2 0.0257 0.0015 0.0571
5
2
5
2 0.3934 0.3100 0.4286
5
2
3
2 0.0765 0.0131 0.1714
7
2
1
2 0.0261 0.0025 0.0476
5
2
5
2 0.1256 0.0356 0.2857
7
2
3
2 0.0777 0.0221 0.1429
7
2
5
2 0.1274 0.0602 0.2381
7
2
7
2 0.1744 0.1145 0.3333
9
2
1
2 0.0094 0.0006 0.0303
9
2
3
2 0.0281 0.0051 0.0909
9
2
5
2 0.0467 0.0141 0.1515
9
2
7
2 0.0652 0.0276 0.2121
9
2
9
2 0.0835 0.0454 0.2727
in an electric field this mixing of the excited state has to be taken into account [17].
6.3 Experimental
6.3.1 Setup
A detailed description of the crossed molecular beam setup without orientation field is 
given in Ref. [6] and [7] and will not be repeated here. A schematic view of the collision 
zone with orientation field is given in Fig 6.5. The OH molecules are state selected by 
an electrostatic hexapole and subsequently oriented in an electric field. The beam of 
oriented molecules is crossed under right angles with a secondary beam. In the region 
where the two beams overlap, the rotational excitation of the OH molecule is studied 
via LIF spectroscopy. As collision partners are used He, Ar, normal-H2 and para-H2. 
The para-H2 is prepared on line during the experiment as described in Ref. [7]. The 
collision energies involved are 394 cm-1 for He, 451 cm-1 for Ar, and 596 cm-1 for 
both H2 species.
The orientation field is produced by four stainless steel rods which are set pairwise 
on a potential difference of 24 kV The distance between the pairs is 18 mm. This ar­
rangement was chosenbecause the probe regionhas to be accessible from six directions: 
two molecular beams and a laser beam. The field produced in this way is not perfectly 
homogeneous, but when only taking into account the region where the molecules are 
scattered and detected, calculations based on a geometry of four infinitely long rods
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Figure 6.5: Detail view of the setup 
showing the placement ofthe rods pro­
ducing the orientation field.
Laser Beam
show that the field is very close to homogeneous. With respect to a flat plate capaci­
tor geometry the field strength is reduced by a factor 1.47 which is in good agreement 
with the observations (see later). In the immediate neighbourhood of the orientation 
rods some grounded metal parts are present. To minimize their distortion to the field, 
one pair of rods is held at a negative voltage, the other pair is held at a positive voltage. 
The resulting potential in the scattering region is then close to zero and a reversal of the 
voltages will have little effect on the field strength. As a check for this invariance, the 
effective field at the probe area was determined via the P1 (1) transition, as outlined in 
section6.2.2. When the field was reversed, the intensity ofthis line remained unchanged 
within the experimental accuracy. The direction of the field can be reversed by exchang­
ing the connection of the power supplies to the rods. Two other checks were performed 
to assure that the orientation device did not have deviations from the desired behaviour. 
Both were performed after reconnecting the wires to the rods in a way that the field 
is perpendicular to the plane formed by the two crossing molecular beams. First, the 
polarization dependence of the intensity of the p  (1) was checked. No polarization de­
pendence was found within the experimental accuracy, which is to be expected. Sec­
ondly, for several transitions the collision induced signal with the electric field pointing 
upwards was compared to the signal with the electric field pointing downwards. Also 
in this case the signals corresponded to each other within the experimental accuracy. 
From both tests it can be concluded that the electric field in the collision area points in 
the direction for which the orientation device has been designed.
One of the design problems in this setup is the suppression of the stray light of the 
laser beam which is scattered by the rods. As the observed fluorescence radiation is 
resonant with the excitation wavelength, this stray light cannot be removed by using a 
filter. Adequate shielding of the stray light was obtained by covering the rods as seen 
by the photomultiplier using black paper.
The LIF detection was slightly modified with respect to the setup used previously, 
because in this experiment the polarization of the laser plays an important role. To have 
control over the polarization a UV transparent Glan-Taylor prism is used to linearly po­
larize the laser beam, and a zero order ^À-plate for 308 mn is used to enable rotation 
of the polarization. The polarizing optics is inserted in front of the entrance window of 
the vacuum chamber. Polarization distortion by the window is avoided by using a quartz 
plate which is thick enough with respect to its diameter to resist the pressure difference 
between the inside and the outside of the chamber without deformation.
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Z !
Figure 6.6: Sketch of the geometry of the orientation device, showing the definition of the angle 
a. The angle drawn is 14° which corresponds to H2 collisions.
6.3.2 Initial state preparation and orientation
In the hexapole molecules in the upper A-doublet states of each rotational level are fo­
cused and molecules in the lower A-doublet states are defocused. The focusing is based 
on the Stark effect and consequently every J, M  state will exhibit a different focusing 
behavior. The hexapole geometry and voltage is optimized for focusing molecules in the 
J  = M  = |  state. In this setup the beam is focused twice, once halfway the hexapole 
and a second time a few cm behind the exit of the hexapole. Although molecules in 
the \  state are focused less tightly, there is still a fair amount of M  = \  molecules 
present in the collision center. By varying the polarization of the laser when exciting 
the T\( 1) transition, as outlined in section 6.2.2, the ratio of the population of M  = |  
and M =  \  is found to be 3.0 ±  0.1 for the £2 =  ^ , J  =  ^ state. This measurement was 
performed while the laser power was significantly reduced with respect to the collision 
measurements, and no saturation of the LIF transition was observed anymore. Also a 
small amount of J  =  ^ is present, but the total population of this rotational level is only 
6% of the population in the J  = \  state.
In Fig. 6.6 the geometry of the orientation field is sketched. The angle a is defined 
as the angle between the axis of the secondary beam and the direction of the electric 
field. The direction of the electric field is chosen to be parallel with the relative velocity 
vector. This results in a =  14° for normal- and para-H2, 45° for Ar, and 23° for He. In 
the setup as drawn in Fig. 6.6 the OH molecule is oriented with the H-end towards the 
secondary beam molecules. The effective field as measured via the P[ (1) transition is 
8.8 ±  0.1 kV/cm at a potential difference of 24 kV. This corresponds to the scale used 
in Fig. 6.4. The derived fieldstrength is in good agreement with the calculated value of 
9.1 kV/cm. The average orientation (cos 0} of the OH molecules at the applied volt­
age of 24 kV is very close to (cos 0}max, as can be seen in Table 6.2. When an ideal 
orientation is assumed, and both the M  = |  and M  = \  states are taken into account, 
then the total (i.e. both M-states together) orientational distribution function of OH can,
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according to Eq. (3) of Ref. [20] and Eq. 6.30 be expressed as
P  (cos 0) =  0.25 Po(cos 0) +  0.375 Pi(cos 0) +  0.125 P>(cos 0).
(6.38)
The angle 0 is the angle between the internuclear axis of the OH molecule and the elec­
tric field vector. The term with n = 3 vanishes because the contribution of the M  = |  
state accidentally cancels the contribution of t h e M = |  state.
The distance between the orientation device and the hexapole is a few millimeter, 
resulting in a continuously present electric field along the beam path. No extra guiding 
field has to be applied to ensure a conservation of the coupling between the focused 
molecules and the electric field. When this coupling would be lost, also the orientation 
would be lost, resulting in a net alignment, and consequently no effect of the electric 
field reversal on the cross sections would be observable.
6.3.3 Data reduction
The collisionally induced rotational excitation of OH is probed state selectively in sev­
eral consecutive measurements. The relative population transfer from the initial state to 
an excited state is probed via LIF spectroscopy, as described in Refs. [6] and [7]. The 
measured LIF intensity is a linear measure for the number of excited molecules, from 
which the cross section for the rotational transition can be derived. Due to saturation 
the relative state-to-state cross sections are directly obtained from the relative LIF in­
tensities.
The effect of the orientation on the cross section was determined by measuring the 
steric asymmetry factor:
c H^O-X -  O^H-X , ,S = - ------— -----, (6.39)
JHO-X +  JOH-X
where JHo-X denotes the LIF intensity as measured with the O-end in the direction of the 
collision partner X, and JOh-X denotes the reverse orientation. The LIF intensity for both 
orientations is measured in one experiment, by only changing the direction of the elec­
tric field. The weighted average of 6 of these measurements is then used to construct the 
final value. The LIF intensity which is measured for a particular transition is influenced 
by the polarization which is chosen for the excitation. Depending on the polarization a 
different set of M -levels in the excited state is populated. The fluorescence is a sum of 
both A M  = ±  1 and A M  =  0 transitions which are, according to Eq. 6.34 detected with 
a different efficiency. Every M-level in the excited state will have a unique distribution 
across A M  = ± 1  and A M  =  0 transitions, and hence will be detected with a specific 
efficiency, depending on the direction of the polarization of the laser. This detection ef­
ficiency, however, is a common factor in ZHO_X and /OH.X which cancels by definition 
in the steric asymmetry factor (Eq. 6.39), provided the polarization is the same in the 
measurement of both ZHO_X and /OH.X. There is henceforth no influence of the polariza­
tion on the steric asymmetry factor. In practice, the polarization is chosen which yields 
the highest LIF intensity, in order to have the highest signal-to-noise ratio.
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Table 6.3: Steric asymmetry factor S for rotational excitation of oriented OH (2n 3/2, J  = §). 
A negative value means preference for excitation via collisions on the H-side, a positive value 
means a preference for O-side excitation.
Final state Collision partner
£2 J  e He p-H2 n-H2 Ar
5/2 f -0 .18 ± 0.13 0.07 ± 0.03 0.07 ± 0.02 0.16 ± 0.06
5/2 e -0 .13 ± 0.02 0.05 ± 0.01 0.00 ± 0.02 0.00 ± 0.02
7/2 f -0 .08 ± 0.31 -0 .08 ± 0.07 -0 .17 ± 0.08 -0 .17 ± 0.17
7/2 e -0 .27 ± 0.03 -0 .04 ± 0.02 -0.11 ± 0.02 -0 .13 ± 0.04
1/2 f -0 .06 ± 0.02 0.04 ± 0.02 0.04 ± 0.02 0.05 ± 0.11
1/2 e -0 .05 ± 0.01 0.00 ± 0.02 0.01 ± 0.01
3/2 f -0 .06 ± 0.03 -0 .07 ± 0.02 -0.03 ± 0.02
3/2 e -0 .01 ± 0.03 0.01 ± 0.02 -0 .02 ± 0.01
Ecou (cm-1) 394 596 596 451
6.4 Results and discussion
In Table 6.3 the steric asymmetry factors for rotational excitation of OH induced by 
collisions with He, Ar, p-H2 and n-H2 are presented. Some transitions, although within 
reach of the collision energy, have a very small cross section and hence also a large rel­
ative statistical error in the steric asymmetry factor. Due to this large error the steric 
asymmetry factor becomes almost meaningless for these transitions, and they are thus 
not included in Table 6.3. The presented data include the steric asymmetry factor for 
transitions to the J  = |  and |  states in the ÎÏ = |  ladder, and the ,/ =  |  and |  states 
in the £ 2 = 5  ladder. It can be concluded from Table 6.3 thatforall scattering gases the 
steric asymmetries are very small, but non-zero, for the multiplet changing transitions.
For He there is a consistent preference for excitation at the H-end of OH. The stron­
gest asymmetry in He collisions is observed for the transition to the | , e state. The other 
molecules show a preference for excitation at the O-end for transitions to the | , § and
|  states and a preference for excitation at the H-end for transitions to the | ,  |  and 
i ,  |  states.
With respect to non-oriented scattering the state-to-state cross sections for colli­
sions with p-H2( J  =  0) show the same rotational dependence as for He [7]. The ob­
served differences between He and p-H2 scattering involve mainly the A-doublet tran­
sition and can be attributed to the presence of p-H2 ( J  =  2) in the beam. The observed 
steric effects, however, are strongly different from each other. Possibly the presence of 
H2( J  > 0) molecules has a larger influence on the steric asymmetry than on the orien­
tation averaged state-to-state cross sections themselves. This explanation is consistent 
with the observation that there is little difference between the effects observed for n- 
H2 and p-H2. Ar shows more or less the same behavior as n-H2, which corresponds to 
the similarity in the relative magnitudes of the orientation averaged state-to-state cross 
sections [6,7].
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In general, when looking at the J-dependence of the steric effect, the trend is that for 
higher J-values of the excited state, the preference is more towards excitation at the H- 
end of OH, which is to be expected from a classical point of view. Because the O atom 
is situated very close to the center of mass, the probability for rotational excitation when 
the H-atom is hit, will be larger then when the O atom is hit. In the classical picture, the 
excitation of high J-states occurs at larger impact parameters, and hence the long range 
part of the interaction potential plays a more important role. This long range part shows 
normally a smaller asymmetry than the short range part of the potential. This rationale 
then leads to the conclusion that the steric asymmetry factor will approach zero when 
higher excitations play a role. The present sensitivity and collision energy don’t allow 
us to measure this factor reliably for the higher J-states, so unfortunately a check of 
the validity of this assumption has to await further experimental improvements. The 
observed strong differences in the steric asymmetry for different parity states in nearly 
all observed rotational transitions suggest, however, that quantum interference effects 
play an important role.
Ab initio potentials for the description of the interaction between OH and H2 have 
been developed by Offer and Van Hemert [21] and by Miller et al. [22]. Both calcula­
tions predict an attractive well at the H-end of OH for an orientation of H2 perpendicular 
with respect to the internuclear axis of OH. Also an attractive well at the O-end of the 
molecule is predicted for an orientation of the H2 molecule parallel to the internuclear 
axis of OH. In both cases the well-depthis calculated to be in the range 120-200 cm-1. 
A good understanding of the steric effects is therefore difficult to base on these poten­
tials without performing the scattering calculations. When the difference in orientation 
of the H2 molecule with respect to OH is disregarded for both ends of OH, the classical 
picture would predict that excitation at the H-end of OH is favored.
DegliEsposti etal. [23] have developed potentials for the He and Ar systems. Quan­
tum calculations of the state-to-state cross sections based on these potentials yielded an 
excellent agreement with our previous results on non-oriented scattering [6]. The po­
tential surfaces for the two OH orientations show a larger anisotropy for Ar than for He. 
This seems to be in direct contradiction with our observation that He shows on the aver­
age larger steric asymmetry factors, whereas the state-to-state cross sections are smaller 
than for Ar. This discrepancy may be explained by the fact that Ar and He collisions are 
governed by different parts of the potential. Where for Ar the attractive part of the po­
tential is dominating the collision process, for He it is more the repulsive part which 
is important. This different behavior is believed to be responsible also for the remark­
ably large difference between the observed A-doublet cross-sections [23]. Due to the 
attractive potential the OH molecule may first undergo a torque towards the Ar atom, 
whereby the original orientation is distorted. As a consequence the difference between 
the OH-Ar and HO-Ar orientations may be reduced causing a smaller steric asymme­
try. This effect is expected to be the largest at small impact parameters, which might 
explain the difference in steric effects for the transition to the J  = |  state in Ar and He 
collisions. Reorientation has been shown to be an important effect in scattering of Ca 
with methylhalides [24,25]. The low moment of inertia of OH is certainly in favor of 
this speculation. Quantum calculations based on the available ab-initio potentials for 
OH-Ar and OH-He should provide clarification.
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In a similar experiment on inelastic scattering of oriented NO with Ar, Van Leuken 
et al. [17] found results which deviate quite strongly from our results. They found a 
strong symmetry dependence of the steric effect, where we observe a clear indifference 
towards the symmetry of the final state. The steric effects observed are not only much 
larger than the ones we observed, but also show a preference for excitation via the O- 
end of the molecule, where we see a preference for the other end. In their calculations 
performed on the NO-Ar system they obtained similar large and strong parity dependent 
effects, although the theoretical values did not correspond well to the experimental ones. 
The differences between OH and NO can partly be explained by the different charac­
ter of both molecules. NO is a nearly pure Hund’s case (a) molecule, where OH has 
a strong intermediate character. The case (a) character of NO inhibits large quantum 
interferences and results in strong parity propensity rules in the inelastic cross sections.
6.5 Conclusions
In this experiment the steric asymmetry of the rotational energy transfer of OH scattered 
by He, Ar, n-H2, and p-H2 is studied by measuring the cross sections for rotational ex­
citation of oriented OH. The OH is oriented via hexapole state selection and application 
of a homogeneous electric field in the scattering area. This technique is shown to be a 
powerful way to achieve high degrees of orientation of OH. The orientation distribution 
function and the relative abundancies of the different M-components in the scattering 
center are verified experimentally via LIF techniques.
The results show that for He collisions, excitation of OH at the H-end is prefered 
above excitation at the O-end. This is also the case for collisions with Ar and H2 except 
for transitions to the n3/2, ,/ =  |  and n ]/2, ,/ =  \  states. Unfortunately the poor 
detection efficiency of the higher rotational states of OH inhibits a more profound study 
of the J  dependence of the steric asymmetry. At this time no clear comparison with 
theory can be made, because of the lack of calculated cross sections for these oriented 
collisions. There are, however, ab-initio potentials available, which have been proven 
to give satisfying results for the description of non-oriented state-to-state cross sections. 
The present data allow for an even more stringent test of these potentials.
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Samenvatting
Toestandsopgeloste werkzame doorsneden voor botsingen 
van toestandsgeselecteerd en georienteerd OH
In dit proefschrift ligt een verslag van vier jaar onderzoek dat gedaan is aan de Katho­
lieke Universiteit Nijmegen in de vakgroep Molecuul- & Laserfysica van de faculteit 
Natuurwetenschappen. Dit onderzoek had als onderwerp de bestudering van botsings- 
processen van moleculen, en dan in het bijzonder het gedrag van het OH molecuul als 
het botst met bepaalde andere moleculen onder zeer nauwkeurig gedefinieerde omstan­
digheden.
Er zijn diverse redenen waarom het OH molecuul meer dan interessant genoeg is om 
er verschillende proefschriften mee te vullen. Ten eerste is er de toepasbaarheid van het 
onderzoek. Ondanks het fundamentele karakter van het botsingsonderzoek aan OH, zij n 
de verkregen gegevens vrij direct toepasbaar in andere (meer praktische) onderzoeks­
gebieden. Ten tweede is OH vanuit fundamenteel en theoretisch oogpunt interessant 
omdat het wat botsingen betreft aan de grens van (momenteel) mogelijke bevindt. Wat 
betreft open schil moleculen als OH is er alleen vergelijkbaar onderzoek verricht naar 
de moleculen NO en in mindere mate CH. Theoretisch vormt de open schil van OH een 
uitdaging, zeker in het complexe geval van botsingen met H2.
De relevantie van OH in andere gebieden wordt duidelijk als gekeken wordt naar 
de (chemische) processen waarin OH een voorname plaats inneemt. In de keten van 
chemische reacties die leidt tot de verbranding van koolwaterstoffen tot CO2 en water 
speelt het een rol in een aantal van de stappen. In de atmosferische chemie speelt het 
een rol in het evenwicht van de chemische samenstelling van de bovenste atmosferische 
lagen. In de interstellaire ruimte is het (na H2 met een relatieve aanwezigheid van meer 
dan 90%) een van de meest voorkomende moleculen.
Wanneer er met een chemisch-fysischoog naar het molecuul gekeken wordt, kan het 
gezien worden als een watermolecuul dat een waterstof atoom mist. Deze open schil re­
sulteert erin dat deze plaats door middel van een chemische reactie weer opgevuld kan 
worden. Het OH molecuul kan op die manier een waterstofatoom van andere molecu­
len verwijderen. Deze hoge reactiviteit heeft tot gevolg dat OH in de normale atmos­
feer slechts in zeer lage concentraties voorkomt, en bemoeilijkt de productie van OH 
om er onderzoek mee te doen. Een tweede effect van de open schil is dat de interne 
energiehuishouding van het OH behoorlijk afwijkt van wat gebruikelijk is bij stabiele 
moleculen in hun elektronische grondtoestand.
De experimenten aan OH zijn gedaan met het oog op zo nauwkeurig mogelijke in­
formatie over het botingsgedrag. ‘Nauwkeurigheid’ laat zich onder meer vertalen in een 
streven naar een grote selectiviteit ten aanzien van de interne energiestructuur. In de ex-
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perimenten werd OH dan ook op een uiterst toestandsselectieve manier geproduceerd. 
In een vacuumopstelling werd door een kleine opening (gepulst) een mengsel van water­
damp in argongas binnengelaten. Door in dit gasmengsel een electrische ontlading op te 
wekken wordt een deel van de watermoleculen gedissocieerd in onder meer OH. Door 
de optredende expansie koelt het OH sterk af waardoor de meeste moleculen niet al­
leen in het laagste vibrationele energieniveau zitten, maar ook in het laagste rotationele 
energieniveau. De temperatuur die hiermee geassocieerd kan worden is 40 K. Na de 
expansie volgt er een toestandsselector gebaseerd op een electrostatische hexapool (zie 
kaft), waardoor de moleculen die zich in een bepaald subniveau van het laagste rotatio- 
nele niveau bevinden, tot een bundel gevormd worden waarmee botsingsexperimenten 
gedaan kunnen worden. Bij debotsingsexperimentendie uitgevoerd zijn werd gekeken 
naar de verandering in rotatie die door de botsingen geïnduccerd w ordt.D e bepallng 
van de toestand van de moleculen na de botsing gebeurt met behulp van laserspectro- 
scopische methoden.
De volgende systemen zijn onderzocht. Als eerste is gekeken naar de interactie tus­
sen OH en de edelgassen Ar en He. Dit systeem is met name theoretisch erg interessant 
omdat het feit dat de botsingspartder slechts uit een enkel atoom bestaat tot een behoor­
lijke vereenvoudiging van de theoretische beschrijving leidt. Het is gebleken dat er op­
vallende voorkeursregels bestaan ten aadzien van de verschillende overgangen die door 
de botsingen gemduccerd kium— wordun.Een iinerersantePfeetisdulhergePrag van 
OH bij botsingen door Ar en He erg op elkaar lijkt, behalve voor de (semi-elastische) 
A-doublet overgang. Deze is voor Ar veel groter dan voor He. De overeenstemming 
met theoretische berekeningen is voor de bovenstaande metingen uitstekend.
Het tweede systeem is OH met H2. Dit systeem is van cruciaal belang voor de ver­
schijnselen die optreden in de interstellaire ruimte ten aanzien van OH. Speciale aan­
dacht is uitgegaag naar de verschillen die optredenten aanzien van de waarschijnlijkheid 
vagbotsingsgeïnduccerdtovardendenngardtvarrsthilepdtsanmletrin-terraelnltn,aan- 
gezien het nu voor het eerst mogelijk is om eventuele verschillen daartussen volledig 
op te lossen. Ook is er voor het eerst gekeken naar verschillen tussen de twee natuurlijk 
voorkomende varieteiten van H2, ortho- en para-H2. De resultaten waren onder meer 
dat voor para-H2( J  =  0) de werkzame doorsneden hetzelfde gedrag vertonen als in 
het geval van He. Deze overeenkomst was al eerder op theoretische gronden aangeno­
men, maar nu ook experimenteel gevalideerd. Voor botsingen met H2 in hogere rotatie- 
toestanden (J  > 0) kan de bovenstaande vereegaoudiging diet doorgevoerd worden, 
met alle theoretische complicaties van dien. Niettemin is het de groep uit Leiden gelukt 
om een behoorlijk goede overeenstemming te verkrijgenmet onze experimentele waar­
den. Ten aanzien van de botsingsmechanismen die achter het interstellaire gedrag van 
OH schuil zouden kudden gaan, kan geconcludeerd worden dat voor onze botsingsener- 
gieen de botsingen op zich diet alleen verantwoordelijk kudden zijn. Maar daar staat te­
genover dat er meer factoren dan alleen botsingen meegenomen moeten worden en dat 
de botsingsenergieen in de ruimte anders zijn. De theoretische waarden geven genoeg 
vertrouwen om ook in situaties gebruikt te worden die niet direct met het experiment 
vergeleken kunnen worden.
Het derde systeem is OH met drie moleculen die een belangrijke rol spelen in de 
verbranding: N2, CO en CO2. Hier verwachtten we een gedrag dat feitelijk een ver­
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eenvoudiging ten opzichte van het grillige karakter van de botsingen met He en Ar. Dit 
bleek echter diet geheel zo te zijn. De ‘quantum-mechanische’ effecten bleken nog diet 
uitgemiddeld te worden door het grotere aantal toestanden waarin de moleculen waar­
mee gebotst werd zich bevonden. Helaas zijn er nog geen goede theoretische waarden 
tot onze beschikking om mee te vergelijken. Interessant is wel dat de A-doublet over­
gang veruit de grootste werkzame doorsnede vertoont.
Als laatste is er nog een verdere verfij ding van het experiment doorgevoerd, door het 
OH molecuul een netto orientatie mee te geven ten aanzien van zijn botsingspartner. 
Hierdoor is het mogelijk om onderscheid te maken tussen botsingen aan de zuurstof- 
zijde en de waterstof-zijde van het molecuul. De sterkste effecten werden hierbij waar­
genomen voor het He molecuul, waarbij er een voorkeur bestaat voor excitatie aan de 
waterstof zijde. Dit komt overeen met het klassieke gegeven dat een rotor het gemakke­
lijkst aan zijn lichtste zijde tot rotatie te brengen is. Hetzelfde resultaat, zij het in min­
der sterke mate, werd voor Ar en H2 gevonden. Ook hier zijn geen goede theoretische 
waarden voorhanden.
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